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1. Physical distribution system and Balancing and Allocation and Transfer 
modules descriptors. 
 
1.1 This section contains relevant definitions of the existing Jordan water transfer and 
conveyance systems. Terms are those either used within the existing NWMP 
Balancing and Allocation or Transfer modules; or are needed for developing the 
new Simulation-Optimization Balancing, Allocation, and Transfer model 
(SOBAT). 
 
1.2 Subject Water. All of a BU’s internal water resources that it has first control over—
water that is not transferred into it from another BU.  
 
1.3 Conveyance systems (figure anticipated in the future). All of a BU’s Subject Water 
is conveyed to users thru either the Transfer System or the Local Distribution 
System.  
1.3.1 Transfer System (TFS). The national extent of the TFS is fully defined by ARC 
files T-points and T-lines. Features are: 
1.3.1.1 A T-line represents either a pipe section or a surface water conveyance section, 
and has a point or node at each end. 
1.3.1.2 Terms analogous to ‘line’ are ‘segment’ and ‘section’.  
1.3.1.3 A point or node spatially defines the ends of a line, and can represent locations 
at which flow enters the TFS (a Tin), or leaves the TFS (a Tout), or connections 
between lines (an internal node). More than two lines can intersect at the same 
point or node. 
1.3.1.4 A subsystem is a set of linked TFS segments.  
1.3.1.5 No TFS section is connected to all other TFS sections. The TFS consists of  
numerous TFS subsystems, and includes: 
1.3.1.5.1 large subsystems 
1.3.1.5.2 smaller isolated TFS subsystems (IsoTFSs), that are not connected with large 
subsystems (no clear delineation between large networks and isolated TF 
subsystems exists).  
1.3.1.5.3 isolated TFS subsystems that have only one line and two end-points.   
1.3.2 Local Distribution System (LDS). Within a BU, its LDS conveys all water not 
input into the TFS.  
 
1.4 Water names based upon conveyance method. Subject water can be named or 
assigned using conveyance system terminology (figure anticipated in the future): 
1.4.1 LDW refers to water conveyed from water sources to water users via the LDS. 
LDW does not enter the TFS system and is used within its BU of origin. It is 
assumed that no LDW goes to another BU.  
1.4.2 TFW refers to water after it enters the TFS through a Tin. After TFW water leaves 
the TFS through a Tout, it retains the TFW name and does not become LDW 
water. Except for losses, TFW can only exit a TFS thru a Tout. (Losses are 
computed based upon an input proportion of flow through the line). 
1.4.3 Internal Transfer (ITF) water exits the TFS in the same BU as it entered the TFS. 
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1.4.4 External Transfer (ETF) water exits the TFS in a different BU than it entered the 
TFS.  
 
1.5 Water assignment. Water is ‘assigned’ to a particular conveyance system. 
Assignment should not be confused with allocation (which includes information 
regarding water use or user). 
1.5.1 Water assigned as TFW includes both external (ETF) and internal transfer (ITF), 
(see definitions in 2.4). Note that water returned to a particular BU via ITF might 
not have the same quality as the water sent from that BU to the TFS.  
1.5.2 Water that enters a BU via a TFS Tout is not subsequently ‘assigned’ to a 
conveyance system. However, it is understood that it is distributed in some 
manner.   
1.5.3 Water assigned as LDW includes all water not assigned as TFW. 
 
1.6 Water flow and water volume. The new SOBAT deals with water volumes per 
year, which is the equivalent of a flow. Units are million cubic meters (MCM) per 
year. Thus, water flow and water volume are functionally equivalent. This is en 
rapport with the current Balancing and Allocation module and sub-modules.  
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2. Addressing physical infrastructure, management goals, and reporting goals in 
SOBAT. 
 
2.1 It was initially envisioned that the new software would include a Scenario Builder, 
and a strategy optimizer. The Scenario Builder would more properly have been 
termed a Scenario Refiner, because it would not replace the current NWMP 
Scenario Builder.  
 
2.2 The current NWMP Scenario Builder prepares, for each posed national growth and 
climatic scenario, the available resources and water demands that are to be satisfied 
using the existing NWMP Transfer and Balancing and Allocation modules.  
 
2.3 The new Scenario Refiner (SR) would facilitate changing bounds and constraints, 
prior to optimization being performed by the strategy optimizer. It was intended 
that the SR would rely upon existing NWMP data and tables. This reliance has 
caused a refinement in how we should proceed.  
 
2.4 For example, the current B&A module employs table T-DC-S, that identifies the 
water Resource Types each Demand Center (DC) is allowed to receive. A ‘yes’ 
placed in a column representing a particular Resource Type (ResTy) indicates the 
DC can receive that ResTy. Current purposes for placing a ‘yes’ by a ResTy are of 
three types. These include: physical restrictions based upon existing or planned 
infrastructure, managerial restrictions to satisfy national policy or other goals, and 
desire to report how much of different ResTys are used by different water users. 
Mixing those purposes on the same table makes it difficult to distinguish the intent 
of particular entries, and makes it difficult to use that information in the best 
manner. 
 
2.5 To allow appropriate use of constraints and bounds and infrastructure 
representations in the new S-O model, the three intents of paragraph 3.4 should be 
represented in separate tables or locations. That would allow them to be 
distinguished from each other, and used together effectively and properly during 
simulation, optimization, and post-optimization reporting.  
 
2.6 It is premature to state the exact format for the three data tables. However, for 
illustration, they could be:  
2.6.1 T-DC-Sphysical. This identifies physical accessibility to a ResTy based upon 
infrastructure. T-DC-Sphysical can change with time to reflect planned 
infrastructural modifications. 
2.6.2 T-DC-Smanagement. This represents management preferences. Only a ‘no’ entry 
can change ResTy access from what is indicated in T-DC-Sphysical. For a DC to 
receive a particular ResTy, T-DC-Sphysical must be ‘yes’, and T-DC-
Smanagement should be blank in the respective columns. T-DC-management can 
change with time, if appropriate and necessary.   
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2.6.3 T-DC-Sreporting. This indicates water quantities desired solely for reports or 
evaluation. These will be computed after optimization, and should not be used as 
constraints or restriction during SOBAT processing. A ‘yes’ entry is needed to 
cause a value to be computed. Probably this table would have not have one row 
for each DC, but would have one water Use Type (UT) per row.  
 
2.7 Discussions with MWI and advisors have indicated that some of the above three 
types of restrictions can be applied during optimization using bounds or constraints 
instead of the absolute ‘yes’ or ‘no’ of the current T-DC-S table. An example 
involving Peace Treaty water use is illustrative. 
2.7.1 Peace Treaty water from the Sea of Galilee enters the TFS in the north. Other 
flows enter the TFS and mingle with the Peace Treaty water as it flows 
southward, and before it reaches a location at which Jordan Valley irrigators can 
access it. Currently, to assure that the Peace Treaty flow goes to Amman, a ‘no’ is 
placed in table T-DC-S—causing NWMP internal volume balance computations 
to disallow use of Peace Treaty volume by Jordan Valley irrigators.  
2.7.2 In reality, because the Peace Treaty water mixes with other waters in the TFS 
flow stream, all downstream TFS water contains some Peace Treaty water--all 
downstream DCs obtaining the TFS water obtain some Peace Treaty water also. 
2.7.3 To represent the goal of assuring that the total Peace Treaty water quantity is 
available for Amman, SOBAT would employ a different approach.  
2.7.3.1 It would include a constraint assuring that the flow to Amman be at least as 
great as the Peace Treaty flow entering the TFS.  
2.7.3.2 T-DC-Sphysical would allow irrigators to take water from the TFS.  
2.7.3.3 A ‘blank’ in T-DC-Smanagement would not disallow the use of water from the 
TFS.  
2.7.3.4 T-DC-Sreporting could instruct computation of how much Peace Treaty water is 
within the flow obtained by Jordan Valley irrigators.     
 
2.8 SOBAT will employ much data, including that from T_lines, T_points, T-DC-S, 
and other sources not mentioned. Strategically, as SOBAT is developed: 
2.8.1 Most physical infra-structurally-based features should be placed in SOBAT via 
coding or infrastructure-related input data.  
2.8.2 Most management-based restrictions should be represented within SOBAT as 
bounds (upper or lower limits on flow values). However, supporting top-
management decision-making might also require some ‘yes-no’ usage.  
2.8.3 Data reporting-goals should be achieved via post-processing. Figures 3.1-3 
illustrate some of the types of bounds and parameters that are possible: 
2.8.3.1 Input values that represent physical realities would be rarely changed. Examples 
are seepage coefficients and pipe flow limits.  
2.8.3.2 Input values representing management preferences are more likely to be 
changed. Examples are bounds or limits on flow from a Source Service Center 
(SC) or to a Demand Center (DC).  
2.8.3.3 Inputs to provide summary information for top management will be easily 
modifiable. Examples are ‘on-off’ values in Table T_DC_Sreporting.  
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2.9 Within the current NWMP software, a water transfer strategy is first developed. It 
conveys selected ResTy water from selected source BUs thru the TF to selected 
recipient BUs.  Then, for each BU, the B&A module sequentially allocates 
particular ResTys to particular user Demand Types (DTs). The sequence is hard-
coded. DTs are Municipal, Industrial, Touristic, Irrigation, and Irrigation with 
treated Waste Water. The B&A module computes the volume of a particular ResTy 
that is available for allocation, and allocates water to the priority DT to the extent it 
is both available and needed. Then it re-computes the available ResTy volume, and 
allocates to users of the next priority water DT. 
 
2.10 The new BAT software will accomplish transfer, balancing, and allocation.  
2.10.1 It was initially intended that the Scenario Refiner would use sequential allocation 
before optimization. It would allocate some water (based upon management 
preferences) before submitting the rest to the Strategy Optimizer. The optimizer 
would allocate all water not previously allocated. 
2.10.2 The need to obtain T-DC-S data in a different format than it currently exists, 
indicates that a different partitioning might be needed between Strategy Optimizer 
and Scenario Refiner functions, than was originally intended. 
2.10.3 It is not yet determined which categories of water (ResTys or DT-ResTy combos) 
should be allocated using sequential allocation, and which should be allocated 
using optimization. Two alternative approaches are discussed below.  
2.10.4 One approach is to begin with the Strategy Optimizer and then use sequential 
allocation. For example: (a) first optimize balancing and transfer of specified 
resources using the new SOBAT, (this sends water from SCs thru either LDS or 
TFS to DCs); and then (b) sequentially allocate all remaining water.  
2.10.5 An alternative sequential optimization approach can replace much of the need for 
sequential allocation of ResTys to DTs. This sequential optimization approach 
can assure that some water DTs receive some types of ResTys before other DTs. 
Sequential optimization involves doing one optimization after another. The 1st 
optimization allocates water to DCs of highest priority. Optimal results of the 1st 
optimization become lower bounds on allocated water for the 2nd optimization, 
and so forth. In each optimization, an additional ResTy might be added, and water 
might be allocated to a different Demand Type-Resource Type (DT-ResTy) 
combo.  
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3. Features of draft S-O module: Balancing and Transfer Optimization version 1t. 
 
3.1 A current draft S-O module optimizes balancing and transfer, and can allocate 
water to specific DCs. It has been tested for several hypothetical (hypoJ) systems, 
including HypoJ31 (See Figure 4.1). It has not been tested for a scenario requiring 
prioritization of water from particular ResTys to DCs of particular User Types. 
Current features follow. It: 
3.1.1 Distributes all water via either Local Distribution System (LDS) or Transfer 
System (TFS). TFS has segments (lines) and points (TFin, TFinternal, or TFout 
nodes). 
3.1.2 Water is referred to by Resource Type (ResTy) and whether conveyed by LDS or 
TFS. 
3.1.3 There are two ResTy-Convey (ResTyCon) combinations per ResTy. For 
groundwater (GRE-LD and GRE-TR) for AD water (AD-LD and AD-TR). 
3.1.4 Each BU can have two Base Source Groups (BSGs) for all available ResTys, one 
for each possible ResTyCon. More Source Groups (SGs) are possible. 
3.1.5 All water Service Source Centers (SCs) must belong to at least one Base Source 
Group. An SC can also belong to other Source Groups (SGs), such as an SG 
providing flow to a TFin. 
3.1.6 For a BU, the sum of flows from both ResTyCon combos cannot exceed the 
ResTy upper limit specified in Table ResTyUp(BU,resty) 
3.1.7 A Demand Center (DC) can access water only from ResTy-Convey combos 
allowed it in Table T-DC-S. 
3.1.8 Each BU has a Base Demand Group (BDG) consisting of all DCs within it. Each 
DC must belong to at least the BU’s BDG. 
3.1.9 Each DC can also belong to other Demand Groups (DGs), such as one 
representing all DCs that can access a particular ResTyCon water. 
3.1.10 From Sources, water passes, at least nominally, thru SGs representing LDS or 
TFS (such as GRE-LD, or GRE-TR) and DGs before reaching DCs. 
3.1.11 Upper limit on water taken from an SC and provided to a DC cannot exceed 
amounts specified in Tables ‘SourceI’ and ‘DemandJ’, respectively. 
3.1.12 All water flows can have losses if: 0.0 < input loss coefficient (proportion of 
flow) < 1.0. 
3.1.13 Water entering a TFS segment <= upper bound on pipe capacity. 
3.1.14 Volume balance is maintained for all flows within and outside of the LDS and 
TFS. 
3.1.15 TFS Internal node water continuity equation assures: sum (inflows from TFins 
and TFS segments) = sum (outflows to TFS segments and TFouts). 
3.1.16 A pipe segment can only release water thru a TFout node, or as losses. 
3.1.17 A pipe segment can only receive water thru a TFin node (unless one uses loss 
coefficient > 1.0). 
3.1.18 Water can flow in either direction in TFS segments where that option is specified. 
Otherwise flow is only in one specified direction. 
3.1.19 Each flow variable and sums of flows can have lower and upper bounds imposed. 
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4. Clarification materials for obtaining stake-holder buy-in  
 
4.1 Obtaining stake-holder buy-in is often aided by text and graphic materials that help 
what is being accomplished by a simulation-optimization modeling process. 
Representative materials developed for this modeling effort are shown in figures in 
this section. Many have been developed via the sister USAID project. These 
illustrate balancing, transfer, and optimization terms, and differentiate between 
inputs, optimization outputs, and post-processing outputs. 
 
4.2 Raw Subject Water Balance.  
4.2.1 As discussed in section 2, a balancing unit’s subject waters are internal water 
resources that it has first control over. Nominally, it is water that does not enter it 
via the TF.  
4.2.2 A BU’s raw subject water balance is computed by subtracting a BU’s total 
demands from its total subject water resources. A positive balance indicates 
surplus, and negative balance indicates deficit. This does not consider the fact that 
some BU DCs and not connected to all of the BU’s SCs. It does not allow water 
to enter the TF and leave the original BU. Hence, the national balance will have a 
total deficit that equals the sum of all BU deficits. Its total surplus equals the sum 
of all BU surpluses. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 explain raw subject water balances and 
characteristics. 
 
4.3 Optimal Subject Water Balance. 
4.3.1 An optimal subject water balance is more realistic than a raw subject balance, 
because it uses table T_DC_S (physical) to define which ResTys each DC can 
access. Because it deals only with subject water, transfer via TF is not allowed. 
Employing T_DC_S restrictions might cause BU and national deficits to be larger 
than raw subject water balances. 
4.3.2 Mathematical optimization is used to minimize unsatisfied demand for the nation, 
computed as the sum of unsatisfied demands of all BUs. BU and national 
surpluses (unutilized waters) are computed after optimization. Figures 5.3-5.7 
explain S-O model application.   
 
4.4 Optimal Resources and Demands Transfer and Balance. 
4.4.1 An optimal resources and demands transfer and balance is more realistic than the 
optimal subject water balance because it includes water transfer via TF.  
4.4.2 To the extent allowed by the TF and T_DC_S, optimization will move surplus or 
unutilized water to BUs otherwise having unsatisfied demand. Figures 5.8-5.10 
clarify S-O model application.  
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5. Figures  
 
Figure 3.1 Sample bounds relating to water flowing from Sources to TFS, within TFS, 
and toward Demand Centers.  
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Figure 3.2 Sample bounds relating to water from TFS reaching Demand Centers.  
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Figure 3.3 Sample bounds relating to water Source and Demand Blocks and Groups. 
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Figure 4.1 HypoJ32 study area and preliminary optimization results. 
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Figure 5.1 Raw BU subject water resources, demands, and balances. 
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Figure 5.2 Characteristics of raw subject water balances 
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Figure 5.3 Characteristics of subject resource demand balance optimization 
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Figure 5.4 Example inputs for subject resource and demand balance optimization  
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Figure 5.5 Sample values computed during and after subject resource and demand 
balance optimization 
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Figure 5.6 Sample values computed after subject resource and demand balance 
optimization 
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Resource Type (RT) uses index resty. Optimization Cycle uses index oc. 
ROBS1.35 08-03-24 
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Figure 5.7 Mathematical model for subject resource and demand balance optimization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject resource and demand balance optimization: mathematical model 
Balancing Optimization Algorithm for BU Subject Water Resources (no transfer out from BU, or into BU) 
Objective Fi.mction (OF) value, total Jordan unsatisfied demand, is the sum of unsatisfied demand for all DCs within all BUs. 
minimize Uncat~mTot-L:ibL,f
11
(UncatDtJm _jnfl,f11 ) 
Subject to: 
Unsatisfied demand of DCi~J~~ is its demand minus total flows reaching it 
UnsatDem_jn.fiJ.Jil. = -(TotSGFlowToBUDCfl.Jt -demand)111 ) 
Total flow to DC is from SGs of ResTys allowed per Table T -DC-S 
TotSGFlowToDC1b.fwrJ11 = La1 SGFlowToDC1b • .frtr.J11j 111 
Total flow reaching DC/
11 
from all SGs. 
TotSGFlowToBUDCfbJ11 = Lfn. T otSGFlowT oDC1b . f1lr,ft 
Total flow from SGing toward all allowedDCs perT-D-S 
Tc.tFlowFI'11ZGfb.iltr = L,ji, L,Jii. SGFlowToDCfl .. i llf.fw.ar 
Total flow from BU's ResTy equals that sent from t wo BU's SGs (ings), one each for ResTy's LD and TF 
TotFlowFmBURT.ib1:tJ1} = L:illfTotFlowFmSG.fb.z.r 
where 
j b =Balancing Unit (BU) index 
resty =Resource Type (GRE. BF. AD. TWW, RS, TR) 
in. = Source (SC) index 
ing =Source Group (SG) index 
jn =Demand Center (DC) index 
jng =Demand Group (DG) mdex 
ROB$,_6, 2008-03· 24 
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Figure 5.8 Resource and demand balancing and transfer optimization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resource and demand balancing and transfer optimization: selected features & application 
S-0 module: Balancing and Transfer Optimization version lt characteristics 
• Distributes all water v1a Local Distribution (LD) and/or Transfer System (fF). TF has segments (lines) and points (TEn, TFintemal, or TFout nodes) 
• Water is referred to by Resource Type (ResTy) and whether conveyed by LD or TF(fR) 
• There are two ResTy-convey (ResTyCon) combinations per R esTy. For groundwater (GRE-LD and GRE-TR) for AD water (AD-LD and AD-TR). 
• Each BU can have 2 Base Source Groups (BaseSGs) for all availalbe ResTys, one per possible ResTyCon More Source Groups (SGs) are possible 
• All water Sources (SCs) must belong to at least one Base Source Group. 
• An SC can also belong to other Source Groups (SGs), such as an SGproviding flow to a TFin 
• For a BU, the sum of flows from both ResTyCon combos cannot exceed the R esTy upper lim1t spec1fied in Table ResTyUp(BU,resty) 
• A Demand Center (DC) can access water only from ResTy-Convey combos allowed it in TableT -DC-S 
• Each BU has a Base Demand Group (BaseD G) consistmg of all DCs Wlthin it. Each DC must belong to at least the BUs Base Demand Group. 
• Each DC can also belong to other Demand Groups (DGs), such as one representing all DCs that can access aparticularResTyCon water 
• From Sources, water passes, at l east nommally, thru SGs representing LD and TF systems (ex.: GRE-LD, GRE-TR) and DGs before reachmg DCs. 
• Upper limit on water taken from an SC and provided to a DC cannot exceed what is specified in Tables Sourcei and Demandj, respectively 
• All water flows can have losses 1f: 0. 0 <input loss coeffi c1ent (proportwn of flow) < I. 0. 
• Water entering a TF segment <=upper bound on pipe capacity 
• Volume balance is mruntainedfor all flows within and outside of the LD and TF systems 
• TF Internal node water continuity equation assures: sum (inflows from TFins and TF segments) = sum (outflows to TF segments and TFouts). 
• A pipe segment can only release water thru a TFout node, or as losses 
• A pipe segment can only receive water thru a TFin node (unless one uses loss coefficient> 1.0). 
• Water can flow in either direction in TF segments where that option is specified. Othetwise flow is only in one specified direction 
• Each flow variable and sums of flows can have lower and upper bounds imposed 
Sample problem charactetistics and optimal strategy results 
• 3 BUs, 6 sources (SCs), 5 DCs, 
o 7 ResTy-Convey combos (BUl-GR-LD, BUl-AD-LD, BUl-AD-TR, BU2-GR-LD, BU2-AD-LD, BU2-AD-TR, BU3-AD-TR), 
• 7 SGs (one for each of the 6 ResTys), 
• 4DGs (allowed to accept water from the 6 R esTys), 
• 9 TFnodes, 9 TF segments, 3 TFins, 3 TFouts 
• Optimal strategy uses all available water, and moves some from one BU to the other 
• 9?timal strategy yields 26 unsatisfied demand, better than using Subject Water Balancing Optimization Module (that module does not allow transfer). 
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Figure 5.9 Mathematical model for resource and demand balancing and transfer 
optimization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resource and demand balancing and transfer optimization: mathematical model (BAT vs1t) 
Objective Function (OF) value, total Jordan unsatisfied demand of all Balancing Umts (BUs) 
minimize UnsatDemTotal = L,p UnsatDemBUi~ 
Subject to 
Unsatisfied demand of BU jb 
UnsatDemBU J~ = L, in UJJ"11 jn E BUjcum(BU,jnum) 
Total LD pIus TF flow reachmg DC jn 
qTotal Re achDCi11 = qLDTotalreachDC in + qTFTotalreachDCj11. 
LD flow from one SGthatreaches DC;n 
qLDSGreachDC f>.•, = qLDSGtowardDCM,,(l 0- C~~~') 
Total TF water reaching DC jn from all TFouts 
qTFTotalreachDCi11 = L,11111 qTFnodeReachjngDCIIIJI.j11. 
Total flow-in equals total flow-out for each TF system node mtn. 
L,;,,qsgiin,.,,,, +[L,.,q,_.,(l.O-c;';:..,J]- L,.,q-,,- L;.qjout.,.;. = 0.0 
Flow entermg TF node mtn from SG ~ng. 
qsgiin:wt.~.mg = qsginllfi'li~tg(1.0-C:;i7tg) 
Total flow taken from one BU's Resource Type (ResTy) 
qTotalLDplusTFjrom1RestylNGpai'i'~~g.iillg = qLDSGingtJ~.r + qTFSChngitJ~.r 
Unsatisfied demand of DC ;n 
u.j in = demandi~ - qTotal Re achDC ft! 
Total LD flow from all SGs, that reaches DC;n. 
qLDTotalreachDCi11 = L,io:!~qLDSGreachDC111J.~tt 
Total LD flow leaving Source Group (SG) ing toward all DCs. 
qLDSGingi111 = L.i"qLDSGtowardDC111.R1 
TF flow reaching DC;n from TFoutmn 
qTFnodeReachjngDC11t11.JII = qjout11111.i'~~(1.0- C:11.~jn) 
Flow entering node mtn from TF segment connecting to node mn 
q ""·"' = qa,_., (1 0 - c:~ ... ) 
Total TF flow leavmg Source Group (SG) ing for TFms 
qTFSGingi~~g = L.mmqsginmwi~~g 
where: LD =local distribution, TF =transfer, TFin and TFout are locations of inflow to and outflow from TF system, 
mn andmtn are interchangeable TF system node IDs 
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Figure 5.10 Top view of representative subsystem, flows, and groups for resource and 
demand balancing and transfer optimization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
( Balancing Unit 1 (BU1)) 
, DV&SVwGroups from 
', a BU's GW resources 
\ 2008-02-05, R Peralta 
I 
ntemal Transf&r llOW' leaV&S 
Tout 111 same BU as Tin 
I 
I 
Note: Until DCs are inked to 
their servk;ing Touts, water 
delivery will b& to BU Qf'OUps 
Thus these OC groups are 
shown here and also to the left 
Demand 
Cen!et' 12 
(DC12 ) 
r~~ ~~:t:r \ __ :.=.=.:.:~- , 
DC from all \ Water provided \ 
\ to each user \ 
Physical System and Transfer System (TS) Legend \ ty~ ':~ber \ 
~ S=Water Source. ·:~:;'; Groupof Ssor DCs Optimizable Flows from a BU's- ~frou-nef-
cWat~r 0(:. :::::> oc=water Oemand Ce;e~.- -
....... ComputedwaterftowlnTS . 8TSpolnt (secttonend) water sources 'renewable and fossil' 
- • Assumed & computed water flow \I I ) 
---. Water losses, some of which return to aquifer via seepage 
_,.- Balancing Unit (BU} boundary 
LD "" Local water Distribution (does not enter TS). AqRF= Aquifer Return Flow 
(recharge). Tin "" TS Inflow node. Tout = TS outflow node. 
RGW = Renewable Ground Water. FGW = Fossil Ground Water. 
l nde.x numbers assigned loSs, DCs, and groups are arbitrary, Some TS 
features intentionally not detailed (For ex. reservoir & other sources, isolated & 
wastewater systems). 
Data Input and Computation Output Legend 
/"inPut" d; --~ ~~ Computed :I; ~~;ad-~\:- - P~t:-opti;z;ti~- --\ 
1 from pre- 1 optimal decision I optimal stat8 1 \ output based on \ 
1 optlmlzaton 1 , ~ (OV ) I variables (SVs) I \ Input proportions, & \ / ___ :_c;!_~~--' vana es s I ______ J '-~~m~l~~~~~---\ 
Superscripts L and U denote, respectively, variable lower and upper limit or bound. 
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Appendix. Selected queries to and responses from AHT concerning existing NWMP 
software. 
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NWMP query 1 and response 
 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de>  
To:      peralta.r@comcast.net  
CC:     "Milutin, Darko Dr." <milutin@aht-group.com>  
Subject:  Re: [?? Probable Spam] !Spam! NWMP query 1  
Date:       Thursday, September 27, 2007 1:44:28 AM  
 
Dear Richard, 
last night I fetched your mail out of my spam basket. Thus my answer  
comes a bit delayed. Here are the answers: 
 
1. No. And there are even more conditions for a demand center (DC) to  
get water from a transfer: the DC has to be located in the same  
balancing unit (BU) as the T_out and in the allocation table T_DC_S the  
DC must have a "true" set in the source-type released from the T_out. 
 
2. The transfer system is defined by 2 GIS tables: T_Lines and T_points. Each T_point 
can have only one status, as described by you. 
 
3. No. Water for transfer systems can only enter through a T_in.  
However, exits from the transfer system are partly in the form of  
losses. Losses along a transfer system are divided equally and spatially assigned to the 
two end points. 
 
4. T_points only describes if a point is an internal node or an end  
point. If an endpoint is a T_in or a T_out results from the contents of  
table T_lines. You can make a query if you want to generate an explicit  
table. 
 
I hope your questions have been sufficiently answered. If not, ask again. 
Best regards 
Klaus 
 
peralta.r@comcast.net schrieb: 
> Klaus,  
>    I hope you and family are doing well, and all are happy and healthy.  
>   I appreciate your willingness to answer some questions. In a meeting two days ago 
between NWMP Directorate and myself, definite answers to the following were not 
available from the staff (or members disagreed). Can you please answer to the extent 
possible.  
> *1. Can water users obtain pipeline water (water from a pipeline) in any manner except 
thru a tout? (if so, how?) 
> *2. We believe each transfer system is clasified as a tin, tout, or internal node type. Can 
any node be more than one of those types at the same time? If so, under what situations, 
and which nodes are that way. 
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> *3. Can water enter a pipeline in any way except thru a tin? 
> *4. Where can one find a consolidated list of all nodes and their types 
(tin,tout,tinternal)--preferably one that has an integer value indicating each nodes type? 
>    I look forward to your response.  
>   Best regards, 
> Richard 
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NWMP query 2 and response 
 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de> 
To: peralta.r@comcast.net 
Subject: Re: NWMPquery2 
Date: Monday, October 01, 2007 9:06:02 AM 
Dear Richard, 
this time your mail got directly through into my mailbox. 
You are right, the localisation of losses is relevant for the assignment 
of GW-returnflows to balancing units. 
I understand, that in your model B you are treating the losses in the 
same way as I did (as far as the water within a pipeline is concerned). 
As you know, the NWMP tools are spatially related, and in most of the 
cases (except for data related on grids) resources and demands refer to 
point entities that can be easily related to the areas of balancing 
units. Therefore, also all GW-returns are related to points in the GIS. 
In the case of transfer losses, these are the t_in and the t_out. 
Please be aware that GW-returns are always smaller than the losses. 
Best regards 
Klaus 
peralta.r@comcast.net schrieb: 
> 1. What are the ramifications in the current code, of where pipeline losses 
are assigned? 
> You indicated that you assign half to each of the two nodes at the end of the 
pipe segment. Does that affect where the water returns to the physical system, and hence, 
possibly 
which basin or directorate can benefit from the seepage loss to groundwater? 
> 
> I am considering how I should treat the pipeline seepage losses that seep from 
a pipe segment. In my current model (lets call it model B), currently, the full 
pipe flow can enter the pipe segment from a node, but the flow then decreases 
along the length of the segment so that the flow entering the other end node is 
less by the full seepage amount. The steady flow continuity equation is solved 
for all nodes simultaneously. 
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NWMP query 3 and response 
 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de> 
To: peralta.r@comcast.net 
Subject: Re: NWMPquery3 
Date: Monday, October 01, 2007 9:52:41 AM 
 
Hi Richard! 
1. The L_Code is not unique for each demand but for each demand center (DC). If a DC 
has municipal, tourist and irrigation demands, the same L_Code will appear 3 times for 
the same year, yeartype and scenario. 
"Link" is the original settlement code which is numeric. It is needed 
for linking to DCs. L_Code must be a text string to accommodate the industrial DCs in 
the same field. 
2. Node=true means that a point is an internal junction and not an 
endpoint. An endpoint can be either an T_in or a T_out. 
3. Virtual pipelines have been introduced for Additional resources (AD) which are not 
part of a real transfer system. To query TA_transfer_SD permits to get more details on 
the type of the AD than are available in T_RD_yearly that is used for the other resources. 
BTW, items 1 and 2 were documented in the online help. Item 3 was not  
:-[ . The new webhelp (I will send it on CD with Andreas) will have 
better search functions. 
Best regards 
Klaus 
 
peralta.r@comcast.net schrieb: 
Klaus, 
Thank you for previous responses. I have been more thoroughly familiarizing myself 
with the data tables. If you have time to answer the below questions, it would help. 
1. Table T_DC_S. 
- the 'L_Code' is unique for each water demand, correct? Only industrial demands begin 
with letters. These are IN__, but Ihave not seen how to interpret the last two letters of the 
four-letter prefix. 
- What does the 'Link' column tell me? 
2. T_Points 
- if ?Node?=true, is it true that the point is a node of the pipeline/canal/wadi transfer 
system. 
- if ?Node?=false, what can the point be? Can it be either a source or a demand? 
- Wadi Arab is T_Point number 1, but its ?Node?=false, so I want to assume it is not 
precisely the end of a pipe segment. However, in T_lines, Tf_system number 815 begins 
at node 1 (Wadi Arab) and ends at node 175 . That seems to tell me that T_Point number 
1 is really part of the transfer system, i.e., it is really a pipeline node (although its 
Node=False). 
- Similarly, point ID 19 is Irbid villages, which is not a pipeline node. 
-In summary, I might be confused about how to distinguish between transport 
system nodes and other ?points? found in T_Points. 
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3. T_Lines. 
What is a ?virtual? pipeline and what is it used for. 
Best regards, 
Richard 
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NWMP query 4 and response 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de> 
To: peralta.r@comcast.net 
Subject: Re: NWMPquery4 
Date: Tuesday, October 02, 2007 9:36:50 AM 
 
Richard, 
for an update of an installation it is sufficient to overwrite the old 
files with new ones. For an installation on another computer you have 
first to install MapObjects Lite (which has been given to you as well). 
For the NWMP modules, possibly, you need to adjust the configuration 
files that define the file locations. This can be done either with an 
editor or within the modules. 
Klaus 
 
peralta.r@comcast.net schrieb: 
Klaus, 
Thank you for your help. 
1. Rasha got the newest version of the offline balancing and allocation module 
running on my desktop. My understanding concerning how to update that with a 
newer version in the future, is to simply replace the balancing.cfm, 
balancing.mdb, and balancingoffline.mdb files. That seems to work. Would you 
add anything to that procedure? 
2. In order for me to put the offline balancing and allocation module on 
another computer, she said that all i must do is to copy the gtz_modules 
directory into the root of the new computer. Is that correct, or are there additional 
installation steps? 
Richard 
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NWMP query 5 and response 
 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de> 
To: peralta.r@comcast.net 
Subject: Re: NWMPquery5 
Date: Tuesday, October 02, 2007 3:20:16 AM 
 
Richard, 
the results of water-quality based balancing are not used any more. 
Instead we use allocations in the way as documented under allocation. 
Regards 
Klaus 
 
peralta.r@comcast.net schrieb: 
Klaus, 
Has the following flowchart been modified? there is a message at the top of 
the file that says it is outdated, and needs/will be revised. 
Richard 
C:\_NWMP\Balance_Transfers\help\balancing_flowchart.htm 
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NWMP query 6 and response 
 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de> 
To: peralta.r@comcast.net 
Subject: Re: NWMPquery6 
Date: Thursday, October 04, 2007 10:28:29 AM 
 
Richard, 
Next Sunday (7th October) I will travel to Algeria (Beni Abbes, close to 
the Moroccan border). Travel time will be more than 24 hours (I have to 
spend the night in Bechar and continue next morning by car). 
Answer to Q1: 
As the chart is indicating, after modifying transfer volumes the 
GW-return flows should be recalculated. This is presently done not done 
automatically. However, the likely changes in GW return flows are very 
low, therefore you might neglect them. 
Answer to Q2: 
The only part where water inflow to reservoirs is affected to water use 
is related the effluents from WWTPs. In our system, this has only an 
impact on King Talal Dam (KTD) and W. Shueib dam. However, we do not 
have a scenario where the water demands for the concerned municipal DCs 
(and consequent WWTPs) are not satisfied. Thus, the inflow to reservoirs 
is only affected by the demand modules and not by transfers and 
allocations. 
The placement of the RSY-module in the middle (yellow) box is not 
related to the time of its development but to its functionality. This 
module is performing balancing operations (of resources, losses and 
demands), in monthly steps. 
Answer to Q3: 
Presently, we do not have such a distinction. However, the allocation 
table T_DC_S has been filled in such a way, that for instance T_RSY 
(King Talal Dam) is only given to irrigation demand centers and not to 
Municipal DCs. Please remember that for the same settlement ID we 
distinguish already different use types (mainly municipal, tourist and 
irrigation). For groundwater, for instance, we do not consider different 
levels of salinity (neither in the resource nor in the demand). 
-----Original Message----- 
From: peralta.r@comcast.net [mailto:peralta.r@comcast.net] 
Sent: 04 October 2007 09:44 
To: k_jacobi@surf2000.de; Jacobi, Klaus 
Cc: peralta.r@comcast.net 
Subject: nwmp query6 
Klaus, 
thank you for your aid. Please see the attached, which has a figure from 
the on-line help with it. 
Richard 
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NWMP query 7 and response 
 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de> 
To: peralta.r@comcast.net 
CC: DRLUECK@WANADOO.JO 
Subject: Re: NWMPquery#7 
Date: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 7:44:23 AM 
Hi Richard, 
on my travel to Algeria almost everything that could go wrong did go wrong. But now I 
am happily back and preparing for the next trip that will start on Sunday. 
Our transfer system is fixed and therefore independent from any balancing layer. Local 
distribution is defined as that water, which enters a transfer system and is released in the 
same BU as from where it had entered. All these volumes are defined by the transfer 
distribution and these are those numbers that should be changed by the optimisation 
process. 'Virtual pipelines' are used for AD (Additional resources) as this permits 
to use some additional data fields for the precise specification in the allocation outputs. 
They have to be entered in the GIS. There is no time field with the transfer lines, only 
with the distribution of volumes. 
Best regards 
Klaus 
 
Hello Klaus, 
I hope your most recent work trip is going/went well. 
I am progressing also, and enjoying the work. The weather is very nice. 
1. Concerning 'Local distribution'. my understanding is that it is water that goes from a 
source to a demand without entering the TS (transfer system). Below we assume we are 
speaking of only one Balancing Level. 
a. Am I correct in assuming that there is at least one situation in which water from a 
source can locally distribute water to demand centers (DCs) in more than one Balancing 
Unit (BU) ? 
b. If so, in what table or format are the numbers or coefficients that define the proportions 
of water going to the different DCs and different BUs? 
c. Am I correct in assuming that the numbers or coeffients of (1b) are values that the 
NWMP modeler does not change when using the Balancing and Allocation/Transfer 
software. 
2. Am I correct in assuming that 'Virtual Pipelines' represent both: 
a. planned future means of conveying water from specified sources to specified DCs. 
these do not currently exist. 
b. currently existing means of conveying water (from sources to DCs) that are perhaps 
not easily defined using current data? 
3. Are virtual pipelines the only means of transferring additional water resources (AD) to 
physically existing real pipelines. 
4. What are special characteristics or limitations of virtual pipelines? 
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5. Can virtual pipelines easily be entered in the points and lines tables so that they change 
with time, to reflect their possible construction in the future? Perhaps you bypass that 
issue in a more clever way. 
Thank you for your help. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Best wishes. 
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NWMP query 8 and response 
 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de> 
To: peralta.r@comcast.net 
CC: DRLUECK@WANADOO.JO 
Subject: Re: !Spam! NWMPquery#8 
Date: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 1:46:07 PM 
 
Hello Richard, 
here are my replies: 
1. Yes, the transfer system is defined by the time independent GIS file sets T_points and 
T_lines. The routing if flows (which differ between scenarios, year_types and years) is 
saved in table TA_annual. 
2. We distinguish 4 different balancing layers: Administrative (the standard), surface 
water basins, groundwater basins and socio-economic zones). Like the transfer system, 
all balancing layers are spatially defined. Thus, when we calculate the B&A for the 
administrative layer, we can also see the effect on each BU of any other balancing layer. 
3. You were right, these allocations without using a transfer system may be called 'local 
distributions'. I accidentally confused them with the internal transfers. 
4. OK. 
5. Everything should be found in the help file for which I gave the latest version on CD to 
Andreas Lück. 
Best regards 
Klaus 
 
Hello Klaus, 
Sorry about the difficulties. I have not been to Algeria so I can probably not appreciate 
them fully. 
I have been preparing a set of existing definitions (as I understand them), and a set of 
definitions that I would like to add. Sometimes what MWI personnel tell me might differ 
from what you tell me. I have been told by MWI to believe communications from you 
above all else. After discussing some of the points further, perhaps I should send to you 
some of the definitions that I find important... I must make sets, arrays, and equations to 
handle the flow processes you are handling in the transport. It is preferable that I have the 
correct understanding of what is currently in the model. My understanding of my tasking 
might be different from your understanding. 
Among these definitions, from reading materials and communing with MWI personnel, I 
assume : 
1. The Transfer System (TS) is what is defined via T_points and T_lines files. Please 
confirm that you use the term Transfer System in the same way. 
2. I assume the existing NWMP B&AT (Balancing and Allocation-Transfer module) is to 
be able to report results (allocations and unsatisfied demand) for scenarios using different 
Balancing Levels (the 3 BLs are administrative, hydrogeologic, and economic). I assume 
scenario results will be reported using Balancing Unit discretization. Any particular Tin, 
Tout, or node will be in different Balancing Units in different Balancing Levels. Thus, 
although I understand that the TS is fixed, there must be some relationship correlating 
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demand centers with Balancing Units, etc., depending upon the Balancing Level being 
addressed 
 
3. In reality there are some direct flows from Sources to DCs that do not go thru the TS. 
Does the current NWMP not consider these? This is what MWI has told me is 'local 
distribution'. Your message below seems to disagree with that. What does NWMP call 
such flows? They might have a name and be used outside of the TS, which my I think is 
included in my scope of work. 
 
4. MWI also uses terms Internal Transfers to mean water that enters and departs the TS in 
the same Balancing Unit. MWI uses External Transfer to mean water that enters and 
departs the TS in different Balancing Units. 
 
5. I have looked thru many materials, but perhaps have not found the best 
compilation of definitions. Can you tell me where to look. 
 
Thanks again for your help, Richard
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WMP query 9 and response 
 
From: Klaus Jacobi <k_jacobi@surf2000.de> 
To: peralta.r@comcast.net 
CC: "Dr. Andreas H. LÃ¼ck" <andreas.lueck@gtz.de> 
Subject: Re: NWMPquery7 (also attached it is) NOTE: actually this is query9 
Date: Sunday, December 09, 2007 10:27:10 AM 
 
Dear Richard, 
1.a all STP tables have monthly values, thus there should be always 12 values for each 
location, year, scenario and year type - but not all STP tables distinguish between 
different year types. Up to now, transfers and allocations are calculated for annual 
summaries. Typically, these summaries are obtained during the calculation process by the 
appropriate SQL-commands, thus the data are usually not stored in annual tables. 
1.b The water demands are defined in the respective STP-tables. The question about how 
much of that demand is to be locally used and how much is fed into the transfer system is 
mainly defined by the type of project but with a certain flexibility (for instance as far as 
the use in the Valley is concerned). The more tricky question is, however, how the water 
is distributed once it is in the transfer system. 
1.c I partly followed that approach: all additional resources (including Yarmouk and 
Peace Treaty) are therefore fed into transfer systems. The issue is less clear with 
renewable GW-resources. 
1.d No, that is wrong. Also significant portions of renewable Groundwater are transferred 
- but not directly linked to the TF system - thus their volumes are set manually. 
1.e The relation between T_out to Demand_center is currently not a point-2-point relation 
but a more fuzzy spatial relation: certain T_out's and DC's lie in the same balancing unit, 
thus there is a connection. 
1.f This is currently a trial and error circle. I may for instance raise or reduce Disi or 
Aqaba desalinated water in STP_additional_resources. 
1.g I understand, that the Peace Treaty and the Yarmouk water have to be used to their 
full extend. If desalinisation plants have also been constructed, they should be also used 
to their intended capacity. 
2. The water quality classes are currently not used by the allocation algorithms but rather 
by a manual overview. For instance, there is a direct link between WWTPs and so-called 
WW_irrigation schemes. For KTD, water is only used for irrigation and not by 
municipalities (this is maintained by the transfer system and the allocation table. 
3. There is an error in the formula for calculation of leaching demands, for which I tried 
several years to fix it, but Suzan always rejected that. 
4. No, that percentage must no exceed 100% 
5. For STP_touristic, there is high quality water for human consumption and swimming 
pools and not so good water for irrigation of green areas. Thus, the double lines are by 
purpose. However, I am not 100% sure if that distinction is properly handled by the 
allocation algorithms. 
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6. There should be 12 values per year (initially we had 15 values, from October to 
December next year). However, now everything should be adjusted to 12 values. 
Certainly, not every settlement has an irrigation demand. If there are other cases were the 
number of records appear strange, please tell me and I will have a look at them. 
7. See point 3 above. 
8.a. yes 
8.b I think, the term 'local distribution' was never precisely defined. Transfers are 
distinguished between internal transfers and external transfers (=l eaving the balancing 
unit). Local distribution would than be the water which is fed to demand centers without 
entering a transfer system. 
8.c. There could be the case, that you transfer more water than can be absorbed. This 
'waste' is to be avoided - currently by trial and error. 
8.d. Internal transfers are those that are released in the same BU as they were put in. 
Please remember, that the transfer system is 'static' and corresponds to actual (although 
simplified) infrastructure, while the BU's are just virtual systems, and we have 4 different 
balancing layers. (like administrative, surface water, groundwater basins etc.) 
8.e. , 8.f Yes, but that distinction is not made in the allocation but only in the transfer 
module. 
9a. The ID of a T_in is an arbitrary number. The name is just descriptive and not used in 
the algorithms. 
9.b. There is no precise linkage between T_in's and wells, well-fields or aquifers. The 
GW-safe yield is given in STP_GW for balancing units only. The modeller has the 
freedom to use more or less water than that resource - this is the big difference to all other 
resource types! 
9.c. The gradual reduction (or increase) of GW-production from status quo (2005) to 
desired target (2020) is hard-coded in the allocation module. How muchof that is 
transferred and how much is used locally is set by the modeller. Calculation-wise, 
transfers are allocated first, the remainder can be used locally. 
9.d. As stated above, all Add_resources are fed into TF-systems (even if used locally, that 
we have a 'virtual' TF-system.) . Some WWTPs and reservoirs are linked to a TF_in, but 
not all. With renewable GW, we do not even have a clear source. 
Hope that helps 
Best regards 
Klaus 
 
peralta.r@comcast.net schrieb: 
NWMPquery7 (NOTE:  the ‘7’ was a typo error, this is actually query9) 
 
Hello Klaus, I have spent a great deal of time looking thru data tables and the modules. 
My goal is to understand enough about the current simulation process that I can develop 
an optimization process for it. It would be very helpful if you would be able to answer the 
following. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Richard 
> 
1. Below table from STP_tables says which STP tables are used by which sub-module. 
These all contain monthly data. Question 1 generally involves the Transfers Module. 
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Table_name SafeYield Transfers GW_return Balancing
STP_ADDITIONAL_RESOURCES  R  R 
STP_AGRICULTURE R   R 
STP_FLOODFLOW_OUT_HIST R    
STP_GROUNDWATER    R 
STP_INDUSTRY   R R 
STP_LOSSES   R R 
STP_LOSSES_AGRODISTRIB   R R 
STP_LOSSES_ONFARM   R R 
STP_MUNICIPAL   R R 
STP_RESERVOIR_CONTRIBUTION W/R   R 
STP_SAFE_YIELD W R  R 
STP_SPILL W/R    
STP_TOURISTIC    R 
STP_WWTP R R R R 
W = Data writing R = Data reading 
1a. Although the STP tables contain monthly values, except for data involved with 
reservoir safe yield, it seems that annual source and demand data would be adequate for 
the current transfer and B&A processing. Also, some of the STP tables include multiple 
rows of data for the same year/month. Perhaps some have fewer than 12 monthly values 
for each yearï¿½I have not checked. Obtaining annual volumes is a little more 
complicated than merely summing each consecutive 12 rows of data. Thus, are there 
other comparable tables that contain annual water supply and demand values for each 
Source and each Settlement? If not, does your model compute the annual values before 
beginning processing, and where are those values stored? 
1b. Tables used for the Transfers Module do not contain any water demand data. What 
water demand data is currently used to guide the modeler concerning how much water 
should be discharged at particular Touts  
1c. For optimization at this time, I would intend to use annual values of water availability 
in all Sources that are linked to the Transfer System (TS), and transfer those waters thru 
the TS to fill annual demands to the extent possible in all linked Demand Centers. Is there 
any down-side to that that you can think of? 
1d. In the Transfers Module, only Additional Resources, Reservoir SF, and WWTP 
provide water. That implies that those are the only types of waters that can be transferred 
thru the TS. Is it true that in order to change how those resources are used, one must 
always use the Transfers Module? (Thus, this requires iteration with the B&A module.) 
1e. To optimize the transfer strategy, what table(s) should I use to identify which 
particular settlements can receive water from which Touts (after the water has been 
transferred thru the TS)? 
1f. The total water available from a Source (linked to a Tin) is what I intend to use as the 
upper limit of how much water can go to Tins from that Source. Should any different 
numbers ever be used as the upper limit? 
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1g. In designing a Transfer strategy, are there any non-zero lower limits that should be 
used to restrict how little water should come from a particular source? 
 
2. The below table shows water resource quality codes listed as being considered by the 
B&A. I assume the same codes are used in all relevant above STP tables. However, I 
found only salinity codes 0, 1, and 2 used in the above STP tables. 
 
Table. B&A considered water resource (salinity) qualities and codes 
Quality 
Code 
(QC) or 
S_CLASS 
Description 
TDS range 
Comments TDS_MI
N 
TDS_MA
X 
1 Salinity Class 1 0 1000 
Good for Drinking & generally 
no restriction for irrigation 
2 Salinity Class 2 1000 2000 
Slight to moderate restriction on 
irrigation use 
3 Salinity Class 3 2000 2800 
Severe restriction on irrigation 
use (only suitable for special 
crops) 
4 Salinity Class 4 2800 50000 Usable only after Desalination 
-1 Treated WW    
0 Undefined    
Reviewing STP files showed the following employed water quality or salinity codes. 
-STP_Agriculture . Agriculture uses only water salinity qualities codes 1 and 2 
- STP_Municipal uses only codes 0 or 1. 
- STP_Industry uses only codes 0,1 and 2. 
- STP_Touristic uses only codes 1 and 2. 
-STP_Additional Resources uses only code 1. 
-STP_Groundwater uses only codes 1 and 2. 
-STP_WWTP uses salinity codes 0 only. 
2a. Why do none of the demands show Treated WW (code -1) as acceptable quality. 
2b. Why do none of the sources list treated wastewater, (code -1), as a quality. 
2c. For some locations, water quality is undefined (=0) for 1998, but it occurs in other 
situations also. What do the Transfer and Balancing Modules do when the water quality 
is 0. 
2d. For some sources or demands that show S_Class or Quality Code or Salinity Code of 
0 in the STP tables, are there other tables that the Transfer and B&A modules access to 
learn the quality of the source or demand? If so, please clarify the intent of employing 
different tables than the STP tables, and how can I obtain a full listing? 
2e. Table Salinity_Class (which is found with the STP tables) lists only classes 1-4 and 
not class 0 or -1. Why? If different water quality tables are used for different modules, is 
this information summarized in one location, or can you please summarize it. 
 
3. STP_LOSSES_AGRODISTRIB has some negative losses (sett_id 3003 has a large 
negative value in scenario 3, year 2025). What do these signify, and how many locations 
are expected to have negative losses? 
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4. STP_Reservoir_Contribution help file says that percentage=ï¿½ how much of the 
potential resources treated wastewater, baseflow and floodflow (from upstream 
reservoirs) is already used upstream within the catchment and is therefore not 
contributing to reservoir inflows.ï¿½ How do the Transfer and B&A modules handle 
percentages that exceed 100 ? Should the percentage ever be allowed to exceed 
100ï¿½which seems problematic from a volume balance perspective? 
 
5. In STP_Touristic, sometimes there are two rows of data for the same month (for 
example sett_id = 217 and 2145). For a particular settlement the two adjacent rows of 
data are the same, except that for one row, USR_TYPE=0 and Salinity=2; and for the 
other row, USR_TYPE=1, Salinity=0. (I do not know whether one of the rows was added 
accidentally at some time by a modeler.) What do the Transfer Module and B&A Module 
do when they find multiple rows of data for the same month, and how do they 
discriminate? 
 
6. STP_Agriculture does not have the same number of rows of data for all settlements. 
What are the ramifications of this, and how do the Transfer and B&A Modules handle 
that. 
 
7. Table STP_Agriculture has some negative demand values (settlement 5032). 
What do these signify? 
 
8. Concerning definitions of Transfers, etc. 
a. For definition’s sake, is it true that a Transfer only involves water that enters the 
Transfer System? 
b. For definition’s sake, is it true that water Transfers do not all include any water that is 
also termed local distribution (LD)? 
c. Is it accurate for me to say that in the Balancing Module, no transferred flows are 
changed from the values provided by the Transfer Module? 
d. What are the precise quantifiable definitions of Internal Transfers and External 
Transfers, based on the below (definitions should involve locations in the transfer 
system). The B&A Users Manual, p85, para 5 says: “Finally, the transfers can be tracked 
between the different balancing units, giving detailed information which balancing unit is 
receiving water from which other unit. Even a breakdown for the individual resource and 
demand types ins possible.” It appears that in some parts of the pipeline water from 
different Tins becomes mixed in the pipeline. Assuming instantaneous complete mixing 
when water enters a TS pipeline, anyplace downstream will probably have a small 
proportion of all upstream Tin water. Thus, some Demand Centers (DCs) will receive 
mixed water that can come from different BUs. 
e. Is that proportion of the TS water exiting a Tout, but originating in the same Balancing 
Unit (BU), quantified and reported as an Internal Transfer? 
f. Is the proportion of the TS water exiting a Tout (and originating in a different BU) 
quantified and reported as an External Transfer? 
 
9. Concerning distinguishing between Tins and the Sources they obtain water from. 
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a. When does a Tin have a different name or identification than the Source it obtains 
water from? 
b. Does the existing model a Tin is equivalent to a Source? What is done when multiple 
wells supply one Tin or multiple Tins obtain water from one aquifer? 
c. Are wells tapping the same aquifer ever aggregated to represent a single (aggregated) 
source, and hence their total flow is restricted en masse to prevent pumping more than the 
safe yield of the particular aquifer? In other words, is there a discretization level between 
the total groundwater available in a BU and the total groundwater available to the sum of 
all individual wells within the BU? 
d. Does the same quantity of flow leaving a source reach a Tin? If not, where are the loss 
proportion coefficients, amounts, and proportions reaching the aquifers reported? 
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NWMPQuery10  
 
1. Concerning distinguishing between Touts and the DCs they service. 
a. Does all the flow leaving a Tout reach the intended DC? If not, where the 
loss proportion coefficients reported?  
 
Answer: All flows leaving a Tout reach DC, unless the flows leaving a 
T_out exceed the demands of the relevant DCs. The demand of DCs 
already include losses, they are gross demands. 
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2. Losses are quantified in  several tables listed just above. Table 
STP_Losses_AGRODISTRIB help file says “In the balancing these losses are 
considered as a demand. However, they also contribute to groundwater recharge” 
.It is important that I confirm which values are added together to obtain the total 
losses that then contribute to groundwater recharge.  
Answer: each loss type contributes to a different extent to GW, recharge, as listed 
below 
 
2a It is also a little unclear as to where TS losses are included and contribute to 
groundwater recharge. Is it TF from TA_transfer_SD, or if not, in what table are TS 
section losses quantified? 
 
In Table TA_transfer_SD, the loss is V_total-Vout 
 
2b. Can you please list the tables, the sum of whose losses contribute in some 
proportion to groundwater return flow? (for example,   
STP_LOSSES_AGRODISTRIB +  STP_LOSSES_ON-FARM + MIT losses 
from STP_Losses + a table containing TS section losses)?  
The formulas are a bit more complex and extend over several pages of code. Why 
don’t you look at the code? It is simple SQL, in mosrt cases. Look at sub 
GW_return() There is also STP_INDUSTRY.WASTEWATER, 
STP_MUNICIPAL.DEMAND for municipalities not connected to a treatment 
plant, STP_WWTP.WASTEWATER (losses from WWTPs) and 
STP_MUNICIPAL.DEMAND as WW returnflows from connected DC. 
 
2c. Are the first three of the above listed tables considered local distribution (LD) 
losses? 
Yes, these are losses that are localized at the DC. 
 
2d. The below table (from GW_returns_concept.htm) quantifies the proportion of 
losses of all types that become GW Return Flow--correct? YES 
Resource / 
Demand 
group 
Parameter Portion of 
return 
flow 
Notes (All found in module GWRF) 
Irrigation Distribution losses 0.2 Covering the distance from source to farm gate 
Surface Irrigation 0.1 Application efficiency was assumed with 60%. 
For sprinkler and drip no return flows are 
assumed. 
Leaching 0.3  
Losses 
(from 
municipal 
distribution 
networks) 
Total Loss 0.2  
Transfer Loss per transfer 0.2  
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systems section 
Municipal Settlements not 
connected to 
WWTP 
0.2 Percentage of net demand for settlements 
located outside the WWTP service zones 
(compare to WW coverage) 
Industries Wastewater 
generated but not 
conveyed to a 
treatment plant 
0.3  
Wastewater Sewage coverage 0.1 Return flow refers to portion of population not 
connected within a WWTP service zone 
Sewage return 
factor 
0.1 Typical return factors are 80%. Return flow 
refers to the volume not returned to WWTP. 
Treatment Plant 
losses 
0.1 Typical treatment plant losses range between 5 
and 25% depending on the type of plant. 
Reservoirs Reservoir surface 0.2 Reservoir surface varies from month to month 
depending on volume stored. The reservoir safe 
yield has to be extended accordingly to save this 
parameter. In addition, also desert dams have to 
be included in the calculations  
 
 
2e. Do the answer to above 2a plus the 3 tables of question 2b contain all the 
losses listed in the table shown above in 2d (i.e. do those answers include deep 
percolation from reservoir, etc.) See answer to Q 2b. Yes, reservoir 
percolation is included. Leaching (LC) not. In WW_RF I just noticed a bug. 
January 2008: Fortunately, this bug occurred only during debugging and not 
during normal operations. 
2f. All aquifer Return Flows that exist are listed in the table of 2d, correct?  
Yes, but not components listed in Table 2d can be calculated, some are just 
left out. 
2g. Do any losses augment Reservoir Safe Yield (it seems like the answer is 
no, but please confirm)? 
 NO, Reservoir SY is unaffected. 
2h. Assumedly, no quantified ‘losses’ augment Base Flow--is that correct?  
Yes, correct 
 
3. Aquifer return flow might occur years after water is lost from pipe or use. How 
does that affect how it should be mathematically considered? (i.e. wouldn’t that 
lag allow one to delay considering changes in return flow until the next 5 year 
period? 
According to the present data projections, there is no significant variation in 
losses for the different projection years. In the Jordan valley, the resource is 
limited any way and does not significantly increase. In the municipal distribution 
networks, increased volumes are counter-balanced by increased efforts (and 
effects) of loss reduction.  
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Currently, SW_INF shows funny figures for wet year conditions, but that this is 
related to the fact that wet year Reservoir Safe Yield had not been calculated for 
all years and reservoirs. This brings me to the idea to use the average of dry-
medium-wet years reservoir infiltration, as GW-returnflow. That approach would 
be comparable to the one used for GW recharge from rainfall. 
 
4. 4a. In what situation does a T point node have both a S_type(RC) and a Use 
Type(DC)?  
Entries for S_TYPE are only relevant for inflow and USE_TYPE only for outflow 
notes. Currently, USE_TYPE has been entered for all nodes, including internal 
nodes in inflow points. This information is irrelevant and is not used. 
 
4b. From earlier responses I believe that water cannot leave the TS system except 
thru Touts and thru losses from the sections between T_points. Am I correct?   
YES, true 
 
5. In a sample of T_DC_S , one column is identified as ‘TF’ is that a typo (for SF)? 
Other terms that differ from other table(s) include GW_RENEW versus GW , 
RSY versus SY, and TWW versus WW. Are the values in the respective columns 
identical, or does the different name indicate changed values.  
Naming of the fields has developed over the period of database development: 
TF stands for transfer 
GW_RENEW is equivalent to GW (non-renewable groundwater is now defined 
as AD (additional resource) 
 RSY and SY are identical meanings for reservoir safe yield 
TWW (treated wastewater) and WW are identical in the meaning, we do not 
consider untreated wastewater in our concept. 
 
6. In T_points.xls, ID goes from 1-255. 
6a. Is 255 the total number of points in the physical Transfer System (TS)?  
There is no mathematical limit of points in the transfer system, currently we have 
182 points, the numbering is not continuous. 
 
6b. Are there other points (and TS sections) that convey untreated wastewater? 
6c. Are there other points (and TS sections) that convey treated wastewater? 
There are some transfers of treated/untreated WW, for instance from a WWTP to 
King Talal reservoir, which are not described by the transfer system but by the 
reservoir safe yield module. 
 
7. Are the only ‘points’ referred to in the B&A model, those of table T_points? For 
example, are all wadi beginning and endpoints included in T_points?  
The term “wadi end point” dates back from an earlier implementation of 
regionalizing baseflows, the whole submodule has been abandoned several years 
ago. The are now, however, a few transfer sections where natural wadis act as 
conveyor. 
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8. In normal conversation concerning the system of sections and connections that 
comprise the TS, is there anything wrong with referring to all points in T_points 
as ‘nodes’ ?—recognizing that in different B&A tables, Boolean ‘node’ column 
titles might have different meaning (In one table it indicates whether a point is an 
‘internal node’ In current precise definition, a formally defined TS section exists 
as a pipe, conduit, or wadi between either an end point and an internal node, or 
between two internal nodes. In another table, ‘node’ indicates whether the point is 
connected to multiple downstream nodes’.  Common parlance in distribution 
system design refers to such points as node.  
There exist also simple transfer systems just between two end points. You are 
right, when you call all transfer points ‘nodes’. In table T_points, the meaning of 
the Boolean field ‘NODE’ is ‘INTERNAL NODE’. But renaming field names to 
more meaningful descriptions is not an easy thing; it causes many days of 
debugging. 
 
9. Unless I missed some T_points data, I noticed the following from reviewing the 
file: ID=1-255; S_class=-1to4; S_Type=GW,BF,WW,AD,SY; node name; 
Use_Type=M,IR,I_N, T, X; Node = T or F. 
I did not find Use_types of  I_W, IR_WW, L.  How and where do these uses 
obtain water? 
I_W stands for “Industrial use from wells”. It was initially understood that these 
wells (that are operated by the industries) are close by the industrial sites. This 
may be incorrect for phosphate mining, but we do not have any information on 
their pipelines. 
If IR_WW (Irrigation with treated wastewater) is supplied via transfers, they have 
a unique connection to the WWTPs, thus there is no danger of confusion. 
L stands for “Losses from Municipal Networks”. While these figures were 
initially calculated and stored separately, in the Balancing Modules always the 
gross demands are considered, i.e. including the losses. 
 
10. Brine is both an X  resource and an X demand. It is not reported in some summary 
tables. 
a. When is it included within AD resources?  
b. When is it included with agricultural or other demand? 
Brine is the highly saline residual of converting brackish water into water of 
acceptable salinity levels. It can not be used to satisfy any kind of demand in 
Jordan, neither agricultural nor industrial. 
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NWMPQuery10  
 
Questions from running  B& A and Transfer Modules. 
11. In the Save Municipal Demand to STP” window, the demand is partitioned into 
equal Domestic, Commercial and Small Industry portions to be assigned to STP 
(in the window I saw each of the three portions was 33.3%).  
a. Which of the Municipal Settlements are partitioned into those 3 
proportions?.  
 
In principal, this is a general concept applied to all municipal demands. 
However, the portions vary. For many municipalities, the values for 
commercial and small industries may be even zero.  
 
b. Because Municipal demand is determined irregardless of these 
proportions, what are these proportions used for? 
 
They are used to assign different growth figures for the individual 
components. 
 
c. Are these proportions applied to any other than Municipal Settlements?  
 
No, only to Municipal demands. 
 
12.  There are 161 TS sections.  
12a. It seems that 255 points are more than enough to describe two ends to each 
section. Are there other points in T_points that are not at the ends of T_lines? 
 
T_points and T_lines always go together. There are isolated T_points, they are 
always used to define the end of T_lines (= transfer line sections) 
 
12b. If all TS sections belong to the same network (i.e. all TS sections are somehow 
linked to each other), one might say there is one network or only one grouping of TS 
sections. However, it seems that there a few sections and groupings that are not 
connected to other groups—I would like to call each of these a TS ‘subsystem’. Do 
you use a different term, if so what is it?    
 
I am not aware, that I used a specific term for these ‘isolated transfer systems’ 
 
12c. How many separate groupings of TF sections (subsystems or groups that are not 
connected to other groups ) are there? 
 
Need to query. The question never came across before. 
 
12d. How can one easily determine the number of such separate groups (and their 
members), without visually looking at the screen showing the GIS network and 
counting them? 
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I will try to develop a query on that. 
 
13.   In the Transfer Module one can edit flows entering and leaving pipe sections. 
Has it ever happened, or do you think it can happen, that one can make editing 
changes to the flows that ‘Recalculate transfer flows’ does not work?  
 
That never happened in the present version. Previously, there occurred loop flows 
which caused funny results. A possibly difficult place is around Karama, I will 
need to check that. 
  
14. Concerning flows in the TS at pipeline branches and convergences. 
a. are there stored someplace coefficients that say how much water (or 
proportions) has historically gone to or come from the different individual 
pipe sections?  
 
We have some statistics under Excel for entry from well fields and water 
passed at certain locations. These figures were used to start with realistic 
figures. However, these figures are not stored within the database. 
 
b. When ‘Recalculate transfer flows’ is invoked, do such coefficients or 
proportions in any way affect how much water is sent in each direction 
when a flow branches, or how much water comes from each ‘root’ when 
they merge? 
 
No. The proportions are set manually; this will override historic figures. 
Similarly, the user of the model can set the input figures manually, 
overriding historic figures. This data entry is either within the B&A 
application or in the respective pre-processing modules.  
 
15.  It seems that after the modeler has developed a Transfer strategy, she does not 
have to make any decisions during the ‘Balancing’ process (‘Balancing Options” 
window). The hard-coded sequence of allocation determines the results.  (Other 
than iteration to match TS inflows with Source availability, and TS outflows with 
Demands; after the priorities are determined, the modeler makes no other 
decisions. 
 
That is correct, currently the allocation priorities are hard-coded. The legal base 
for that is the ‘Water strategy for Jordan’ 
 
15a. I believe the modelers makes no personal allocation decisions during the 
Balancing Submodule, is that correct? 
 
No, that is incorrect. As the manual says: ‘The availability of each resource type to 
each individual demand center is stored in the external table T_DC_S. The contents 
of this table can be directly viewed and edited trough a user interface.’ With this, it 
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can be for instance decided if a demand center gets a certain type of transferred 
resource or not. 
 
15b. If the modeler makes no decisions  This implies no optimization is needed 
for Balancing. Do you agree? 
 
Yes, I would agree. The main purpose for editing the contents of table T_DC_S is to 
make a realistic description of water connections. It is time-independent anyway! The 
main headache (and need for optimization) was always with transfers. 
 
16.  The below figure summarizes BU to BU transfers.  
 
16a. Do these transfers include internal transfer?  
 
No, these are only transfers between balancing units. 
 
16b. The response to my question 1d of NWMPQuery9(erroneously titled 
NWMPquery7) of 9 Dec 2007, says that “Also significant portions of renewable 
Groundwater are transferred - but not directly linked to the TF system - 
thus their volumes are set manually.” Are those ‘transfers’ included in the above table? 
 
Yes, they may be included. What I meant was that with fossil GW, the volumes are taken 
directly from STP and cannot be modified within the transfer module. On the other hand, 
it is the modeler’s choice to decide, how much renewable GW is to be put into the TF-
system (with the rest remaining for local use). Please, note, that some are even all of the 
water to be fed into a transfer system may be used locally – such figures will than not 
appear in the above form. 
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16c. I am confused by the answer to NWMPQuery9, Question 1d cited above, 
because I had believed that the definition of Transferred Water is water that has entered 
the TS, and left it. Can you please provide clarification (rewording) of the question 1d 
response, or refinement of the definition of Transferred Water?  
 
See above. The term ‘link’ is only related to the question if volumes are set automatically 
(obtained from STP) or if they can be entered manually within the transfer sub-module. 
This is a question on data management for the transfer module; it has noting to do with 
results of balancing.
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17. Below figure shows allocation results.  
 
 
 
17a. previously GW_FOS was part of AD. Does the AD column actually show AD-
GW_FOS?  Why is GW_FOS separate here? 
 
Sorry, that screen-shot was not updated to reflect the current status. It dates back to year 
2004. The current version looks like this: 
 
 
 
17b. Is GW_Renew drawing water from both ‘Sustained GW” and “GW Return Flow”? 
In other words, is GW_Renew = Sustained GW + GW Return Flow? 
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Yes, this is correct. GW return flows are assumed to enter the renewable aquifers 
(aquifers recharged from rainfall) and are jointly allocated. 
 
18. Assume one computes RSF, then uses a future optimization algorithm to develop 
an optimal TS strategy. And then uses GW RF and B& A modules. 
Would the TS pipelines probably be full after do the above process once, or can 
probably more water go thru the TS pipeline…thus requiring reoptimization (and 
maybe rerunning RSF, GW-RF, etc.  
 
Typically, fresh water pipelines should always be full (they flow under pressure), but 
there are limits to flow velocity and pressure (if water is raised) depending on pipe 
diameter. One output of TF optimization would be a recommendation; at which transfer 
sections capacity should be increased. This is typically achieved in the field by building a 
second pipeline. 
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NWMPQuery11 
 
 
1. The end product will be enhanced if it is transparent to all where total volume and 
flow values are found. It is not my goal to confirm the equations that you use, but 
rather to know where the total computed values are. The alternative is to rely less 
upon the existing code.  
 
1a. For example, it would be helpful to know where is reported the value per BU 
of the change in groundwater return flow due to changed transfer-balancing-
allocation. It would be helpful if this is reported somewhere as a single number 
for each BU. That would enable more flexibility in optimizing flows.  
Can the B&A  provide that value per BU, or a record of previously computed 
totals, and the new values? 
 
The losses from transfer lines depend very much from the type of transfer lines – 
i.e. open channels or closed pipes. For simplification one can say, that only the 
KHC produces relevant losses. These losses are calculated and stored in table 
T_GW_RETURNFLOWS with the points of their occurrence (start end and point 
of each line). For the purpose of balancing, they are added-up to the balancing 
units. The results are always overwritten with each run, but for clarity I generated 
a little query as follows (you may paste this as a new query into the database): 
 
SELECT T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.YEAR, T_BU_T_Points.Code, 
T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.YearType, 
T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.SCENARIO, 
Sum(T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.RF) AS RF 
FROM T_GW_RETURNFLOWS, T_Points INNER JOIN 
T_BU_T_Points ON T_Points.ID = T_BU_T_Points.ID 
WHERE (((T_Points.ID)=Int([GIS_ID]))) 
GROUP BY T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.YEAR, T_BU_T_Points.Code, 
T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.YearType, 
T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.SCENARIO, T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.Code, 
T_BU_T_Points.Lyr 
HAVING (((T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.YEAR)=2010) AND 
((T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.YearType)="M") AND 
((T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.SCENARIO)=2) AND 
((T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.Code)="TF_TFL") AND 
((T_BU_T_Points.Lyr)="BU_AD")); 
 
The above query brings the following results: 
 
Q_TFL_4Richard
YEAR Code YearType SCENARIO RF 
2010 AJ M 2 2412
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Q_TFL_4Richard
YEAR Code YearType SCENARIO RF 
2010 AM M 2 84161
2010 AQ M 2 4212
2010 AV M 2 9210
2010 BA M 2 184834
2010 BV M 2 4305887
2010 IR M 2 52323
2010 IV M 2 1628881
2010 JA M 2 71
2010 KA M 2 7177
2010 KV M 2 939
2010 MA M 2 2251
2010 MF M 2 159080
2010 MN M 2 1042
2010 MV M 2 31314
2010 TA M 2 520
2010 ZA M 2 4974
 
Changing from M to D (with much lower resources from Yarmouk) brings the 
following result: 
 
Q_TFL_4Richard
YEAR Code YearType SCENARIO RF 
2010 AJ D 2 2335
2010 AM D 2 78284
2010 AQ D 2 4212
2010 AV D 2 9210
2010 BA D 2 196664
2010 BV D 2 3913090
2010 IR D 2 52303
2010 IV D 2 1184178
2010 JA D 2 67
2010 KA D 2 7177
2010 KV D 2 773
2010 MA D 2 2251
2010 MF D 2 158835
2010 MN D 2 1042
2010 MV D 2 26987
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Q_TFL_4Richard
YEAR Code YearType SCENARIO RF 
2010 TA D 2 520
2010 ZA D 2 4896
 
But, as you can see, even this is in the order of less than half a MCM/a. You may 
judge yourself is this is significant. 
 
Note: Documentation on Table T_GW_RETURNFLOWS was missing in the 
documentation and I just added it. The updated help file is attached. Pls. use 
“Recent updates” to find the latest changes. 
 
 
      2.  The next question is follow-up to your response to NWMPQuery10:2b. The basis 
for question 2b is the screenshot table that is shown between question 1 and 
question 2 in NWMPQuery10.The title of that window is “Summary of Losses by 
Sector and Balancing Unit”. Below the table in the screenshot is the statement, 
“Losses were queried from the following tables…after which are listed those 
tables that I mentioned in question 10:2b. 
Your response to question 10:2b was that additional tables also contributed to 
groundwater return flow (“(STP_INDUSTRY.WASTEWATER, 
STP_MUNICIPAL.DEMAND, STP_WWTP.WASTEWATER, 
STP_MUNICIPAL.DEMAND as WW returnflows from connected DC”).  
 
2a. Why are the additional losses you mention in your response not shown in the 
screenshot table mentioned above? 
 
There is a distinction between losses and GW returnflows. Losses refer to 
demands. Example: a DC demands 1000 m3 (net), but due to losses on the way to 
reach the final client(s), perhaps an additional 30% have to be send. 
 
The GW returnflows come partly from these losses, and partly from other sources, 
like infiltration from the sewage system. These infiltrations of water AFTER it 
has been used is not counted in the losses of the mentioned screen shot. 
 
2b. Please state where those losses values are found (their table and location).  
 
These figures are not stored in a table; only the likely GW return flows are 
calculated and stored in Table T_GW_RETURNFLOWS.  
 
 
3. Please recognize that part of the reason for the queries is the modeling necessity of 
having precisely defined sets, variables, parameters, indices, equations and terms. 
It begins with consistency and precision in definitions.   
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Terms that I have seen or heard used with respect to the NWMP are: transferred 
water, internally transferred water, externally transferred water, locally transferred 
water, virtual transfers, local distribution.  
 
2a. Please check, and modify, or provide below definitions, which we will 
consider as candidate precise definitions for use in the new module, (to be 
represented by sets, indices, equations, parameters, variables, etc.)   
 
- A.  “Transferred water” enters the TF; YES 
 
- Ai. An ‘internal transfer’ is transferred water that enters the TF but exits from 
the TF in the same BU as it entered the TF - YES 
 
- Aii. An ‘external transfer’ is transferred water that enters the TF in one BU but 
exits the TF in a different BU.  - YES 
 
-  B. ‘Local distribution (LD)’ is water allocated without entering the TF YES 
 
-  Bi. __________ is LD water that does not enter the TF, and is allocated to users 
existing within its BU of origin – We have ONLY this configuration 
 
-  Bii. ___________is LD water that does not enter the TF, but is allocated to 
users existing within a different BU than its BU of origin. – We do NOT consider 
such a configuration 
 
 
- C.  Please provide precise definitions of all types of ‘virtual flows’, and where 
they lie within A and B, or whether they are not part of A and B.   
 
2b. I have been told that Bii flow exists and would like to know how/where that is 
kept track of in the B&A module. See above. While this may exist in reality, it 
does not exist in the model. 
 
2c. Can we consider the phrase ‘water is allocated to’ be equivalent with ‘water is 
used by’ (knowing that water ‘use’ includes’ losses, and does not require that the 
water be consumed)? 
 
With these remarks added in the parentheses, I can agree. Please be aware, that in 
the model concept of allocation, it is not just “allocation TO” but rather 
“allocation FROM … TO” 
 
3. This is a follow-up to NWMPQuery10:9. Your response was: “IR_WW (Irrigation 
with treated wastewater) is supplied via transfers, they have a unique connection 
to the WWTPs, thus there is no danger of confusion. “ 
It sounds like some of these are might be ‘virtual pipelines’. Per below 3a, it 
seems that they cannot be isolated TF systems.  
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3a. From your above answer, and the fact that no T_points transmit treated 
wastewater (see my NWMPQuery10:9), I infer that the WW does not go thru the 
transfer system, but that it is still somehow ‘transferred’. Please clarify.  
 
WW to IR results in IR_WW. The codes used in the system are not always 
uniform. 
 
3b. Please identify all such unique connections, and any others that are special 
and which perhaps only the model developer knows about. 
 
The transfers for treated wastewater are:  
 
TF_SYS Description IN_ID IN_ND IN_NAME OUT_ID OUT_ND OUT_NAME capMCM_a
4000 Wadi 
Shalalleh 
WWTP to 
Irbid 
Central 
WWTP 
Node 
182 No Wadi 
Shalalleh 
WWTP 
183 Yes Irbid Central 
WWTP node 
20
4001 Irbid 
Central 
WWTP 
Node to 
Wadi Al 
Arab 
WWTP 
Node 
183 Yes Irbid 
Central 
WWTP 
node 
184 Yes Wadi Al Arab 
WWTP node 
40
4002 Wadi Al 
Arab 
WWTP 
Node to 
North 
Jordan 
Valley 
Irrigation at 
DA5 
184 Yes Wadi Al 
Arab 
WWTP 
node 
185 No North Jordan 
Valley 
Irrigation ( 
60
4003 Irbid 
Central 
WWTP to 
Irbid 
Central 
WWTP 
Node 
24 No Irbid 
Central 
WWTP 
183 Yes Irbid Central 
WWTP node 
20
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TF_SYS Description IN_ID IN_ND IN_NAME OUT_ID OUT_ND OUT_NAME capMCM_a
4004 W. Al Arab 
WWTP to 
W. Al Arab 
WWTP 
Node 
23 No Wadi Al 
Arab 
WWTP 
184 Yes Wadi Al Arab 
WWTP node 
20
 
650 Kufranja WWTP to 
Rajeb 
91 No Kufranja 
WWTP 
92 No Rajeb reserve 
reuse site 
1.8
 
4100 Aqaba WWTP to 
fertilizer 
95 No Aqaba 
WWTP 
96 No Fertilizer 
company 
3.8
 
Rajeb reserve reuse is an irrigated forest, not an agricultural irrigation scheme. 
 
The Fertilizer company is an industry. 
 
Please note, that the transfer from WWTP to reservoirs (mainly KTD) are not 
covered in the TF-module but only in the RSY-module 
 
 
3c. Please clarify whether any of those are ‘virtual pipelines’ and are identified 
only in the GIS, and not elsewhere. (In NWMPQuery7:2, where I asked about 
‘virtual pipelines’, the response was, “'Virtual pipelines' are used for AD 
(Additional resources) as this permits to use some additional data fields for the 
precise specification in the allocation outputs. They have to be entered in the GIS. 
There is no time field with the transfer lines, only with the distribution of 
volumes.”) 
 
No, there are no virtual pipelines used for WW. 
 
3d. Where is shown an accurate summary of how many ‘virtual TS sections’ there 
are, and all info needed to precisely identify them. This is needed to ensure that 
new BU volume balances include them. 
 
Virtual pipelines are those with D_source = 13 (for correct allocation of local use 
of additional resources). Just filter for that, and you get the listing. 
 
4. This is a follow-up to NWMPquery10:12c,d.  
 
4a. Please write and make the queries, answer 10:12c and 12d, and please provide 
enough identifying information about these isolated TF systems so we can find 
them easily. 
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For the single transfers (from a source to a destination) that is easy, they are 
marked for instance in Table T_transfer_distrib as TT 
 
TF_SYST DESC_ENG D_source
122 Kerak Oil Shale Line 13
600 Kreimeh and Sleikhat wellfields to Abu Ubeida village 12
650 Kufranja WWTP to Rajeb 6
1200 Hasa wellfield via Abur PS/res and Harir res to Ayn  Beida 12
1201 Zibdat wellfield via Abour and Al Ess res. to Tafileh res. 12
1305 Aqaba Desal to Fertilizer 8
1306 Aqaba Desal to Powerplant 8
1400 Muwaqqar wellfield to Al Faisaliyya and Sahab villages 1
1500 Tahouneh wellfield via new Tahouneh res. to Adthruh 12
1501 Shobak wellfield to Shobak (Nijil) PS to Juhair 12
1502 
Shobak wellfield to Shobak (Nijil) PS to Muqariiyya to 
Mansoura 12
1504 
Qurayn and Murayghah wells to Murayghah PS to Ras Naqab 
reservoir 12
1505 Fujaij wells 3 & 8 to Fujaij  PS to Hashimiyya village 12
1900 Sultani wellfield to Karak 1
2100 W. Al Yabis to Valley 6
2110 W. Al Yabis Dam to Valley 5
2150 W. Kufrinja to Valley 6
2160 Kufrinja dam to Valley 5
2170 W. Rajib to Valley 6
4100 Aqaba WWTP to fertilizer 6
5010 virt. line Mudawara 13
5020 virt. line Aqaba desert irrigation 13
5030 virt. line Ma'an desert irrigation 13
 
With the isolated systems that consist of 3 or more transfer lines it is a bit more 
difficult. I can not now develop a full VBA routine to trace that, I just made a 
quick and dirty query, which brought the following results: 
 
TF_SYST DESC_ENG IN_ID D_source TType Rank TF_SYS
105 
Al Wala - Muntazah Feeder Line to 
Madaba reservoir 159 2 NT 2 1
207 
Abu Zeghan Desalination Plant to Abu 
Zeghan brine discharge node 25 7 NT 2 2
500 Um Rummana/Birain wells to Marsa 168 3 NT 3 5
502 Um Rummana/Birain wells to Mubis 168 3 NT 3 5
818 Manshieh node to Irbid Valley villages 173 11 NT 3 8
1000 
Qnyyah spring Abu Zeeghan,Mafraq 
network 5 2 NT 2 10
1001 Qnyyah spring to Sukhneh village 5 3 NT 2 10
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1301 Aqaba node to Aqaba power station 151 7 NT 2 13
1302 Aqaba node to Aqaba town 151 7 NT 2 13
1506 
Qa PS/res. to Wadi Mousa res. to touristic 
area 44 3 NT 2 15
1840 Disi main line to Madaba 68 9 NT 3 18
 
Those marked yellow belong to the isolated systems. Looking to the map, also 
1507, 1508 and 1509 belong to that class. The description for TF_syst 1000 
indicates that this line is linked to the larger network, but it was not calculated like 
that (and can not be easily changed, as flow directions in the system are fixed). 
 
4b. Please confirm whether any of these isolated TF systems are also ‘virtual 
pipelines’. 
 
Virtual pipelines are always isolated TF systems. 
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NWMPQuery12 
 
 
 
1. NWMPQuery11:2a sent previously, requested confirmation/clarification of the 
below definitions.  
- A.  “Transferred water” enters the TF;  
- Ai. An ‘internal transfer’ is transferred water that enters the TF but exits from 
the TF in the same BU as it entered the TF 
- Aii. An ‘external transfer’ is transferred water that enters the TF in one BU but 
exits the TF in a different BU.   
-  B. ‘Local distribution (LD)’ is water allocated without entering the TF  
-  Bi. __________ is LD water that does not enter the TF, and is allocated to users 
existing within its BU of origin 
-  Bii. ___________is LD water that does not enter the TF, but is allocated to 
users existing within a different BU than its BU of origin. 
- C.  Please provide precise definitions of all types of ‘virtual flows’, and where 
they lie within A and B, or whether they are not part of A and B.   
 
Repetition from Answers to NWMPQuery11: 
 
- A.  “Transferred water” enters the TF; YES 
 
- Ai. An ‘internal transfer’ is transferred water that enters the TF but exits from 
the TF in the same BU as it entered the TF - YES 
 
- Aii. An ‘external transfer’ is transferred water that enters the TF in one BU but 
exits the TF in a different BU.  - YES 
 
-  B. ‘Local distribution (LD)’ is water allocated without entering the TF YES 
 
-  Bi. __________ is LD water that does not enter the TF, and is allocated to users 
existing within its BU of origin – We have ONLY this configuration 
 
-  Bii. ___________is LD water that does not enter the TF, but is allocated to 
users existing within a different BU than its BU of origin. – We do NOT consider 
such a configuration 
 
I forgot to answer item C 
 
Virtual flows are assigned to the local use of Additional Resources. The reason is, 
that AD have one more information layer than the other resources; this 
information layer can only be queried from the transfer tables. Therefore, AD 
must go through transfers – and if they are used locally I call them “virtual 
transfers”. Thus, typically they belong to your class “Ai”. However, for BU_GW, 
system, it will partially cross the boundary of a BU. 
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2a. Point of clarification. I am using the word ‘assigned’ differently than 
‘allocate’, although the difference can get murky--I am trying to retain as much 
existing terminology as possible. In general, the distinction is: 
- Water is allocated to particular users or user groups. 
- Water is assigned to the TF or to LD networks.  
  Below is one volume balance of water originating in one BU (now termed BU 
‘subject’ water), before return flow is added. Do you agree? 
                                                                                                                                        
                               
                            (flow B)       -       (flow Bii)      +      (flow A)    -     (flow Ai) 
 
I do not understand this new concept. LD (local distribution) by definition is 
water originating and allocated in the same BU (without entering a TF). Thus you 
can not allocate it to a adjacent BU.  
Is “flow A” entering the BU from outside, or is it entering from the BU to the TF-
system? Why is “flow Ai” negative, it should have the same sign as “flowB”. Was 
“flow Ai” originating from the same BU, or from a different one? 
 
2b Not shown in the volume balance is flow A water, that exits the TF within the 
source BU. 
 
Again, I can’t understand that. You show an element “flow A”, and than you say, 
that you do not show it. If it is not included in the balance, the balance must be 
wrong. 
 
3. Some AD flows, such as WW (and perhaps others) are not seen in the TF 
points. (In NWMP output tables presented last week in a MWI meeting, no 
transfers of WW were reported between any governorates.) 
In which categories of the above volume balance do those AD flows exist.  
 
There are no transfers of WW between Governorates, BUT between BU’s, 
particularly between Irbid_highland and Irbid_Valley. There are no transfers of 
desalinated seawater (they remain in Aqaba_valley). 
 
4a. Are ‘fossil groundwater’ and ‘nonrenewable groundwater’ terms always fully 
interchangeable and synonymous? 
 
Yes, as far as I understand. We agreed to use “non-renewable” now instead of 
“fossil”. 
 
 
4b. Are ‘Disi’ and ‘Lajjun’ the only fossil groundwaters used in the NWMP?  
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Yes, that’s right for FRESH GW - only, that for Disi we distinguish for the 
different well fields (Disi Fresh GW Ma'an, Disi Fresh GW Mudawara, Disi 
East). 
 
Also the saline GW resources are assumed to be fossil, namely Zara intake, 
Hisban WF, Deep Wells for Kerak Oil Shale. 
 
4c. Some water is referred to as ‘Disi Fresh-…non-renewable’ and some other is 
‘Disi East’. The use of ‘Fresh’ in one name promotes the inference that some Disi 
groundwater is not ‘fresh’. Does any Disi groundwater, extracted per NWMP, 
require desalinization before use? 
 
These names were assigned by Jordanian NWMP team. All resources exploited in 
Disi are of low salinity. However, parts of Lajjun are from the same aquifer but of 
poorer quality. 
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NWMPquery13 
 
1. Is there a table analogous to T_DC_S, but specifying for each  
Resource or for each Source, whether it can put water into the TF (it does not matter that 
the exact Tin is not specified, although it would be better if it were)… 
 
No, such a table does not exist in the moment. However, by default ALL additional 
resources are connected to a TF system (even if it is a virtual system). See also the 
answer to Q3c below. 
 
2. The T_DC_S indicates the types of water resources that each DC can use. 
I prepared the below table using the demand type and resource type info DCs on a couple 
of pages of the T_DC_S. The B&A Allocation Algorithm help indicates that IRR has the 
lowest priority right to renewable GW.  Four questions emerge: 
 
2a. Am I correct in assuming that the T_DC_S  specifications (concerning what water 
resources a DC can use), is strictly adhered to both in the Transfer and in the B&A 
modules—or is that only for the B&A module?   
     X                   X
     X                   X            X                  X
     X        X        X                        X      X
     X                  X                                 X
                                        XD
C
 D
em
an
d
Ty
pe
Resource Type
GRE  BF  AD  TWW  RS  TR
MUN
IND
TOU
IRR
IRW
Sample Demand Center-Resource Combos
 
Table T_DC_S is ONLY used for allocations. 
 
2b. To what extent has the T_DC_S table been vetted or checked and agreed to by MWI 
or Government of Jordan personnel? 
 
We went through parts of it during the training and found some mistakes which were than 
fixed. A complete review by Ministry staff did not take place. 
 
2c. Does the T_DC_S as it currently exists: 
- represent only the physical reality of existing physical structures? 
- Represent also preferences (such as legal or regulation-based priorities)?  
 
I would say both. Therefore, irrigation demands are not connected to transferred GW 
resources. Usually, each water production and transfer scheme is built with a purpose, 
and that purpose is considered as good as I could. However, there is no time-indicator 
with T_DC_S – it is difficult enough to do that on a general level. 
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2d. Is/are there precise correlations that describe how the Resource Types of water it can 
use are determined for each DC and its Demand Type? There might not be, but I would 
like to know if there are. 
 
Very good question, I will add a verbal description in the help file. There exist no precise 
correlations as there is a certain aspect of knowledge on local conditions included. 
- Municipal Demand Centers (incl. Tourist Demands): Almost all municipalities in 
Jordan are connected to networks, only the most remote ones (in the eastern part of 
the country) are excluded. They can receive almost any type of resource, except for 
TWW of course.  
- Irrigation Demand Centers: Usually, only those in the Jordan valley / Southern 
Ghor are connected to the transfer system. (It is known, which are connected to the 
network and which get there water from local groundwater). Also those in the south 
irrigation DCS were connected to virtual TFs (Disi) 
- IRW: Only IRR_TWW schemes can receive that quality of water (the newer concept 
of mixing TWW with fresh water is currently not considered).It is known, which sites 
are connected to the TF networks. 
- Industries: Initially, only two industrial sites in Aqaba were connected to the 
network, all other had their own local wells. In order to bring GW extraction in 
Amman and Aqaba close to safe yield levels, almost all of the Industries in this area 
were permitted to receive transferred resources as well (same network as municipal). 
This was not officially approved by the Ministry (except for the new Mafraq 
industrial park), but from water management point of view there was no alternative. 
 
 
3. I had the impression that when using the Transfer system manually, initially it was 
only used to transfer Fossil groundwater, but that then other waters are added. 
 
This impression is wrong. The key transfer line is that along the Jordan valley and from 
there up to Amman. The question with this system is, how much to use in the valley (for 
agriculture) and how much in the highlands (for municipalities). Transfers of fossil GW 
(mainly Disi) is an option which will now become likely from 2015 onwards. The 
question here is: Isn’t Disi water just used to support agriculture in the Jordan Valley: 
without Disi, it would be necessary to pump more water would from the valley up to 
Amman. This gives also an indication about the value of water (which currently is 
subsidized in Jordan for most sectors). 
 
I believe I have seen all types of water resources put into the TF system, but request 
confirmation via below questions. 
 
3a. In the Transfer module, can all water resource types become TR water (i.e., can the 
user choose to put any GRE, BF, AD, TWW and RS waters into the TF system for 
transfer? If not, what data table says which Resource Types or which Sources can provide 
water to the TF? 
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If you add TWW into a system that feed municipal networks you will get big problems. 
The other options are not a problem (RS with limitations, depending on the water 
quality). However, I connected only those resources where existing or planned projects 
indicated that. The B&A module is a tool to test planning concepts, not to find new 
project potentials. 
 
3b. When manually revising a transfer strategy and manually iterating between Transfer 
and B&A modules, can all water resource types be transferred thru the TF system? 
(currently are different waters allowed to enter the TF during the Transfer computation 
than during the B&A computation? 
 
This is the very feature of the iteration: only those transfer volumes are available in B&A 
that have been previously defined in the TF module. If you have to much or to little water 
in a certain BU, you have to go back to the transfer module and adjust the volumes. For 
those resources, that are precisely linked (see answer 3c) you have to go back to the 
respective pre-processing module. 
 
3c. Where is data stating what water Resource Types can provide water to specific Tins 
(this is not as specific as a question in a previous query concerning whether specific 
Sources are linked to Tins)? 
 
Fixed links exist only for a number of resources: 
T_WW_TFIN, T_SY_TFIN, T_AD_TFIN 
 
4a. What data table identifies which TFins are in each BU? –something better than visual 
observation of maps in Arcview 
 
Table T_BU_T_Points is generated by the application based on GIS properties. The 
question regarding TFins and TFouts is obtained from dynamic queries, NOT from fixed 
tables. 
 
SELECT DISTINCT T_BU_T_Points.Code AS BU, T_Points.ID, T_Points.S_TYPE, 
T_Points.NAME 
FROM (T_BU_T_Points INNER JOIN T_Points ON T_BU_T_Points.ID = T_Points.ID) 
INNER JOIN T_lines ON T_Points.ID = T_lines.T_IN 
WHERE (((T_BU_T_Points.Lyr)="BU_AD") AND ((T_Points.NODE)=False)); 
 
Q_T_in
BU ID S_TYPE NAME 
AJ 91 WW Kufranja WWTP 
AJ 210 BF W. Al Yabis 
AJ 211 SY W. Al Yabis Dam 
AJ 214 BF W. Kufrinja 
AJ 215 SY W. Kufrinja Dam 
AJ 217 BF W. Rajib 
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Q_T_in
BU ID S_TYPE NAME 
AM 12 GW Musaytiba WF 
AM 16 GW Swaqa WF 
AM 22 GW Muwaqqar WF 
AQ 46 AD Disi 
AQ 251 AD Disi Fresh GW Aqaba - non renewable 
AV 95 WW Aqaba WWTP 
AV 150 AD Aqaba Desalination Plant 
BV 195 AD Peace Treaty Water from Lower Jordan River
BV 198 AD Hisban WF 
BV 207 AD Abu zeghan wellfield 
IR 23 WW Wadi Al Arab WWTP 
IR 24 WW Irbid Central WWTP 
IR 181 AD Wehda Dam 
IR 182 WW Wadi Shalalleh WWTP 
IV 1 GW Wadi Arab WF 
IV 2 GW Manshieh WF 
IV 14 GW Kraymeh and Sleikhat WF 
IV 19 GW Tabaqit Fahl 
IV 48 AD Adassiya Diversion (situation w/o Wehdah) 
IV 186 GW Mukheiba WF 
IV 189 AD Peace Treaty Desalinated Water From Springs
IV 190 AD Peace Treaty Unknown resources 
IV 191 AD Peace Treaty Concession 20 MCM 
JA 61 SY KTD intake 
KA 10 GW Lajjun WF 
KA 11 GW Qatraneh WF 
KA 94 AD Deep Wells for Kerak Oil Shale 
KA 188 AD Lajjun WF fossil 
KA 200 GW Sultani wellfield 
MA 21 GW Wala / Hidan 
MA 80 SY Mujib dam 
MF 3 GW Aqeb WF 
MF 4 GW Corridor WF 
MF 8 GW Al Khaldiyya WF 
MF 17 GW Zatari WF 
MN 38 GW Tahouneh WF 
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Q_T_in
BU ID S_TYPE NAME 
MN 41 GW Shobak WF 
MN 42 GW Murayghah wells 
MN 43 GW Fujaij Wells 
MN 45 GW Jethah WF 
MN 47 GW El Qa WF 
MN 52 GW Shobak WF 
MN 60 AD Disi East 
MN 253 AD Disi Fresh GW Ma'an - non renewable 
MN 254 AD Disi Fresh GW Mudawara - non renewable 
MV 82 BF Mujib BF intake 
MV 87 AD Zara intake 
TA 39 GW Hasa project 
TA 40 GW Zibdat WF 
ZA 7 GW Hallabat WF 
ZA 13 GW Birain / Rummana WF 
ZA 18 GW Mirhib 
ZA 20 GW Azraq 
ZA 51 SPR Al Qnyyah spring 
 
 
4b. What table identifies which TFouts are in each BU? 
 
 
SELECT DISTINCT T_BU_T_Points.Code AS BU, T_Points.ID, T_Points.USE_TYPE, 
T_Points.NAME 
FROM (T_lines INNER JOIN T_Points ON T_lines.T_OUT = T_Points.ID) INNER 
JOIN T_BU_T_Points ON T_Points.ID = T_BU_T_Points.ID 
WHERE (((T_BU_T_Points.Lyr)="BU_AD") AND ((T_Points.NODE)=False)); 
 
Q_T_out
BU ID USE_TYPE NAME 
AJ 92 IR Rajeb reserve reuse site 
AJ 102 M Ajlun villages 
AM 108 M Ain Ghazal 
AM 112 M Dabouq 
AM 125 M Al Faisaliyya and Sahab villages 
AM 132 M Abu Alanda Output 
AQ 250 IR Southern desert irrigation - Ma'an 
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Q_T_out
BU ID USE_TYPE NAME 
AV 96 I_N Fertilizer company 
AV 114 M Aqaba 
AV 140 I_N Aqaba thermal power station 
BA 106 M Mubis (Balqa) 
BA 116 M Balqa villages 
BA 126 M Fuheis 
BV 105 M Abu Ubeida 
BV 156 IR KAC endpoint 
BV 176 T Hotels 1 - Sweimeh area 
BV 194 IR Irrigation JV south, northern section 
BV 205 X Sweimeh brine discharge node 
BV 206 X Abu Zeghan brine discharge node 
BV 218 IR from W. Rajib 
IR 101 M Irbid town 
IR 117 M Ramtha 
IR 118 M Huwwara 
IR 119 M Irbid villages 
IR 127 M Bani Kinana villages 
IR 128 M Irbid town 
IR 165 M Bani Obeid 
IV 6 IR Northern Jordan Valley 
IV 30 M virt. output GW northern Irbid Valley
IV 185 IR North Jordan Valley Irrigation (DA5)
IV 208 IR Irrigation JV north, southern output 
IV 212 IR From W. Al Yabis 
IV 216 IR from W. Kufrinja 
JA 107 M Marsa (Jerash) 
JA 120 M Jerash villages 
KA 67 M Karak town 
KA 93 I_N Kerak Oil Shale 
KV 84 IR S. Ghor Irrigation Mazraa 
KV 85 I_N Dead Sea Industries 
MA 69 M Madaba town 
MA 113 M Dhiban 
MA 121 M Madaba reservoir 
MF 103 M Mafraq villages 
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Q_T_out
BU ID USE_TYPE NAME 
MF 104 M Dakmeisah 
MF 110 M Abu Ayyat 
MF 220 I_N Mafraq Economic zone #1 
MF 222 I_N Mafraq Economic zone #2 
MN 64 M Maan town 
MN 141 M Hashimiyya 
MN 142 M Muqariyya and Mansoura 
MN 143 M Juhair 
MN 144 M Adthruh 
MN 145 M Wadi Mousa reservoir 
MN 146 M Tayyiba reservoir 
MN 147 M Ras Naqab reservoir 
MN 252 IR Southern desert irrigation - Aqaba 
MN 255 IR Mudawara irrigation 
MV 202 T Dead Sea Hotels 2 - Zara area 
TA 70 M Tafileh town 
TA 138 M Al Ayn Al Bayydah reservoir 
TA 139 M Tafileh reservoir 
ZA 111 M Zarqa town 
ZA 115 M Al Dhuleil 
ZA 123 M Zarqa new Transfer 
ZA 136 M Ruseifeh town 
ZA 137 M Ruseifeh town 
ZA 199 M Sukhneh village 
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NWMPquery14_answers.doc 
 
1. From response to NWMPQuery13:4a, and looking at files, I think that each TFin 
conveys only water from a single Resource Type (AD, GR, RSY, BF, TWW). Is 
that correct? Is that a rule I can reasonably assume for the future? 
Yes, that is correct. 
 
2. From response to NWMPQuery13:4b, and looking at files, I think that each TFout 
conveys water to only a single Demand Type (MUN, IND, TOU, IRR, IRW) . Is 
that correct? Is that a rule I can reasonably assume for the future? 
NO, this is only the case for IRW. In the highlands, MUN, IND and TOU can be 
supplied, and in the valley also IRR from the same TF_out. 
 
3. If the answer to above number 2 is ‘yes’, that means no TFouts provide water to a 
combination of MIT demands, correct? 
The answer to Q2 was NO. 
 
4. a. Are the Transfer in and Transfer out values reported as Sources and Demands, 
respectively, in the main B&A screen intended to be net values or gross values?  
In the B&A we are only interested in gross values, in the transfers module the use 
has the choice to show either net or gross. 
 
b. For example are internal transfers included both as Sources and Demands? 
(Internal transfer is water entering TF and exiting the TF in the same BU.) 
Please indicate which form or table you are referring to. There are so many 
options … 
 
5. I think I have seen two versions of T_DC_S one with 1 column for each of 
Transfers, GW, BF, AD, TWW, and RSY; and another table like the one  below.  
5a. Where in the processing is each used? 
 
The table shown below is the current one. The table with a single column for all 
transfers has been abandoned. However, in the documentation still the old version 
was shown until you hinted me to that point. I sent you last time the updated 
documentation. 
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      5b. After water enters the TF it will mix with other pipeline water. Assume a pipe 
section just upstream of a TFout contains mixed BF and AD water. Assume that per 
T_DC_S, a DC near that TF is not authorized to receive AD water, but can receive BF 
water. It seems challenging to prevent the DC from receiving AD water. How does B&A 
handle that?  
The query (T_BF but no T_AD) shows 10 DCs, and I would need to look at them in the 
map and than possible correct the entries. So, this issue is just handled manually in the 
editing of table T_DC_S. 
 
      5c. I understand the desirability of considering separately water that a DC can receive 
from LD and TF systems. I fear that although the partitioning into T_GW, T_BF, T_AD, 
T_RSY might be true in some cases (where only one type of water occupies a pipeline), it 
might be artificial in other cases. Where artificial, it might also be unrealistically 
restrictive in an optimization model which strictly enforces such yes/no criteria. Can you 
please reassure me that partitioning into T_GW, T_BF, T_AD and T_RSY  is physically 
valid, and explain how that can be fully valid  (Perhaps you used a set of rules 
determining when the Yes’s and No’s occur. For example, maybe, for any DC authorized 
AD water from Disi, water from all other Resource Types is automatically allowed—i.e. 
is Yes in T_DC_S).   
The reason for the distinction was the request from MWI to calculate how much water 
from each AD-source is going to each balancing unit. The entry into table T_DC_S was 
done semi-manual by spatial queries (buffers along TF-lines and/or TF_outs).  
 
The question from which source the water is coming is from my point view rather 
irrelevant for water management, it is more a question politicians are asking. 
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Date:    2008-08-29  
 
Subject:  GTZ project status, 29 August 2008 
 
To:  Dr. Andreas Lueck, Program Manager 
 
 
 
I. Richard Peralta actions since 12 August 2008. 
 
1. Below actions are direct or inferred results of requests by MWI  and GTZ on 10 and 11 
Aug,  concerning the draft prototype optimization model (OM). The OM consists of 
BandT and BAT software models that Dr Peralta wrote during Phase 1.  
a) rearranged BandT and BAT codes so that they will be: 
a. easier for MWI personnel to run (much simplification has been done, but a 
little more is needed); and  
b. better protected from accidental user error. 
b) prepared first draft running instructions for BandT and BAT software, running 
together. 
c) identified some features of the current codes that should be changed to improve 
future processing. 
d) continued writing Phase 1 final report  (some information in that clarifies the 
logic in how to proceed next). 
e) tested alternative optimization solvers with OM, to see whether less expensive 
solver could be used instead of the one used before 12 August.   
f) to re-establish communication with Jordanian project colleagues, partially set up 
computer system in new home (will move into new University office next week, 
after computer system shipped from Jordan is delivered) 
 
2. Dr Peralta has invested much time and thought into preparing draft plans and 
documentation to respond to a request by GTZ for a draft scope of future actions. A draft 
scope of work and the necessary time and effort depends largely on MWI preferences. 
Salient ideas and questions are in the next section.  
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II. Thoughts and questions relating to preparing a draft scope for Phase II.  
 
1. Receiving a response from MWI to the below issues would allow USU to prepare a 
more realistic and practical scope of work and budget than is currently possible. . 
 
a) Utah State University (USU) administration has reversed its position from a year 
ago.  Because of the perceived potential importance of the effort, USU 
administrators are now willing to let Dr. Peralta spend much time in Jordan during 
the coming year, if the work and expenses are paid for as a project between 
Ministry of Water and Irrigation and Utah State University. 
b) To date, the plan has been for OM to be used with the current NWMP software, 
and to use existing NWMP modules, such as those for computing demands, 
seepage to groundwater, reservoir safe yield, and baseflow. However, it seems as 
if this idea is changing. It would be helpful to hear what MWI wants to be done 
concerning this. Should the new code use the above mentioned simulation 
components of the NWMP, or should those components be rewritten and linked 
intrinsically to the OM. In the long-term, rewriting them is the best solution, but 
that requires time.  A staged approach is possible, in which not everything is 
rewritten during Phase II.  
c) Will the primary source of data for the new model continue to be the NWMP 
(specifically the STP tables)? If not, new code will need to be written to perform 
some of the functions the NWMP currently provides. For example, if the new 
model is to pull data directly from the WIS, additional work is needed. 
d) Does MWI desire that a new model entirely replace the existing NWMP model 
developed by AHT? 
e) The need for data and software security dictates that some data will come from 
MWI data sources, and will be put in a format that it can be used by the OM. 
Different types of OM users will have access to different types of OM data. An 
OM user should not automatically receive access to the original data sources. 
f) The plan is for most data that is read directly by OM to be in *.txt or *.xls files. 
That data will be editable by MWI-approved OM users. OM output will similarly 
be to *.txt or *.xls files. For visualization GIS *.shp and other files can be both 
input and output.  
g) MWI should provide to USU a specific set of examples of desired output tables 
that MWI wants OM to produce. Many would be similar to those NWMP 
software currently produces for reports. Some tabular outputs would be different. 
USU should not dedicate unnecessary effort tailoring report formats that are no 
longer needed.   
h) The type of OM user interface that is most appropriate depends on whether OM 
will be run on individual computers as NWMP is currently run, or whether it will 
be run on the internet, and whether MWI wants other Jordanian water 
management agencies to also have the ability to run the model.  As discussed in 
one or more presentations Dr Peralta gave, allowing other agencies to run the 
code helps earn buy-in to national master planning and directorate processes (by 
other stake-holders), and lessens the perception that MWI/NWMPD solely is 
responsible to evaluate proposed actions. (MWI could allow other agencies to 
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learn how to use OM and make proposals that the directorate can then evaluate.) 
What is the MWI desire on this issue?  
i) There is question as to whether all desirable data is available to run the BAT 
module for a small study area at this time. Thus, it is recommended, that a next 
step is to run the BandT module for a selected Jordanian subsystem. BandT 
module does balancing and transfer, and a form of allocation that does not employ 
prioritization between user types. This requires less data than the BAT module, 
which allocates water based upon priorities. 
j) For the Phase II subsystem and effort, it seems reasonable to apply BandT 
optimization to a real Jordanian subsystem that has no more than 50 Source 
Centers (SCs), 50 Demand Centers (DCs) and 50 Transfer (TF) system nodes. 
Will MWI provide the necessary data for that subsystem, or is it intended that 
USU would be primarily responsible for gathering that data. Such data includes 
all that needed to run the BandT module for a real Jordanian subsystem, 
especially:  
a. Flow connections between SCs and TF and between TF and DC (data 
indicating which water SCs and which Tfins should be verified). 
Communication with AHT has indicated a belief that the NWMP T_DC_S 
table, that identifies those Resource Types of water each demand center 
can receive (and the conveyance method), has not been thoroughly 
checked.  The data in this table is critically important for accurate results. 
Does MWI believe that this data is correct? If not, whom does MWI 
suggest should check the data needed for the next phase. 
b. Flow connections between all nodes connecting the SCs thru TF to DCs. 
c. Flow connections between SCs and Local Distribution (LD systems) and 
LD and DCs.  
d. seepage loss coefficients to be used for all conveyances and users (USU 
spot checks of NWMP-computed seepage losses raised questions).   
 
k) If USU is to be responsible for collecting above data, collection would ideally be 
limited to what is in the current NWMP. Assigning two individuals from 
Jordanian government to assist with local data collection would be helpful. 
l) USU feels that how much of the next phase Dr. Peralta would spend in Jordan is 
negotiable. If he will spend a great deal of time in Jordan, it would be most cost 
effective and productive to rent an appropriately outfitted apartment for the entire 
period. 
   
2. USU looks forward to receiving MWI responses to the above questions or issues. USU 
can dedicate as much time and effort as is needed to help address this facet of Jordanian 
water management.  
 
With best wishes,  
 
//signed// 
Richard C Peralta, PE, PhD  ;  US home 435 213 3396; US mobile 435 881 4947 
Professor,  Utah State University ;  USU office 435 797 2786 
Draft Prototype Optimization Model (OM) 
t t NWMPo suppor    
Balancing, Allocation and Transfer
Richard Peralta 
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TOR extract 
● “In close collaboration with MWI and GTZ,             
develop a draft prototype Optimization Module 
(OM). OM will emphasize volumetric approaches, 
d ill th ti l ti i ti t h lan  w  use ma ema ca  op m za on  o  e p 
determine:
• how much flow should go in each direction at pipeline branches.
• where best to send water from existing and future supply 
locations to existing and future demand centers.
• where it is best to develop new water wells and supplies and 
link them with the existing and future network. “
● Apply to hypothetical area(s)
Comparison: determining flows that should 
h i ligo t ru p pe nes
• Currently Used  Transfer Module requires much 
manual iteration. Results can exceed physical limits. 
• TOR requests accurately computed and constrained 
volumetric balances for optimal transfer thru            
national Transfer (TF) system.
• Draft OM provides rapid simultaneous mathematical 
ti i ti f ll fl i ll ti i d th TFop m za on o  a   ows  n a   me per o s,  ru   
and Local Distribution (LD) systems from Source 
Centers (SCs) to Demand Centers (DCs), with or 
without prioritized allocation. Accurate volume 
balances.
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Stated or inferred 
overarching goals of draft prototype tool         
Tactical
• Support integrated water management and investment planning
– Address total water path from sources to demands
– Include complete applicable water balance and continuity equations
– Provide tool to help identify good new pipeline sizes and locations                   
– Prepare for economic optimization
• Identify additional needed data
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Strategic
• Help gain stake‐holder buy‐in for MWI‐led national water planning 
– Stake‐holders can change appropriate optimization problem variable bounds and 
assumptions without harming the model core,           
– If a web‐based application, provide transparent process accessible to all 
– Required are documented procedures for reaching consensus on some bound 
and assumption changes, and for reporting changes in assumptions for 
optimization runs  .
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System HJ43b                             Balancing & 
Transfer Optimization
For Each Demand Center_Demand Type (ex.: 
d ) i h i d0017MUN   n eac  per o
Input: 
• Demand Upper Bound (user provides demand; model 
computes demand upper bound, i.e. maximum water allowed 
to be provided to the DC; a composite of water need and                       
infrastructure‐ and management‐based limits)
Optimized:
W t i d f h R T (GR BF RS AD• a er rece ve   rom eac   esource  ype  ,  ,  ,  , 
TWW) thru Local Distribution (LD)
• Water received from the TF system thru each TFout outflow 
node
• Unsatisfied demand (globally minimized)
CurTent Practice Demand Center 
7 includes all four Demand_ Types: 
MUN, IND, TOU and IRR 
In OM Practic: Old demand Center 7 has 4 new demand centers, 
represent 4 DC_D_types cambu 
d0007MUN has 1 demand_ Type 
d00071ND has 1 demand _Type 
d0007TOU has 1 demand _Type 
d00071RR has 1 demand _Type 

For a study area (all or part of Jordan) 
in each time period
Known:
• Total available water of each Resource Type (ResTy: 
GR, BF, RS, TWW, AD)
l d d ( d) f h d• Tota  water  eman   nee  o  eac  Deman _Type 
(MUN, IND, TOU, IRR)
Optimized:
• Total water assigned to LD or TF flows
• Total unassigned water 
• Total water reaching each Demand Center_Demand 
Type combo
• Total satisfied and unsatisfied demand       

Coupled Optimization sub‐Models   
• Balance and Transfer (BandT), sub‐Model #1.
– Optimization allowing different coefficients for each DC; minimizes 
weighted unsatisfied demand (if using economics‐based coefficients, it 
would minimize economic impact due to unsatisfied demand)
• Balance, Allocation, & Transfer (BAT), sub‐Model #2.
– Four sequential optimizations, allocating water in order of priority: 1) 
MUN, 2) IND, 3) TOU, 4) IRR
– Assures that as many needs of higher priority demands are met as 
possible, before allocating to lower priority demands
– Flow bounds can be used to assure that particular sectors receive a 
ti l t f tpar cu ar amoun  o  wa er.
System HJ33 Balancing, Transfer and 
Allocation Optimization 
For Each Balancing Unit or governorate 
(ex : Ma’an MN) in each time period.   ,         
Input:
• Upper limits on water that can be taken from each ResTy due 
to infrastructure‐ and management‐based constraints. OM 
combines those.   
Optimized:
• Water taken from each Resource Type (ResTy = GR, BF, RS, 
AD TWW),   
• Water from each Resource Type assigned to:
– each Source Group for LD water
– each TFin node for TF water
• Available water of each Resource Type that is unassigned 
(not assigned to LD or TF distribution).           
For Each Source Center (SC)
( )ex.: s0135
Input:
• Upper limits on water that can be taken from the SC 
due to infrastructural and management constraints. 
OM combines them    . 
Optimized:
• Water going to (assigned to) each:
– Source Group for LD water
– Source Group for TF water 
– TFin node for TF water       
• Available water that is unassigned (not assigned to 
LD or TF distribution)
q(mn‐mtn,ijp)TF water leaving transfer 
Using Marginal Values from Optimal 2‐period Minimization 
Solution to Improve System Design
Objective Function Value (TotalUnsatisfiedDemand)= 
node mn flowing toward transfer node mtn
LOWER  LEVEL   UPPER MARGINAL
n2  .n3  .1         .        8.000    30.000      .         
n2  .n3  .2         .        8.000    30.000      .         
n3 n1 1 22 000 30 000
z3 = 34.0
= Σ2 (unsatDemand(ijp) = 17.0 + 17.0
Balancing Unit UnsatisfiedDemand 
Period      1          2  .   .          .        .      .       .         
n3  .n1  .2         .       22.000    30.000      .         
n4  .n3  .1         .       10.000    30.000      .         
n4  .n3  .2         .       10.000    30.000      .         
n4  .n6  .1         .           .          30.000      .         
B1      8.000      8.000            
B2      9.000      9.000
Demand Center Unsatisfied Demand
n4  .n6  .2         .           .         30.000      .         
n5  .n4  .1         .       10.000    30.000      .         
n5  .n4  .2         .       10.000    30.000      .         
n7  .n3  .1         .        4.000    30.000      .         
n7 .n3 .2 . 4.000 30.000 .
Period      1           2
d19     8.000      8.000             
d21     1.000      1.000          
d29 8 000 8 000                                              
n7  .n4  .1         .             .       30.000      EPS       
n7  .n4  .2         .             .       30.000      EPS       
n7  .n9  .1         .       25.000    30.000      .         
n7  .n9  .2         .       25.000    30.000      .         
8 7 1 29 000 29 000 1 000
       .       .
TotalRestyUnassigned(ijp)
=   Available(ijp) ‐ assigned ResTy(ijp)
period          1             2
B3 AD 1 000 1 000n   .n   .          .        .      .     ‐ .       
n8  .n7  .2         .       29.000    29.000    ‐1.000      
n117.n118.1      .       10.000    30.000      .         
n117.n118.2      .       10.000    30.000      .         
n117.n138.1      .        5.000    30.000      .         
Prediction. Relaxing the upper bound on N8→N7 flow 
(increasing pipe flow capacity) by 1 unit, will cause 
Objective Function value to improve:
.         .         .
Run: BandT1ZZ5CcoefOFok_HJ33. n8→n7 cap.=29
n117.n138.2      .        5.000    30.000      .         
n119.n117.1      .       15.000    30.000      .         
n119.n117.2      .       15.000    30.000      . 
            
OFvaluenew= OFvalueold + (δOFvalue,tightbound)*(Δboundtight)
=  34.0 + ( ‐1.0   )*( 1.0 +1.0)
= 34.0 ‐2.0 =32 units of unsatisfied demand
Observations of Previous B&A Simulator
• Lacks clear simulator definition of:
– Sets of sources, demands, connections between those and water 
conveyance systems
– Flow variables
– Governing equations (volume balance or continuity)
• Does not solve transfer system (TS)  continuity equations 
simultaneously. Some renewable groundwater is ‘transferred’ 
but not thru the TS.
• Tedious process for determining how best to move water from 
TFins thru TF system to TFouts (Detailed user‐knowledge & 
manual iteration required to assure: not too much water                 
taken from a water source, at least minimum acceptable 
amount of a source’s water is used, not too much water is 
delivered to a DC)     
Observations of Previous B&A 
d l dMo u es an  Data 
• No precise linkage between wells, well‐fields, sources             
and TF_ins 
• Modeler can use more or less than GW‐safe yield 
(STP_GW)‐‐difference than other resource types 
• “Reduction (or increase) of GW‐production from 2005 to 
…2020 is hard‐coded in allocation module.” Modeler 
decides Transfer amount. Rest is LD  
• All Additional (AD) resources …feed into TF‐systems (even 
if used locally, for which there is a ‘virtual’ TF system.). 
Finis
• OM suitable for tested representative situations
• OM probably suitable for different application modes
• Helpful to demonstrate simultaneous application to all 
government directorates using assumed data        . 
• Need to prepare pre‐processing aids for organizing input.
• Need to determine, develop, or improve:
‐ data availability and access procedures (routines)
‐ acceptance by stake‐holders (primarily buy‐in to Lower & Upper bounds 
in support of transparent water resources mgmt decisions)
‐ interface and post‐processing 
‐ implementation procedure on desired platform(s), e.g. web‐enabled
Future Steps
• Get estimate of run duration for large problems, by testing for 
ll
 
a HJ containing a  governorates
• Determine whether web‐based running is desirable, and 
platforms(s)
• Determine desired output features
• Evaluate interface options
• Organize inputs to optimize procedure for stake holder data 
entry 
• Provide additional necessary outputs
• Formulate unified procedure to increase stake‐holder buy‐in             
and present concept to them. 
• Prepare desired interface
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1. Introduction-OM 
 
 
  This document highlights a newly developed Optimization Module (OM) designed 
to augment some functions of the existing National Water Master Plan (NWMP) model. 
The OM also performs tasks not currently addressed by the NWMP.  This document 
mentions NWMP concepts needed for OM discussion. The OM is also known as 
Simulation/Optimization model for Balancing, Allocation, and Transfer (SOBAT). 
  
  Via data input, the OM user specifies:  
• the physical system for which optimal strategies are to be computed. (precise 
identification of water sources, users, conveyance system components, connections, 
seepage loss coefficients; and  
• upper and lower limits on flows (including water taken from sources and resource types, 
and water delivered to users) . 
  
  During the anticipated project life (i.e. thru 11 August 2008), the OM was developed 
as a 'draft prototype optimization model'. It has not been intended to, and does not 
currently replace all related NWMP components. The OM solves specific optimization 
problems that support the NWMP Transfer sub-module and the NWMP Balancing and 
Allocation sub-module.  
 
  During August 2008 project briefings in Jordan, MWI personnel expressed the 
immediate desire to be able to run OM unassisted. To support that goal, several 
substantive modifications were subsequently made to OM processing, and additional 
illustrative features were added to the hypothetical HJ61D system of 11 August. To that 
hypothetical system were added: many water sources connected to local distribution (LD) 
and transfer (TF) conveyance systems; and special wastewater Treatment Plant (TP) and 
treated wastewater (TW) reuse features. Although the OM version of August was able to 
represent those processes, modeling experience would greatly aid their use. To bypass 
that need, OM was significantly modified between late August and early October. The 
presented OM version 1.1 is significantly easier to use and more secure. It is now simple 
to implement time-varying pipe capacity constraints and wastewater treatment and reuse. 
New output processing sub-modules produce easily understood reports so a user does not 
need to know internal model variable names to analyze optimization results. Furthermore, 
the new HJ61H hypothetical system represents a much more rigorous test of model 
features than the HJ61D of mid August. It even shows how, if desirable, to allow 
allocation of water to selected low priority users while allocating to higher priority users. 
 
  The OM relies on data currently obtained from STP water resource and demand 
tables created for different NWMP scenarios by the existing NWMP. From NWMP post-
processing, the OM also needs total computed seepage values that augment renewable 
groundwater, and reservoir safe yield values.   
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  The OM is a computer model written during this and a cooperative USAID project, 
in the GAMS (generalized algebraic modeling system) computer programming language. 
Solving large optimization problems using a model written in GAMS requires one or 
more license(s) from GAMS Corporation. At a minimum, a GAMS license is needed. A 
GAMS license includes a free optimization solver, COINCBC, that has been suitable for 
solving all problems tested to date with OM. The more variables OM is to address, the 
larger the optimization problem being solved. For OM to address very large or more 
detailed optimization problems, a more sophisticated solver might be needed. Obtaining a 
more sophisticated solver would require buying a license for that GAMS-linked solver 
from GAMS Corporation.   
 
  The OM can be run from within GAMSIDE, a simple interface for running computer 
models written in the GAMS language.  Although primarily useful for program 
development, some organizations find GAMSIDE adequate for production optimization 
runs. GAMSIDE is not what MWI personnel would consider a user interface. GAMSIDE 
is analogous to the compiler environments used for writing code in other computer 
languages, such as C or Fortran.  
 
  Presently, in order to run OM, an MWI member would run it from within 
GAMSIDE. Current OM input files are written following GAMS language rules, and are 
GAMS files (*.gms files). Editing *.gms input data files requires a little understanding of 
GAMS language rules.  Preparing a tailored OM interface would lessen the need for users 
to understand the GAMS language.  
 
  In this document, the symbol * has two uses. It can indicate a place where alpha-
numerics, such as a file name, can substitute for the *. In GAMS files, placing an * in the 
first column of a line makes the entire line into a comment statement.  
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2. OM Overview 
 
   
  The OM determines how best to take water from Source Centers (SCs) and route it to 
Demand Centers (DCs). SCs and DCs are the most detailed level of OM optimization. An 
OM DC is an NWMP settlement or the closest entity to that level. An SC is similar to an 
NWMP entity having a source ID or supply service center. An SC might be a cluster of 
wells providing water via one pipe to the national Transfer (TF) system. A different SC 
might be a single well supplying a Local Distribution (LD) system.  
 
       The OM solves specific NWMP-related optimization problems describable using 
variables, constraint equations, upper and lower bounds (limits) on their values, and an 
objective function (OF). Of NWMP processing, the activities of the water Transfer sub-
module and the Balancing and Allocation sub-module can most obviously benefit from 
mathematical optimization. In lieu of those two sub-modules, the OM provides the 
BandT and BAT sub-modules, respectively. BandT and BAT each include necessary 
equations and use mathematical optimization to calculate an optimal water management 
strategy (set of flow values) for their respective optimization problems. 
 
  The OF is an equation—such as the total for all time periods, of the sum of all 
unsatisfied water demands at all Jordanian water demand centers. During optimization, 
OM calculates a set of flow values that causes the smallest possible total value of the OF 
(i.e. the least unsatisfied total demand possible).  
 
  OF variables are the unsatisfied demands of each DC in all time steps. Other 
variables whose values the OM computes include all flows from SCs thru LD and TF to 
DCs, total water taken from each SC and provided to each DC, losses, and other flows or 
volumes of interest. Examples are flows of wastewater (WW) and treated wastewater 
(TW).  
 
  Variables within the OF also exist in volume balance equations that are inter-related 
with flow equations describing the entire modeled physical system, and with equations 
describing management preferences. The equations fully describe the optimization 
problem (OP) posed by the OM user. An optimal solution computed by the OM is the 
mathematically optimal water management strategy for the posed optimization problem. 
Such a strategy includes, for all time periods, the optimal flows leaving all water source 
centers and flows eventually reaching all water demand centers. 
 
  The OM uses objective functions of minimizing total weighted or un-weighted 
unsatisfied water needs. To minimize total unsatisfied water needs, it computes how to 
optimally send water from water sources to water users located in the same and different 
Balancing Units (BUs). Although any type of Balancing Layer can be used, all examples 
tested so far have used administrative Governorates as the Balancing Layer.  
 
 The OM uses two optimization sub-modules consecutively: (a) Balancing and 
Transfer (BandT), and (b) Balancing, Allocation, Transfer (BAT) sub-modules. Both sub-
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modules route water from Source Centers (SCs) to Demand Centers (DCs). In that 
process, water flows through either clearly defined Transfer (TF) system, or less-defined 
Local Distribution (LD) system. 
 
       Water being conveyed via TF system is most simply described as follows: 
 ▪TFflow1. flows from an SC to a TF system entry point (TFin node).   
▪TFflow2. flows from TFin node (or other TF node) thru a TF segment to a receiving 
TF node.   
▪TFflow3. exits TF system via a TFout node, flows toward a DC, and reaches and is 
used within the DC. 
 
  Water being conveyed via LD system: 
 ▪LDflow1. departs an SC, 
▪LDflow2. enters a Source Group (SG), consisting of similar SCs within a Balancing 
Unit (BU) 
▪LDflow3. leaves an SG, flows toward a DC, and reaches and is used within the DC.  
 
  The OM computes optimal values of all the above flows so as to minimize 
unsatisfied water demand of all considered DCs. It also computes and considers seepage 
losses for each of the above numbered flows. Thus above TFlow2 actually is one value 
only if there is no seepage loss. In reality Tflow2 is a simple representation of two flows-
-TFflow2a and TFflow2b. TFflow2a is the flow leaving a TFin node and flowing toward 
another node. TFflow2b is the flow from the TFin node that reaches the receiving node. 
The difference between TFflows2a and 2b is the seepage loss. Seepage loss is computed 
using an input user coefficient (linear proportion of the flow that is lost due to seepage).      
 
  The OM computes the optimal amount of water to take from each SC. An SC is the 
smallest unit (and lowest level), of water source that OM optimizes. Each SC is of 
specified water Resource Type (ResTy). ResTys considered within the NWMP and OM 
include: 
 - renewable Ground Water (GW), 
 - Reservoir Safe yield (RS),    
 - surface water Base Flow (BF),  
 - Treated Waste-Water (TW),  
   - ADditional resources (AD), including desalinized water, peace-treaty water, non-
renewable groundwater, and any other special cases.  
   
  OM distinguishes between water ‘assignment’ and water ‘allocation’. Within each 
Balancing Unit (BU), all available water of each SC and ResTy can be optimally 
assigned to be conveyed via either TF or LD system, or it might be unassigned (or not 
assigned). Water:  
● that is assigned to the TF system can exit the TF system either within the same BU that 
it originated in (an 'internal transfer'), or can exit in a different BU (an 'external transfer').  
●that is assigned to the LD system can only be conveyed to a DC within the originating 
BU. 
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●that is unassigned, is not conveyed and is unused. Water is unassigned if it cannot be 
conveyed to a DC that both has unsatisfied demand and is allowed to use that particular 
water. Existing and defined infrastructural connections and limits might cause some 
available water in a BU to be unassigned, even though there might be unsatisfied demand 
in that or other BU.  Later is more discussion on what types of water a DC can use.   
 
  LD system data has historically been less readily available than TF system data. The 
LD path from SC to Demand Center (DC) is less clearly defined than the TF path. The 
LD path sends water to a Source Group consisting of similar SCs (SCs in the same BU 
that provide water of the same ResTy and LD Conveyance Method). The Source Group 
supplies water only to DCs authorized to receive LD water of such a Resource Type 
(ResTy).  
 
  To clarify, OM optimizes how much of an SC’s water is assigned to each ResTy-
Conveyance group (for all combinations of ResTy and LD or TF), and how much is 
unassigned. OM also optimizes water that is allocated (not counting losses), to be used by 
each DC (a combination of NWMP DC and Demand_Type). Allocation is either for TF 
water or for a combination of ResTy and  Conveyance method. Allocated TF water is 
considered differently than allocated LD water because after water enters a TF segment, 
it mixes with all other water in the segment.  
 
  Several conditions govern whether, for a particular optimization, a particular DC can 
receive TF water, or LD water of a particular ResTy. Such considerations include:  
● WaterAccessConsideration1. whether the necessary physical connection currently 
exists. Examples are:  
   ▪ (a) whether a pipe currently exists to allow a particular DC to receive LD water from 
an SC of a particular ResTy; and  
    ▪ (b) whether a pipe currently exists to allow a particular DC to receive water from a 
TFout of the TF system). 
● WaterAccessConsideration2. whether the necessary physical connection will exist at 
some time during the optimization planning horizon (during any of the time steps to be 
considered during an optimization).   
● WaterAccessConsideration3. whether decision-makers (DMs or managers), will allow 
a DC to utilize water from the TF, or LD water from a particular ResTy, even if the 
physical connection does or will exist.   
 
  The above different conditions are represented in distinct ways in OM input data. 
The OM allows clear identification of the reason for allowing or not allowing a particular 
flow. These are discussed in the input data section.  
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3. BandT and BAT input data 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
3.1.1 GAMS language and *.gms files 
 
  Equations needed to pose the BandT and BAT optimization problems have been 
written and coded during this and a complementary USAID project with Utah State 
University. All the equations are used within OM, and are written in GAMS language. 
OM is provided to the user as a compiled OM.g00 file.   
 
  The OM.g00 file calls other files via a process called ‘including’. These input files 
are read by OM.g00 as ‘Include’ files (Figure 3-1). All include files are currently written 
in GAMS (gms file extension). Most such file names begin with ‘INC_’.  
 
  Applying OM to all or part of Jordan, requires input data in the above *.gms files. 
Editing or preparing such files requires only slight familiarity with the GAMS language. 
That can be gained by reviewing GAMs manuals found either on the GAMS website or 
included with GAMSIDE. One would quickly learn that GAMS regards upper and lower 
case letters as identical, and other simple, yet important insights. An easy approach to 
learning sufficient GAMS would be to edit HJ61H files using GAMSIDE. Editing can 
also be performed using a text editor such as Notepad. 
 
 
3.1.2 Demonstration study area 
 
  Input, output, and OM running will be demonstrated using a hypothetical Jordanian 
system HJ61H containing representative flow situations (Figure 3.1). That figure does not 
show node, SC and DC index numbers. If visible, one would see that some index 
numbers used here do not correspond to any in the NWMP. For this hypothetical 
problem, index numbers of nine thousand or more (9XXX) indicate hypothetical 
elements needed to depict problem features somewhat as MWI proposed. Data files are 
located in the same folder as the OM model.  
 
  The sample problem is intended to demonstrate that the model minimizes unsatisfied 
demand, and allocates in the proper sequence. Unsatisfied demand is intended to 
highlight the need for good quality input data. That does not reflect on what will result 
when OM is applied to all of Jordan.  
 
  OM was designed to address all possible flow combinations addressed by the 
NWMP, plus all others considered important in the near future. To this end, HJ61H 
represents a wide range of possible combinations of flows to or from SCs, DCs, nodes, 
Source Groups (SGs), Demand Groups (DGs), and nodes.  
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    The Supplementary Figures section appended at the end of this report helps visualize 
HJ61H candidate flow directions.  Prepared through the above-mentioned complementary 
USAID grant, it shows details not discernable in Figure 3.1 
 
  Figure 3.2 shows a close-up of part of system HJ61H in Aqaba governorate.  This 
includes LD or TF flows of clean water, wastewater, and treated wastewater.  It does not 
illustrate the four types of flow losses computed for that subsystem. 
 
3.1.3 Introduction-necessary input information   
 
  The first Include file defines the scope of the optimization problem via a number of 
data sets. These define how many time steps, involved BUs, ResTys, SCs, DCs, 
conveyance systems, and groups of SCs and DCs having shared attributes. Subsequent 
Include files and data define parameters such as conveyance and user seepage loss 
coefficients, and lower and upper bounds on flows or water volumes. Final input data are 
coefficients affixed to unsatisfied demand in the BandT OF, and any special bounds that 
might be desired for the problem. 
 
  Often input data file names include the name of the subsystem being addressed. That 
part of the file name can change with subsystem or problem. This variability is indicated 
using an '*' in the below file names.  In the first instance, file INCsets*.gms refers to the 
general Include input file that contains information on Sets used in the study area. The 
particular Sets input file for subsystem HJ61H is named INCsetsHJ61H.gms. 
 
  After this section, which discusses data needed for both BandT and BAT sub-
modules, data needed only for the BAT module is discussed. The additional data allows 
prioritization of water allocated to users of different Demand-Types. The data’s  primary 
use is to emphasize satisfying water needs of MUNicipalities first, followed by, in order, 
INDustrial, TOUristic, and IRRigation water needs.  
 
  The units of flow that are used for OM input must be consistent throughout all input 
data. Here, to be in harmony with the NWMP, using of MCM are used everywhere. This 
is equivalent to MCM/annum because that is what NWMP assumes. 
 
  Data employed for HJ61H is intentionally simple, for illustration purposes and to 
clearly demonstrate several situations. That is done to make it easy for the user to see 
where and why OM assigns and allocates the flows the way it does. Key inputs and 
outputs are discussed below.  
 
 
3.2 File INC_Sets*.gms to define optimization problem scope  
 
  It is helpful to look at provided input file, INC_SetsHJ61H.gms.  In this file,  user 
input for Set ijperiod (also indexed as ijp), designates how many time steps are to be used 
in the optimization problem. OM will solve an optimization problem for all designated 
time steps simultaneously (if user provides enough data).  
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  For a two-period problem, the entry after the ijperiod 'description' is /1, 2/ (blank 
spaces are optional). For a six-period optimization problem, entries would be /1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6/. (A comma must separate individual set elements placed on the same line in an input 
file.) 
 
  Existence at any time during the planning horizon is defined using other sets in file 
INCsets*.gms, such as those illustrated below. Each set contains as many elements as 
there are individuals in that set. Individual set elements are identified using alphanumeric 
indices or names. Examples use indices or identifiers from the NWMP, but to aid clarity, 
an 'n' is placed before a node index, 's' is placed before an SC index, 'd' is placed before a 
DC index, and the index of a DC has its Demand Type added at the end. Both SCs and 
DCs can have additional leading '0's added (to provide uniform element name length). 
 
  As mentioned previously rows beginning with an * symbol are comments. The input 
data files contain some comments lines such as *HJ60, *HJ61, and *HJ66. These 
comments often indicate that subsequent lines are input for subsystems making up 
HJ79H. Figure 3.2 shows that some subsystems are isolated or not connected to the main 
TF system.  
 
  Text in an input file describes each input. Here, some of the more important inputs of 
the Sets file are listed, beginning with those related to water sources and resources.   
• Set inum. Contains indices of all Source Centers (example: sNG002). 
• Set BU identifies all BU that have either SCs or DCs in the study area (using NWMP 
abbreviations for governorates, here they are AJ, AM, AQ, BA, IR, MA, MF, and MN). 
• Set ResTy. Identifies Resource Types (ResTys) providing water in study area 
• Set BUResTy. Identifies which BUs provide which ResTys (as combinations). 
• Set ING. Names the water Source Groups (SGs). Name consists of run-together 
BUResTy_Conveyance Method. 
•SrcGroup. Identifies the SG that each SC belongs to.  
 
  Selected input sets relating to water demands are as follow. 
• Set jnum. Contains indices of all Demand Centers (example: d0406ind, where the 
trailing 'ind' indicates this is an INDustrial Demand Type). Note that settlement 406 also 
could be identified using NWMP  Facility _ID INAQ01, but it is best to use settlement 
ID if available.  
• Set jng. This gives the name of the group (DG) of DCs existing in each area BU that has 
DCs. The format is DGBU. 
• Set DemGroup. This identifies which DG each DC belongs to. 
• Set Bujnum. This identifies which DCs belong to each BU. 
 
   Some sets defining nodes and connections with and to the TF system are: 
• Set mtn. Contains indices of all TF system nodes. Mtn is also referred to using mn. 
(example elements: n46, n140, n151). 
• Set ns(mtn,mn).  Contains all Index Pairs that indicate physical conveyance connection 
can allow flow from node mtn to node mn (example elements: n46.n151, and n151.n140). 
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• Set nodeSrc (mtn, inum). Contains all Index Pairs indicated physical conveyance 
connection will allow flow from SC inum to TFin node mtn. (example: n46.sNG002) 
• Set nodetouser (mtn,jnum). Contains all Index Pairs indicating physical conveyance 
connection can allow TF flow from node mtn to DC jnum. (example: n140.d0406ind) 
 
  Using the above examples for the sets states that within the OM, unless otherwise 
restricted, physical conveyance infrastructure exists to allow water to flow from: SC 
sNG002→ node n46→ node n151→ node n140→DC 0406ind. That is only one of many 
flows occurring within system HJ61E. 
 
  The OM uses a multiple-parameter approach to control which water (what Resource 
Types via what conveyance method) each DC can receive. This approach is necessary to 
be able to clearly identify the rationale for allowing or not allowing a particular flow. As 
described below, that is achieved via separate input data for each reason.  
 
  Input data that should not restrict the solution can be very loose. For example, if one 
knows that infrastructural reason will not restrict how much water is taken from a source, 
one does not need to strenuously try to determine an accurate infrastructural limit. One 
can enter an arbitrarily large number that will indicate it is fictitious and does not need 
accuracy. Section 3.3 contains an example.  
 
  After 11 August 2008, additional sets were added to include waste water treatment 
optimization with allocation optimization. This required allowing special demand centers 
to release wastewater (WW) or treated wastewater (TW) that can enter the TF system. It 
also required identifying lower priority DCs that must receive treated wastewater in order 
that a higher priority DC can receive water. Additional sets are:  
• Set NodeReceivingFlowFmDC.  This identifies a TF node that receives either WW or 
TW. 
• Set DCtoNode(jnum,mtn). This couples a special water-producing DC with the TF node 
receiving the water 
• Set Node_lowerDC(mtn,jnum). This couples a WW- or TW-carrying TFout with a low 
priority DC that is allowed to accept water released by a higher priority DC 
 
 
3.3 File INC_ParamInfrast*.gms defines flow limits due to infrastructural reasons 
 
  This file contains data indicating limits on total flow from SCs and total flow 
reaching DCs due to reasons of infrastructure. These limit the total flows thru both LD 
and TF conveyance systems. 
 
  For system HJ61H, Figure 3.4 indicates that for SC sNG002, the upper bound (UB) 
due to infrastructural reasons in periods (ijp) 1 and 2, are 10000 and 10000, respectively.  
Changing the 10000 in column '2' to 15,000 would tell the OM that the physical 
infrastructure can allow 15,000 flow units to be removed SC sNG002 during period 2.  
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3.4 File INC_ParamManage*.gms defines flow limits due to management reasons 
   
  This file contains data indicating limits on flow from SCs and flow to DCs due to 
reasons of management preference or decision. Again this limits total flow due to both 
LD and TF conveyance combined.  
 
  Figure 3.5a) is from the illustration runHJ61H. For SC sNG002, the upper bounds 
due to management reasons in both periods are 9,000.  
 
  File INC_ParamManageHJ61H.gms also contains limits on total water allowed to be 
taken from each ResTy within each BU (Figure 3.5b).  Abbreviations used for each are 
per the current NWMP. For example, the below extract would tell OM to impose the 
indicated upper limits per period on total water taken from designated ResTys in 
identified BUs— 
in Irbid (IR) governorate, 40 units of renewable groundwater (GR) and 20 units of 
additional (AD) resources. In Maan governorate, 10 units of GR and 20 units of AD 
(such as Disi fossil groundwater). 
 
  If the upper limits on available water in the current NWMP are sustainable for 
particular weather and other conditions (and all resources except for AD), OM strategies 
that use such BU.ResTy upper limits are similarly sustainable.  
 
 
3.5 File INC_CalcMostRestrictiveLimits.gms for calculating combined infrastructure- 
and management-based flow bounds 
 
  OM automatically compares the above two upper limit values (one due to 
infrastructural reason and one due to management reason), and uses the lower of the two 
upper limit inputs for each time period as the upper bound for that period during 
optimization. Thus, OM would use 9000 as the upper bound for both periods.  
 
  OM performs similar comparisons to determine the upper bounds on water provided 
to a DC during each period. For example, consider Figure 3.6, that contains table 
portions, extracted from files INC_ParamInfrastHJ61H.gms and 
INCParamManageHJ61H.gms, respectively. After comparing the upper limit values from 
both tables, OM would use 10 units as the upper bound on the total amount of water 
provided to DC d0406IND.  
 
  Assume that after making some optimizations, an OM user wants to see the optimal 
strategy for a scenario in which the upper limit on water delivery to all DCs in period 2 is 
reduced by 10%. This is accomplished very simply. It requires multiplying all period 2 
values in Table demandjUBmanage by 0.90, and rerunning the optimization. OM would 
use 9 as the upper bound on water provided to each DC. Its' computed optimal strategy 
would deliver no more than 9 units to DC d0406IND.  
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3.6 File  INC_BandT_Solve.gms for solving BandT model 
 
 
This file (Figure 3.7), specifies:  
•  the optimization solver is to be used (here it is the free coincbc solver). 
• the name of the optimization problem to be solved; whether using lp or nlp; whether 
maximizing or minimizing; and what variable or term is being maximized or minimized.  
 
 
3.7 File INC_SegmentNodeCap*.gms for specifying TF capacities 
 
  Within this file, Parameter Table SegmentCapTrans contains the maximum flow 
allowed in a segment in each period (Figure 3.8). That file also contains the upper limit 
on total flows that can be entering a node from all segments that are contributing entering 
flow.  
 
  To reiterate, Sets are used to identify all physical connections that can possibly exist 
during the optimization planning horizon. Adding new physical connections requires 
editing assumed Sets, including others not mentioned above.   
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4.0 Special BAT input data 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
  BAT performs allocation per national priorities, and requires additional data. Some 
of that is in additional tables in files already discussed. Other new data is in a new 
Include file.   
 
 
4.2 File INC_Sets*.gms 
 
  OM is able to constrain total flow allocated to both new OM DCs (identified with 
unique new name jnum, that combines the old jdnum and D_Type) and to original 
NWMP demand centers (having settlement ID or Industry ID represented using OM 
index jdnum). Figure 4.1 relates the old and new DC definitions. It illustrates that: 
jdnum d0013 (NWMP Settlement ID 13) has three different types of water users 
(D_Types)--MUN, TOU, and IRR users.   
 
OM optimizes water delivery to individual jnums.  Flow to these is bounded as shown 
previously per management bounds in Table demandjUBmanage (jnum, ijperiod). 
 
 
4.3 File INC_ParamManage*.gms 
 
 
  Total flow to a jdnum (old DC) that consists of one or more jnums (new DCs) is 
bounded per inputs in Table demandJdUBmanage (Figure 4.2). The upper limit of total 
delivery to old DC 13 is 40 in each period. That is the upper limit on the sum of 
deliveries to d0013MUN, d0013TOU, and d9013IRR.  (Note that if the upper limit of 
each of those three elements is 10 units individually, the most restrictive upper limit 
would be 30 units, instead of 40 units).  Always, the most restrictive bound controls. 
Thus, if the individual upper limit of each of the three components is 15 units, the total 
upper limit would not be 3 x 15. The upper limit would be 40.  
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4.4 File INC_DCT_TypeDemand*.gms 
 
 
  BAT performs fours optimizations in sequence to satisfy highest priority demands 
first. To do that, it uses demand data found in file INC_DCT_TypeDemand*.gms (Figure 
4.3).  
 
BAT first minimizes unsatisfied *.MUN demands of Table demandjUBmanMUN.  
Then it minimizes unsatisfied *.IND demands indicated in Table demandjUBmanIND. 
Then it minimizes unsatisfied *.TOU demands indicated in Table demandjUBmanTOU. 
Then it minimizes unsatisfied *.IRR demands indicated in Table demandjUBmanIRR. 
   
  If desired, one can also change the priority with which a particular DC allocated 
water (i.e. run a DC of a particular D_Type with the group of DCs having a different 
D_Type during a prioritized allocation). For example, to give DC D9013IRR the same 
priority as municipal water, one would include D9013IRR.MUN in Table 
demandjUBmanMUN, this would allow D9013IRR to receive water during MUN 
optimization. This is necessary because D0013MUN provides wastewater to a treatment 
plant that provides treated wastewater to D9013IRR.  D9013IRR would not be able to 
receive the treated wastewater unless it is added to to Table demandjUBmanMUN.  
D9013IRR.IRR must also be retained in Table demandjUBmanIRR so that it can receive 
water during that IRR optimization—important if its demand is not fully satisfied by 
treated wastewater during MUN optimization.   
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5. Running OM for HJ 61H or any study area 
 
 
5.1 Preparatory actions 
 
 
1) Install GAMS from internet. 
a) Via internet, go to gams.com and download newest 32 bit version of gams.  
b) Install GAMS on the computer. Below it is assumed to be installed in the default 
directory: C:\Program Files\GAMS22.X (where X incrementally increases with 
new GAMS release).   
c) Paste gamslice.txt in GAMS22.X directory (same directory as gamside.exe and 
gams.exe). The gamslice.txt should be the professional license text file purchased 
by GTZ.  
 
2) Use Windows explorer or other program to copy the provided OM folder and paste it 
on the computer in a location convenient for your use. Below it is assumed to be 
copied into C:\ .  Thus, after pasting the OM directory, its location is:   C:\OM 
 
 
5.2 Running OM from folder C:\OM\ 
 
 
  It is strongly recommended that OM first be run from C:\OM\ . Per below 
instructions, that will contain the optimization problem for HJ61H. 
 
1) Open GAMSIDE by clicking on it. 
2) In GAMSIDE, select: File>Open>C:\OM\ OM.gms. This opens file OM.gms.  
3) In the command line window (located at the top to the right of the red arrow) type:  
R= C:\OM\t\OM  
4) Push the Red arrow to run OM (both BandT and BAT optimizations are performed).  
5) A popup window immediately appears, indicating optimization status and objective 
function values. These and other results are described in Sections 6 and 7 for BandT 
and BAT, respectively.  
 
 
5.3 Running OM for problem HJ61H using a different folder 
 
 
1) Open GAMSIDE by clicking on it. 
2) In GAMSIDE, select File>Open>C:\OM\ OM.gms. This opens file OM.gms. In file 
OM.gms one must tell OM where the external data files are that it must read. To 
easily edit OM.gms from within GAMSIDE, do the following:  >Search>Find> 
$include .  This moves the cursor to the first $include statement in the file. An 
$include command contains the path to the desired file. About 20 paths might need to 
be changed, for which the following procedure is helpful.  
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3)   Copy the path beginning after the '$include ' to just before the included file name 
4)   Select: Search>Replace>    Paste the copied path (C:\OM\ ) into the first blank of the 
      popup window.  
5)   Into the second blank of the popup window, paste   C:\yourOM\  .    
6)    Select >Replace All   This tells GAMSIDE  you want to replace all C:\OM\ paths 
with C:\yourOM\ paths. But GAMSIDE will stop at the first instance, and query you 
again. 
7)   Select >All    This reaffirms to GAMSIDE that you want to change all instances. 
All such paths listed in file OM.gms will be changed. 
8)   Open file BAT.gms and place cursor in the first row, which is blank.  
9)   Select >Search>Replace     The two entry windows should still have the text you 
placed there in steps 4) and 5).  Repeat steps 6) and 7) to change all $include 
statements in file BAT.gms.   
 
 
5.4 Solving a modified problem HJ61H or a different optimization problem 
 
 
  OM currently reads all data from *gms files. There are almost 20 different 
*.gms files. Some of these files contain parts of the OM program, and some contain data. 
To change the optimization problem, or to address a different study area or problem, one 
must make changes in one or more gms files that contain only data. Figure 3.1 indicates 
which of the Include files can be edited to change an optimization problem. Editing can 
be done relatively easily within GAMSIDE or using a text editor such as Notepad. 
 
  Comments within file OM.gms also indicate which files can be edited and which 
should not be. Among HJ61H files, only those having HJ61H in the file name should be 
changed. No other gms file should be changed.  A user can modify  the names of 
changeable files to reflect his optimization problem. However, changes to the file names 
also requires changes to the paths in files OM.gms and BAT.gms (see Section 5.3). 
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6. General and BandT results  
 
 
6.1 Output popup window and first part of OM.lst file  
 
 
  After pushing the optimization button, a popup window reports computed optimal 
objective function values (OFVs) of five sequential optimizations:  
●   145.395 for BandT ,  
●   20.0 for BAT MUNicipal optimization,  
●   20.0 for BAT INDustrial optimization,  
●   14.4 for BAT TOUristic optimization,  
●   90.995 for BAT IRRigation optimization. 
 
  Closing the popup window reveals a *.lst file—OM output. The first part of the *.lst 
file enumerates times that OM imports and reads INClude files. Subsequent *.lst text 
provides OM BandT and BAT optimization problem sizes and result details. OM 
produces many similar types of results for both BandT and BAT optimizations. 
 
  The next section of this report discusses the *.lst file BandT results in some detail. 
The section after that discusses significant additional results from BAT allocation 
optimizations.     
 
 
6.2 BandT*.lst file output 
 
 
6.2.1 Solver summary information 
 
  From the ‘Model Statistics’ one sees that the BandT optimization problem consists 
of 987 single equations that are solved simultaneously, while computing the values for 
4,822 single variables. Each variable value is optimized during optimization. Within the 
model, some variable names are crytic. After optimization, to aid clarity in reporting, 
many variable values are assigned to more descriptive parameter names.  
 
  From the Solve Summary (Figure 6.1), one sees that the assigned name of the BandT 
optimization problem model is BandTwithCoefxUnsatOF. The name of the variable that 
represents the OF value is z3Xcoef. This is a linear programming (LP) optimization 
problem. The OF value (OFV) is minimized using the COINCBC solver. 
      Figure 6.1 also shows that the solver processed without errors (normal completion) to 
compute a globally optimal solution (optimal model status) having an OFV of 145.3950. 
The OFV includes unsatisfied demand (UD) only for true water users, and does not 
include unsatisfied demand of any water treatment facilities. That is done because the 
flow to a  treatment plant (TP) is a function of wastewater (WW) produced upstream of 
the TP. One does not want to mandate how much wastewater is produced, because OM 
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computes the best WW production rate. To force at least a desired production rate, the 
user can enter a nonzero lower bound on WW production.  
 
6.2.2 Unsatisfied demand x Objective Function coefficient 
 
        During optimization, total unsatisfied demand  and the UD for each DC is treated as 
a variable. Thus above, the OFV variable is z3Xcoef. Within the *lst file, the parameter 
representing that is value that is pBandTtotalCoefxUnsatDemand (Fig. 6.2a).  The 
leading ‘p’ indicates it is a parameter, and BandT indicates the optimization module 
being used. The ‘CoefxUnsatDemand’ indicates that each unsatisfied demand value is 
multiplied by a coefficient. Most values reported in the *.lst file are parameters.  
 
  The OFV is the sum for both periods of the products of each true DC’s unsatisfied 
demand times a coefficient  (Table CoefUnsatDem of file INC_CoefUnsatHJ61H.gms) 
shows that all coefficients used here equal 1.0. Continuing down the *.lst file, Figure 6.2b 
shows that the unsatisfied demands of periods 1 and 2 are 77.797 and 67.697, 
respectively. Unsatisfied demand is less in period 2 than in period 1 because the capacity 
of segments n9000.n9004 and n9004.n9001 is 40 MCM in period 2, instead of the 30 
MCM of period 1 (Table SegmentCapTrans in File IncSegmentNodeCapHJ61H.gms).  
 
  Figure 6.2c shows that all optimal unsatisfied demand (UD) is in the Aqaba (AQ) 
and Irbid (IR) balancing units (BUs or governorates). Aqaba UD is the same in both 
periods, but Irbid’s is less in period 2 than in period 1, per the above explanation.  
 
  Figure 6.2d lists the individual DCs having UD. As with all output parameter tables, 
rows having only 0 values are omitted. Thus Figure 6.2d omits DCs having satisfied 
demand. 
 
  Figure 6.2e shows the optimized unsatisfied demand for raw wastewater at an 
asumed Aqaba treatment plant (dAQTPWW) as the difference between the user-input 
upper limit on provided wastewater, and the wastewater provided per the optimal 
strategy. Here an arbitrary 10 units of demand is the input upper limit. The optimal 
strategy computes a value of 3.9 UD per period. If the input upper limit were 6.1, there 
would be no unsatisfied wastewater demand. 
 
6.2.3 Demand 
 
  A more rational upper limit for WW provided to dAQTPWW would be 6.1. 
dAQTPWW receives WW from d0013MUN (Table and linkages). Because d0013MUN 
demand is 10 (pBandTwaterReceiptUB discussed below), and its consumption proportion 
is 0.39 (Table CConsume of file INC_LossCoefHJ61H.gms), the most wastewater that 
d0013MUN can provide is 6.1.  
 
  Input non-wastewater demand totals 280 per period (Figure 6.3a). Figure 6.3b shows 
that in each period, demands in the balancing units (BUs) are 40 in Ajloun, 40 in Aqaba, 
40 in Balqa, and 160 in Irbid. The demand (Upper Bound) on water to be used in each of 
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the included 28 true demand centers (parameter pBandTwaterReceiptUB) is 10 per 
period (Figure 6.3c). DC upper bounds are summed to obtain the values in Figures 6.3a 
and 6.3b. 
 
  Figure 6.3d shows that the demand for wastewater of the Aqaba wastewater 
treatment facility was input to be 10 per period. As mentioned above, one could more 
realistically input a value of 6.1. 
 
6.2.4 Delivery 
 
  Figure 6.4a shows that 10 more units of water are provided in period 2 than in period 
1. Optimal water provided for users at true DCs in three of the four demanding BUs is the 
same in both periods (Figure 6.4b). In Irbid 10 more units are provided in period 2 than in 
period 1 because of the pipeline capacity increase.  
 
  Figure 6.4c shows total non-wastewater received by DCs (DCs not receiving any 
water are not shown). In Aqaba, D0013MUN, D0013TOU, and D9013IRR receive all 10 
units of demand each period, but D0406 does not. These are the only DCs in Aqaba. 
Notice that although Aqaba industrial need is not satisfied, lower priority irrigation and 
touristic demands are filled. If all four DCs have access to the same ResTys, one would 
infer that BandT is not using priorities during optimization.  
 
  Figure 6.4d shows optimal wastewater delivery to the Aqaba treatment plant. To 
minimize unsatisfied demand OM tries to maximize provided TW. That means it tries to 
maximize water delivery to the DC that provides WW to the Aqaba treatment plant. 
 
6.2.5 Supply (BU and ResTy) and assignment to conveyance by LD and TF 
 
  Figure 6.5a shows upper limits of how much water of each Resource Type can be 
taken within each BU. Employed Resource Types (ResTys) are base flow (BF), 
renewable groundwater (GR), additional resources (AD), and treated wastewater (TW). 
No upper limit is entered for TW because the optimization model will automatically try 
to produce and use as much TW as is desirable. An ‘EPS’ indicates that a value is 
undefined or not applicable.   
 
  Figure 6.5b shows how much ResTy the optimization model cannot assign to LD or 
TR conveyance. Water cannot be assigned if it cannot be conveyed to DCs that need it 
and can use it based upon input data. No renewable groundwater (GR) of Amman 
governorate is assigned because the GR SC in AM is not connected to the TF system, and 
because there is no DC in AM that can use LD GR. 
 
  In Figure 6.5b, there are 10 fewer units of unassigned water in period 2 than in 
period 1. This results from the pipeline capacity increase in period 2.  
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  Figure 6.5c shows how much ResTy water of each BU is assigned to a conveyance 
method (later output specifies TF or LD). Treated wastewater (TW) is included. For 
convenience, parameter pBandT_TWassigned (Figure 6.5d) isolates assigned TW.   
 
  Except for TW, Figure 6.5c values equal those of Figure 6.5a minus those of Figure 
6.5b. Figure 6.5d shows that in Aqaba BU, 5.447 units of TW are assigned in each 
period.  
 
  In some subsequent figures, the time index (ijp or ijperiod) of a parameter is 
intentionally not printed. However, its position in the parameter definition is held using 
the comma that precedes it. Thus, in Figure 6.6, indices (BU, ResTy, ConveyName, ijp) 
are represented using only (BU, ResTy, ConveyName,). 
 
  Figure 6.6 shows, for each BU, how much of each ResTy is assigned to each 
conveyance method. For example, in AQ (Aqaba governorate), 20 units of AD (Disi 
fossil groundwater Additional Resource) are assigned to be conveyed via ‘tr’ (TF system) 
each period. Ten units of GR (renewable groundwater) are assigned to LD (local 
distribution) in each period. Assigned to conveyance via TF are 5.447 units of TW.  
 
6.2.6 Supply (SC), upper bounds, takings and assignments 
 
  Figure 6.7 addresses individual Source Center limits on flow, and how much flow is 
assigned and taken from each SC. Figure 6.7a shows the results of an OM pre-
optimization comparison. OM compares the upper limits on flow from each SC per files 
INC_ParameterInfrast and INC_ParameterManage, and uses the lower value as the upper 
limit (UP) on how much water is allowed to flow from the SC.  The contrasted 10,000 
and 9,000 upper limits are very high. One infers that either those individual limits are 
unknown, or that some other restriction will control how much water is removed.  In this 
example, ResTyUP (upper limit on ResTy taken from a BU) is the restrictive constraint. 
In real application, either infrastructural or management reasons might cause much lower 
limits in the parameter Include tables, causing lower UP values to be used during 
optimization.  
 
  Figure 6.7b shows total flow taken from each SC in each period. For example, from 
SC sNG002 (NWMP NG002, fossil groundwater), 20 units are taken during each period.    
Figure 6.7c details total flow from each SC into LD systems. Figure 6.7d lists total flow 
from each SC toward the TF system.   
 
  Flow taken from an SC can be diminished by losses before satisfying water need. To 
aid checking and illustration, most loss loss coefficients in this example are 0. Thus, for 
example, the flow leaving an SC generally equals the flow reaching an intended TFin. In 
HJ61H exceptions are within Aqaba governorate where some losses occur.   
 
6.2.7 LD flow toward and reaching DCs 
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  For each BU, Figure 6.8a quantifies total flow conveyed by LD toward recipient DCs 
within the BU. LD flow does not cross BU boundaries. For example, in Aqaba, 5.610 
units of groundwater flow thru the LD system toward D9013IRR in period 1. That flow is 
reduced by losses so that only 5.497 units reach D9013IRR (Figure 6.8b). Losses are 
summarized at the end of the *lst file. For demonstration clarity, HJ61H inputs cause 
losses only within Aqaba, and only for some flows. 
 
6.2.8 Flow toward TF system and TF flow reaching DCs 
 
  Figure 6.9a shows flows departing SCs and moving toward a Tfin. For example, SC 
sNG002 sends 20 units toward node 46 in each period. Figure 6.9b shows the total TF 
flow reaching a DC. For example 4.503 units reaches d9013IRR each period. Because 
only one Tfout feeds d9013IRR, Figure 6.9c shows that all of the TF water reaching 
d9013IRR comes via Tfout nToward9013IRR.  
 
6.2.9 Flow within TF system 
 
  Figure 6.10a shows the flow leaving one TF node on the way towards another TF 
node. Flow from n9000 towards n9004 is 30 in period 1 and 40 in period 2—showing 
that the increased period 2 conveyance capacity is all utilized. 
 
  This and some subsequent paragraph refer to flows that can be seen in Figure 3.3. 
Table Cconsume (file INC_LossCoefHJ61H.gms) shows that the consumption coefficient 
of d0013MUN is 0.39. Because d0013MUN receives 10 units, 6.1 units of wastewater 
depart d0013MUN and enter the TF  at Tfin node nFm0013MUN, and flow toward node 
nTowardAQTP.  
 
  Table SegmentLossCoef (file INC_LossCoefHJ61H.gms) shows that the flow loss 
coefficient in the segment between nFm0013MUN and  nTowardAQTP  is 0.0—no flow 
is lost between those two nodes. Figure 6.10b confirms that 6.1 units reach node 
nTowardAQTP each period. 
 
  Table Cconsume (file IncLossCoefHJ61H.gms) shows that the consumption 
coefficient of d9AQTPWW is 0.107. Because d9AQTPWW receives 6.1 units, 0.6527 
units are consumed in d9AQTPWW.  The remaining 5.4473 units of treated wastewater 
(TW) depart d9AQTPWW and enters the TF  at Tfin node nFm0013MUN. Fig. 6.10a 
shows that this 5.4473 departs node nFmAQTP and flows toward node 
nToward9013IRR.   
 
  Table SegmentLossCoef (file INC_LossCoefHJ61H.gms) shows that the flow loss 
coefficient in the segment between nFmAQTP and  nToward9013IRR  is 0.016. TF 
TWW flow loss between those two nodes is 0.087. Figure 6.10b confirms that the 
remaining 5.36 units of TW reach node nToward9013IRR. Conveyance (distribution) 
losses between the end of the TF system and d9013IRR are considered in a later section.   
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  Figure 6.11 shows the total flow entering a TF node via all possible means. 
Candidates: are flow from an SC; flow through a TF segment from another node; and 
flow from special DCs that release reusable water. Examples of the last candidate are 
DCs producing treatable wastewater (d0013MUN) and wastewater treatment plants that 
release treated wastewater (d9AQTPWW).  
 
6.2.10 Flow losses 
 
  Figure 6.12 shows losses that OM computes using linear loss coefficients input in 
file IncLossCoefHJ61H.gms.  Except for selected coefficients in AQ, all loss coefficients 
in HJ61H are 0.0. Not all of these losses are specifically considered within the NWMP. 
Unavailable loss coefficients can be assumed to be zero unless better estimates are 
possible.  
 
  Figure 6.12a shows losses that can result from SC to Tfin. These reduce TF flows. 
Here we see that within Aqaba, 2 units of AD flow sent toward TF node n46 is lost 
before reaching n46. This results because SrcGrpToNodeLossCoef(n46,AQAD_TR) is 
0.1, and AQAD_TR sends 20 units toward n46.   
 
        Figure 6.12b shows TF flow losses between two TF nodes. As discussed above, 
0.087 units of treated wastewater TW are lost per period between nFmAQTP and node 
nToward9013IRR.  
 
  Figure 6.12c shows flow losses between a Tfout and a receiving DC. Here, 0.858 
units are lost per period between TFout node nToward9013IRR and DC d9013IRR. 
 
  Figure 6.12d shows LD flow losses from a governorate’s ResTy to a receiving DC. 
These are computed using loss coefficients of Table SrcGrpToUserLossCoef. For 
example, 0.2 units of LD are lost in conveying local groundwater to D0013MUN.  
 
6.2.11 BandT conclusion 
 
  There are several strategies that will yield the same objective function value for the 
HJ61G system. An optimal strategy can be modified to more realistically or better suit 
management needs. 
 
  Changing the coefficients in the objective function can cause different strategies to 
be developed. Alternatively, changing lower and upper bounds in file 
INC_ParamManage.gms can cause water to be delivered or not to be delivered to some 
locations, if the alternative is physically feasible. 
 
  To develop strategies based upon a priority scheme, one can use BAT. As will be 
described later, a demand center can be assigned to MUN, IND, TOU, or IRR priority 
when preparing file INC_DCT_TypeDemandHJ61G.gms.  
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7.0 BAT results 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
 
BAT performs four optimizations in sequence, one for each user Demand_Type 
(D_type or user type). An exception occurs when wastewater from one user type can be 
treated and used by a lower priority user. In that situation, allocation to the low priority 
water reuser is optimized along with the high-priority wastewater generator. 
Subsequently, the low-priority user again has an opportunity to be optimally allocated 
more water—when clean water is allocated for his user type.  
 
 Results from the four optimizations are cumulative. Per Jordanian national policy, 
the highest priority for water is for MUNicipal use, followed by INDustrial, TOUristic, 
and IRRigation, in order. Each of these four is termed a Demand Type or D_Type. For a 
dc of a lower priority demand type to use treated wastewater (TW) of a higher priority 
demand type, the lower priority DC must be specifically allowed to receive water during 
allocation to the higher priority Demand Type.  
 
In HJ61H BAT optimization, the MUN optimization addresses all MUN 
demands, and must also allow water to go to d9013IRR demand (the low-priority user 
that can receive treated d0013MUN wastewater), and an intermediate d9AQTPWW 
demand (treatment plant that treats d0013MUN wastewater and releases treated 
wastewater for d9013IRR use).  
 
The BAT IND optimization addresses MUN and IND demands. The BAT TOU 
optimization addresses MUN, IND and TOU demands. The BAT IRR optimization 
addresses the remaining demands. Its objective function and OFV are only for those 
remaining IRR demands. 
 
 
7.2  BAT output within *.lst file 
 
 
7.2.1 Solver summary information 
 
 Four BAT Solve Summaries follow the detailed BandT optimization output. These 
are sequentially for the MUN, IND, TOU, and IRR optimizations. Each optimization uses 
as an OF the sum of unsatisfied demands of all DC in the respective 
demandjUBmanXXX table of file INC_DCT_TypeDemandHJ61H.gms (where XXX 
refers to one of the four Demand Types). 
 
 Looking at the Solve Summaries shows that the BATMUN optimization reports 20 
units of unsatisfied MUN demand (10 per period)—not including demand of lower 
priority DCs that must be allowed to treat WW or use TW.  Here, those DCs are 
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d9AQTPWW and d9013IRR. Thus BATMUN optimization tries to satisfy 120 units per 
period of MUN demand. It allows demand of d9AQTPWW and d9013IRR to be satisfied 
only as necessary to reduce other *.MUN UD. Here, those two DCs must be allowed 
water in order to reduce d0013MUN UD.  
 
BATIND reports 20 units of unsatisfied IND demand per period. BATTOU reports 
14.4 total units of unsatisfied demand. There is less TOU UD  than MUN and IND UD 
because of differences in hydraulic links defined via Sets, and/or input hydraulic limits 
and coefficients. 
 
Figure 7.1 shows part of the BAT IRR SOLVE SUMMARY seen in the *.lst file. 
The BAT IRR optimization objective function value is the sum of unsatisfied demands of 
all true DCs found in table demandjUBmanIRR of file 
INC_DCT_TypeDemandHJ61H.gms.  
 
After the BAT IRR Solve Summary, the *lst file contains cumulative BAT 
allocation results. Because BAT allocates by priority, higher priority user types will not 
receive less water via BAT optimization than using BandT optimization. Higher priority 
user types generally receive more water via BAT optimization than via BandT 
optimization. Subsequent sections contrast BAT IRR optimization results with those of 
BandT.  
 
7.2.2 Unsatisfied demand x Objective Function coefficient 
 
  Figure 7.2a1 shows that total unsatisfied demand via BAT equals that from BandT. 
However, BAT yields 20 units (10 per period) of MUN UD, and BandT yields 80 units 
total. BAT yields 20 units of IND UD and BandT yields 35.394. Then BAT yields 14.4 
units of TOU UD and BandT yields 10 units. Finally BAT yields 90.995 units of IRR UD 
versus 20 from BandT. 
 
  Figure 7.2b shows that UD is the same per period for BAT and BandT. Similarly the 
distribution per BU is the same, as is the distribution per BU in each period (Figure 7.2c).  
 
  Of course, the DCs having UD differ greatly between BAT and BandT (Fig. 7.2d). 
Notice that the only two Aqaba DCs that have unsatisfied demand are d0013TOU (4.4 
total) and d9013IRR (11.995 total). Irrigation has the most unsatisfied demand in that 
governorate. D9013IRR receives TW from d9AQTPWW.  
 
  The 3.9 units of UD for d9AQTPWW (Figure 7.2e) result from arbitrarily inputting 
10.0 as the demand for that special DC (Figure 7.3d). Because d0013MUN consumes 61 
percent of the water it receives, no more than (1-0.61)x10 or 6.1 units can reach 
d9AQTPWW per period. That 6.1 would be a more realistic d9AQTPWW upper bound. 
 
7.2.3 Demand 
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  Figure 7.3 for BAT shows the same demands or Upper Bounds as Figure 6.3. Except 
for the use of prioritization, BAT and BandT solve identical optimization problems.  
 
7.2.4 Delivery 
 
  The total water received by DCs is the same for BAT and BandT per period (Fig 
7.4a), and per BU in each period (Fig 7.4b). The water received by non-treatment plant 
DCs differs significantly (Fig. 7.4c). Delivery to a WW treatment plant is the same for 
BAT and BandT (Fig 7.4d). 
 
7.2.5 Supply (BU and ResTy) and assignment to conveyance by LD and TF 
 
  Figure 7.5a shows that the most significant restriction on water resource availability 
is ResTyUP for both BAT and BandT. Unassigned ResTy differs slightly (Fig 7.5b) 
because OM has freedom to use water from both MA and MF in one situation. If the 
problem were more tightly constrained there might not be that difference. Assigned 
ResTy also differs slightly (Fig 7.5c). Assigned TW is identical (Fig 7.5d). 
 
  Comparing Figure 7.6 with Figure 6.6 shows that BAT uses more water from MA 
(Madaba) and none from MF (Mafraq). It also assigns more IR (Irbid) renewable 
groundwater (GR) to conveyance by TR.   
 
7.2.6 Supply (SC), upper bounds, takings and assignments 
 
  Upper bounds on water that can be taken from any source is the same for BAT and 
BandT (Fig. 7.7a). Water taken from the sources differs (Fig 7.7b). In Fig. 7.7c, the only 
difference in water taken for LD flow is from s9101gr. BAT takes 10 units per period, 
while BandT takes 40 per period. BAT compensates by taking more water for TF flow 
(Fig 7.7d). 
 
7.2.7 LD flow toward and reaching DCs   
 
  BAT assigns less flow to LD than BandT (Fig 7.8a). Thus, less LD flow reaches DCs 
in the BAT strategy (Fig 7.8b). Only within Aqaba are loss coefficients assigned for LD 
flow to a DC.  Parameter SrcGrpToUserLossCoef(jnum,ing) of 
INC_LossCoefHJ61H.gms assigns a 0.02 loss coefficient. That causes the LD flow 
reaching d0013MUN to be 9.8 instead of 10 units per period. 
 
7.2.8 Flow toward TF system and TF flow reaching DCs 
 
  BAT assigns more flow to TF than BandT (Fig 7.9a). More TF flow reaches DCs per 
BAT strategy (Fig 7.9b). In HJ61H, no DC receives TF water from more than one TFout. 
Therefore flows in Figures 7.9b and 7.9c are the same. 
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7.2.9 Flow within TF system 
 
  Figure 7.10 shows intermodal TF flows. Figure 7.10a shows leaving TF nodes and 
flowing toward other TF nodes. Unless there are seepage losses, the same flows reach the 
recipient TF nodes (Fig 7.10b). Per input loss coefficient, this seepage occurs only 
between nFMAQTP and nToward9013IRR (Table SegmentLossCoef of file 
INC_LossCoefHJ61H.gms). 
 
  Figure 7.11 shows the total flow entering each TF node from all segments or SCs. 
Note that 6.1 units of d0013MUN enter nTowardAQTP per period. After treatment and 
seepage loss, 5.36 units per period enter the node nToward9013IRR, which feeds 
d9013IRR. 
 
7.2.10 Flow losses 
 
  All HJ61H losses occur in Aqaba governorate, because only that had loss 
coefficients (file INC_LossCoefHJ61H.gms). Because relevant Aqaba flows are the same 
in both periods, seepage losses are the same in both periods. Figure 3.3 shows significant 
flows contributing to seepage losses in Aqaba governorate. 
 
  Figure 7.12a shows that 2 units of AD water are lost per period between SC and TFin 
node n46. As mentioned previously, internodal seepage loss occurs only between nodes 
nFmAQTP and node nToward9013IRR (Fig. 7.12b). There, TW water is lost. Additional 
TW is lost between TFout nToward9013IRR and d9013IRR (Fig 7.12c).  
 
  In Aqaba only to d0013MUN is LD water provided. Seepage loss occurs (Fig. 
7.12d), based on SrcGrpToUserLossCoef.     
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8.0 Conclusion 
 
 
  The developed Optimization Module (OM) computes optimal time varying flow 
strategies to support the National Water Master Planning (NWMP) software of the 
Jordanian Ministry of Water and Irrigation (MWI).  OM has also been referred to as 
SOBAT (Simulation-Optimization model for Balancing, Allocation, and Transfer). 
 
  OM has two major modules. The BandT module optimizes the water balancing and 
transfer function of the NWMP. The BAT module optimizes water balancing, allocation, 
and transfer function. BandT does not prioritize water delivery to different sectors, unless 
that is done via coefficients in the objective function.  The BAT automatically prioritizes 
based upon input data and national policy. The highest priority is given to municipal 
demand, followed by industrial, touristic and irrigation demand, in that order. Water users 
of lower priority can optionally be allocated water simultaneously with water users of 
higher priority. 
 
  OM routes water from water sources to water demands thru either a precisely  
defined TransFer (TF) system, or a more amorphous (LD) system. The TF system allows 
water movement within and between model Balancing Units (BUs). The LD only moves 
water within its BU of origin. 
 
  The OM is a powerful optimization model that has been vigorously tested for quasi-
hypothetical situations representing Jordanian conditions. If the correct data is input, the 
OM can run for any part or all of Jordan. The OM uses much data that is available within 
the NWMP. Because it provides more detailed flow management, the OM requires some 
data that is not currently within the NWMP.  The OM can be adapted to run using data 
from a different data base.   
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Figures  
 
Figure 2.1. Important OM assumptions. 
 
Selected OM Assumptions   
1) Demand Center (DC), in OM, combines in one name, a current NWMP demand center name plus 
its demand type (D_type). For example, the industrial use of current settlement 406 is referred to 
as DC d0406IND in OM. 
2) For convenience and clarity, the following changes to nomenclature are made.  
a) DC names have:  ‘d’; 4 or more alphanumerics (settlement, Industry ID); 3 alphas--D_type. 
b) Source Center (SC) names consist of: ‘s’; at least 5 alphanumerics (no less than NWMP 
Source_ID). 
c) Transfer (TF) system Tfpoint names consist of: ‘n’; 4 numerics (T_point index). 
3) OM index of a DC is ‘jnum’. Removing the D_Type from the end of a jnum name yields index 
‘jdnum’. Flow to a jdnum can consist of flow to up to 4 jnums (4 demand types) 
4) OM distributes all water via either Local Distribution (LD) or Transfer System (TF) 
5) Water is referred to by Resource Type (ResTy), and whether conveyed by LD or TF(TR). 
6) Transfer (TF) System. Distributes all water via either Local Distribution (LD) or Transfer System 
(TF). TF system has segments (lines) and points (TFin, TFinternal, or TFout nodes). 
7) There are two ResTy-convey (ResTyCon) combinations per ResTy. For example: for renewable 
groundwater (GRE-LD and GRE-TR); for AD water (AD-LD and AD-TR). 
8) BU can have two Base Source Groups (SGs) for each available ResTy, one for each of the two 
possible Conveyance methods (ResTyCons).  
9) An SC must belong to at least one Base Source Group. Can belong to other Source sub-Groups 
(SsGs), such as an SG providing flow to a particular TFin. 
10) For a BU, the sum of flows from both ResTyCon combos cannot exceed the ResTy upper limit 
specified in Table ResTyUp(BU,resty) 
11) A DC can access water only from ResTy-Convey combos allowed per Table T-DC-S of NWMP. 
12) Each BU has a Base Demand Group (BaseDG) consisting of all DCs within it.  
13) DC can belong to Demand sub-Group (DsG), of DCs accessing particular ResTyCon water. 
14) From SC, LD water passes thru SG of LD system (such as GRE-LD) before reaching a DC. 
15) From SC, TF water enters TF system via a TFin node, flows thru system, exists via Tfout node, 
and flows to a DC.  
16) Upper limit on water taken from an SC and provided to a DC cannot exceed limits of tables in 
files INC_ParamInfrast* and INC_ParamManage*. 
17) All water flows can have losses if: 0.0 < input loss coefficient (proportion of flow) < 1.0. 
18) Water entering a TF segment <= upper bound on pipe capacity. 
19) Volume balance is maintained for all flows within and outside of the LD and TF systems. 
20) TF Internal node water continuity equation assures: sum (inflows from TFins and TF segments) 
= sum (outflows to TF segments and TFouts). 
21) A pipe segment can only release water thru a TFout node, or as losses. 
22) A pipe segment can only receive water thru a TFin node (unless one uses loss coefficient > 1.0). 
23) Set ns specifies allowed flow direction in TF segment—easily changed. 
24) OM imposes lower and upper bounds on all flow variables and sums of flows. These are input 
parameters. If the bound is unimportant, input an extreme value that will not affect computations. 
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Figure 3.1. ‘Include’ files read by OM. (Editable to change optimization problem) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     1      OM.gms 
     2      INC_SetsHJ61H.gms                                             (Editable) 
     3      INC_LossCoefHJ61H.gms                                    (Editable) 
     4      INC_SegmentNodeCapHJ61H.gms                      (Editable) 
     5      INC_ParamInfrastHJ61H.gms                              (Editable) 
     6      INC_ParamManageHJ61H.gms                           (Editable) 
     7     INC_CalcMostRestrictiveLimits.gms 
     8     INC_CalcBounds.gms 
     9     INC_CoefUnsatHJ61H.gms                                  (Editable)             
    10    INC_BandT_Solve.gms 
    11    INC_PostProcUnsat.gms 
    12    INC_ReportBandT.gms 
    13    BAT.gms 
    14    INC_DCT_TypeDemandHJ61H.gms                  (Editable)    
    15    INC_CommonInitialization.gms 
    16    INC_BAT_SpecInitialization.gms 
    17    INC_PostProcUnsat.gms 
    18    INC_ReportBAT.gms 
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Figure 3.2 Study system HJ61H. 
(Downward pointing triangles are demand centers. Upward pointing triangles are source 
centers. Lines indicate possible flow paths). 
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Figure 3.3 Closeup of part of HJ61H in Aqaba (arrows represent candidate flows for   
OM optimization) 
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Figure 3.4 Extract from File INC_ParamInfrast*.gms, Table SCUBinfraijp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Extracts from File INC_ParamManage*.gms, Table SourceiUBmanage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table SCUBinfraijp (inum, ijp) 
                    1        2 
… 
sNG002  10000  10000 
… 
;  
a) Table SourceiUBmanage (inum, ijperiod) 
                     1         2 
… 
sNG002    9000    9000 
… 
; 
 
b) Table BUResTyUPmanage(BU,ResTy,)   
upper bounds on ResTy use from a BU per period due to management 
                   1    2 
IR.GR       40   40 
AM.GR    10   10 
MF.GR     10   10 
MA.GR    10   10 
MN.GR    10   10 
MA.BF     10   10 
MN.AD    20   20 
IR.AD       20   20 
AQ.AD     20   20 
AJ.GR      30   30 
BA.GR     20   20 
AJ.BF       10   10 
BA.AD     10   10 
AQ.GR     10   10 ; 
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Figure 3.6 Sample data used by file INC_CalcMostRestrictiveLimits.gms 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 File  INC_BandT1ZZ9_Solve.gms 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8  Extract from file INC_SegmentNodeCap.gms for specifying TF capacities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) Table DCUBinfraijp (jnum, ijp) 
                           1         2 
… 
d0406IND    10000  10000 
… 
; 
 
b) Table demandjUBmanage (jnum, ijperiod) 
                       1          2 
… 
d0406IND    10        10 
… 
; 
*INC_BandT_Solve.gms 
Option lp = coincbc; 
option limrow  = 0 ; 
Solve BandTwithCoefxUnsatOF using lp minimizing z3Xcoef; 
display '*-----*--*DISPLAY BANDT OPTIMIZATION RESULT DETAILS*-----*--*'; 
 
Table SegmentCapTrans(mn,mtn, ijp) 'pipeline segment attributes'   
                                   1           2 
... 
n46.n151         1        30          30 
n151.n140       1        30          30 
n151.n114       1        30          30 
… 
; 
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Figure 4.1 Extract from file INC_Sets*.gms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Extract from File INC_BandTParamManage.gms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set DQuadDuple(jnum,jdnum) / 
… 
*hj66 
D0013MUN.d0013 
D0013TOU.d0013 
D9013IRR.d0013 
D0406IND.d0406 
… 
/ ; 
Parameter 
Table demandJdUBmanage(jdnum,ijp)  
                  1    2 
… 
d0013      40  40 
d0406      40  40 
… 
; 
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Figure 4.3 Extract from INC_DCT_TypeDemand*.gms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parameter 
Table demandjUBmanMUN (jnum, D_type, ijperiod) 
                                     1          2 
… 
D0013MUN.MUN     10         10 
… 
; 
 
Table demandjUBmanIND (jnum, D_type, ijperiod) 
                                1          2 
… 
D0406IND.IND    10         10 
; 
 
Table demandjUBmanTOU (jnum, D_type, ijperiod) 
                                1          2 
… 
D0013TOU.TOU    10         10 
; 
 
Table demandjUBmanIRR (jnum, D_type, ijperiod)  
                              1          2 
… 
D9013IRR.IRR    10         10 
; 
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Figure 6.1  BandT optimization for HJ61H solve summary extracts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        S O L V E      S U M M A R Y 
     MODEL   BandTwithCoefxUnsatOF   OBJECTIVE  z3Xcoef 
     TYPE    LP                      DIRECTION  MINIMIZE 
     SOLVER  COINCBC                 FROM LINE  2274 
**** SOLVER STATUS     1 NORMAL COMPLETION          
**** MODEL STATUS      1 OPTIMAL                    
**** OBJECTIVE VALUE              145.3950 
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Figure 6.2 HJ61H BandT unsatisfied demand 
 
 
 
 
a) pBandTtotalCoefxUnsatDemand  =      145.3950 
BandT total unsat demand x OF coef. (only true DCs..no TP DCs) 
 
b) pBandTUnsatDemandXCPerPeriod (ijp) 
DC unsat. demand x OF Coef. per period (not include WW) 
1 77.697,    2 67.697 
 
c) pBandTunsatDemandXCPerBUPeriod(BU,ijp) 
DC unsat. dem. x OF Coef. per BU (not include WW)    
                 1           2 
AQ          7.70        7.70 
IR          70.00       60.00 
 
d) pBandTunsatDemandXC(jnum,ijp)  
DC unsat. demand x OF Coefficient (not include WW) 
                               1             2 
 
d0572IND         10.000      10.000 
d0572TOU        10.000 
d0197IRR         10.000      10.000 
D0406IND          7.697       7.697 
d9604MUN      10.000      10.000 
d9605MUN      10.000      10.000 
d9606MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0197MUN      10.000      10.000 
 
e) pUnsatDemWWxCF 
unsatisfied demand for raw wastewater (WW) x OF coef 
                            1             2 
dAQTPWW       3.900      3.900 
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Figure 6.3 HJ61H BandT water demand (upper bounds on provided water)  
 
 
 
 
a) pBandTdemandPerPeriod  (ijp) 
Total demand per period (not including wastewater, WW) 
1 280.000,    2 280.000 
 
b) pBandTdemandPerBUPeriod (BU,ijp)  
BandT Total Demand per BU per period (not including WW) 
                 1               2 
AJ         40.000      40.000 
AQ       40.000      40.000 
BA        40.000      40.000 
IR       160.000     160.000 
 
c) pBandTwaterReceiptUB (jnum,ijp)      (partial list) 
BandTupper bound (demand) of water for DC use (not including WW for 
Treatment Plants) 
                             1               2 
d0007MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0085MUN      10.000      10.000 
... 
D0013MUN     10.000      10.000 
D0013TOU      10.000      10.000 
D9013IRR      10.000      10.000 
D0406IND      10.000      10.000 
... 
d0197MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0572MUN      10.000      10.000 
 
d) pBandTwaterWWreceiptUB  (jnum,ijp) 
BandTupper bound (demand) of WW water for DC use 
                               1               2 
d9AQTPWW      10.000      10.000 
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Figure 6.4  HJ61H BandT water delivered for use 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) pBandTwaterReceivedPerPeriod  (ijp) 
delivery per period, not including WW reaching WWTP 
1 202.303,    2 212.303 
 
b) pBandTwaterReceivedPerBUPeriod  (ijp) 
delivery per BU-period,not including WW reaching WWTP 
               1               2 
AJ        40.000      40.000 
AQ       32.303      32.303 
BA       40.000      40.000 
IR         90.000     100.000 
 
c) pBandTwaterReceivedByDC_notWW  (jnum,ijp) 
non-WW received by DC for BandT, including TW 
                             1               2 
d0007MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0085MUN      10.000      10.000 
… 
d0572TOU         0.0          10.000 
… 
D0013MUN      10.000      10.000 
D0013TOU       10.000      10.000 
D9013IRR         10.000      10.000 
D0406IND           2.303       2.303 
d0572MUN       10.000      10.000 
 
d) pBandT_WWreceivedByDC  (jnum,ijp) 
WW received by DC(treatment plant) for BandT) 
                               1             2 
D9AQTPWW       6.100      6.100 
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Figure 6.5 HJ61H BandT  Supply (BU and ResTy) water resources available, unassigned, 
and assigned.  
a) ResTyUp   (BU,ResTy,ijp)                      (partial listing) 
Upper Bounds on Resource Type (ResTy) use per BU-period  
(eps=undefined or not applicable) 
                    1           2 
AJ.BF      10.000      10.000 
AJ.GR      30.000      30.000 
AM.GR    10.000      10.000 
AQ.AD     20.000      20.000 
AQ.GR      10.000      10.000 
AQ.TW         EPS         EPS 
… 
MA.BF      10.000      10.000 
MA.GR     10.000      10.000 
MF.GR      10.000      10.000 
MN.AD      20.000      20.000 
MN.GR      10.000      10.000 
 
b) pBandT_BUrestyUnassigned  (BU,ResTy,ijp) 
BandT of TotalResTyUnassigned 
                      1               2 
AM.GR      10.000      10.000 
MA.BF                        10.000 
MF.GR       10.000 
MN.GR      10.000 
 
c) pBandT_BUrestyAssigned  (BU,ResTy,ijp)                (partial listing) 
BandT of TotalResTyAssigned 
                     1               2 
AJ.BF        10.000      10.000 
AJ.GR       30.000      30.000 
AQ.AD      20.000      20.000 
AQ.GR      10.000      10.000 
AQ.TW        5.447       5.447 
… 
MA.BF      10.000 
MA.GR     10.000       10.000 
MF.GR                        10.000 
MN.AD      20.000      20.000 
MN.GR                       10.000 
 
d) pBandT_TWassigned  (BU,ResTy,ijp) BandT assigned TW 
                     1              2 
AQ.TW       5.447       5.447 
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Figure 6.6 HJ61H BandT  BU ResTy assignment to conveyance method 
 
 
pBandT_BUResTyConveyanceAssignments (BU,ResTy,ConveyName,) 
Flow assigned to LD or TR per ResTy in each BU 
 
AJ 
                    1               2 
BF.ld        10.000      10.000 
GR.ld       30.000      30.000 
 
AQ 
                   1               2 
AD.tr       20.000      20.000 
GR.ld      10.000      10.000 
TW.tr         5.447       5.447 
 
BA 
                   1               2 
AD.ld      10.000      10.000 
GR.ld      20.000      20.000 
 
IR 
                   1               2 
AD.ld      20.000      20.000 
GR.ld      40.000      40.000 
 
MA 
                   1               2 
BF.tr       10.000 
GR.tr      10.000      10.000 
 
MF 
                   1               2 
GR.tr                       10.000 
 
MN 
                  1               2 
AD.tr      20.000      20.000 
GR.tr                       10.000 
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Figure 6.7 HJ61H BandT Supply (SC) upper bounds, takings and assignments 
 
a) pWaterFromSC_UB  (inum,ijp)   (partial) 
Upper bounds on water taken from SC (TW not applicable) 
                          1                 2 
sAE1010    9000.000    9000.000 
... 
s9108gr    9000.000    9000.000 
 
b) pBandTtotalTakenFromSC         (partial)  
(inum,ijp) Total flow from SC 
                         1              2 
sAL3475                       10.000 
sCD0046      10.000 
sK3006                          10.000 
sNG001        20.000      20.000 
s9001gr                         10.000 
s9002gr       10.000 
sNG002       20.000       20.000 
… 
s9108gr       10.000        10.000 
 
c) pBandT_SCtotalQtowardLD   
(inum,ijp) Total flow from an SC toward LD system 
                      1               2 
s9101gr      40.000      40.000 
s9102gr      30.000      30.000 
s9104gr      20.000      20.000 
s9105bf      10.000      10.000 
s9106ad      20.000      20.000 
s9107ad      10.000      10.000 
s9108gr      10.000       10.000 
 
d) pBandT_SCtotalQtoTF   
(inum,ijp)SC assignment to TF(total flow from SC toward all TFins) 
                         1               2 
sAL3475                        10.000 
sCD0046       10.000 
sK3006                          10.000 
sNG001         20.000     20.000 
s9001gr                         10.000 
s9002gr         10.000 
sNG002         20.000      20.000 
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Figure 6.8 HJ61H BandT Total LD flow toward and reaching DCs 
 
a) pBandTResTyLDflowTowardDC  (BU,ResTy,jnum,) LD flow toward DC 
 AJ                              1              2 
BF.d0007TOU                        10.000 
BF.d0007IRR         10.000 
GR.d0007MUN      10.000      10.000 
GR.d9697IND        10.000      10.000 
GR.d0007TOU       10.000 
GR.d0007IRR                         10.000 
AQ                             1              2 
GR.D0013MUN                  10.000 
GR.D0013TOU       4.390 
GR.d9013IRR         5.610 
BA                             1               2 
AD.d9217MUN    10.000       10.000 
GR.d0085MUN                      10.000 
GR.d0446IND      10.000       10.000 
GR.d9217TOU     10.000 
IR                                1               2 
AD.d0086MUN                       10.000 
AD.d0099MUN      10.000 
AD.d0140MUN      10.000      10.000 
GR.d0086IRR         10.000      10.000 
GR.d0099IRR         10.000      10.000 
GR.d0140IRR         10.000      10.000 
GR.d0572MUN      10.000      10.000 
b) pBandTqLDtotalReachingDC    (partial)   (jnum,ijp)total LD flow reaching a DC 
                             1              2 
d0007MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0085MUN                       10.000 
d0086MUN                       10.000 
d0099MUN      10.000 
d0140MUN      10.000      10.000 
d9217MUN      10.000 
... 
d9217TOU       10.000 
d0007IRR        10.000      10.000 
d0086IRR        10.000      10.000 
d0099IRR        10.000      10.000 
d0140IRR        10.000      10.000 
D0013MUN                       9.800 
D0013TOU        4.303 
d9013IRR          5.497 
d0572MUN     10.000      10.000 
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Figure 6.9 HJ61H BandT TF flow leaving SCs and reaching DCs 
 
a) pBandT_SCflowTowardMTN  (mtn,inum,ijp)            
Flow from an SC toward each TFin 
                                1               2 
 
n4   .sAL3475                        10.000 
n60  .sK3006                         10.000 
n60  .sNG001        20.000     20.000 
n80  .sCD0046      10.000 
n9491.s9001gr                       10.000 
n9496.s9002gr      10.000 
n46  .sNG002        20.000      20.000 
 
b) pBandT_qTFTotalreachDC  (jnum,ijp)                        
Total flow from TFouts reaching a DC, including TreatmentPlant 
                             1              2 
d0085MUN      10.000 
d0086MUN      10.000 
d0099MUN                       10.000 
d0552IND        10.000      10.000 
d0140TOU       10.000      10.000 
d9217TOU                        10.000 
d0572TOU                        10.000 
D0013MUN      10.000       0.200 
D0013TOU         5.697      10.000 
d9013IRR           4.503      10.000 
D0406IND          2.303       2.303 
d9AQTPWW      6.100       6.100 
 
c) pBandT_qTFnodeReachingDC  (mtn,jnum,ijp)          
Flow from one TFout reaching one DC 
                                                           1                2 
 
n165          .d0086MUN                10.000 
n165          .d0099MUN                                  10.000 
n165          .d0552IND                   10.000      10.000 
n165          .d0140TOU                  10.000      10.000 
n9003         .d0572TOU                                  10.000 
n9494         .d0085MUN                10.000 
n9495         .d9217TOU                                  10.000 
n114          .D0013MUN                 10.000       0.200 
n114          .D0013TOU                    5.697      10.000 
n114          .d9013IRR                                      5.497 
n140          .D0406IND                     2.303       2.303 
nTowardAQTP   .d9AQTPWW       6.100       6.100 
nToward9013IRR.d9013IRR           4.503       4.503
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Figure 6.10 HJ61H BandT TF internodal flows  
 
a) pBandT_q  (mn,mtn,ijp) 
Flow leaving TF node mn flowing toward node mtn (includes WWTP) 
                                                             1             2 
n4        .n9000                                                10.000 
n60       .n9000                              20.000      30.000 
n80       .n9000                              10.000 
n9000     .n9004                            30.000      40.000 
n9001     .n165                              30.000      30.000 
n9001     .n9002                                             10.000 
n9002     .n9003                                             10.000 
n9004     .n9001                            30.000      40.000 
n9491     .n9492                                             10.000 
n9492     .n9495                                             10.000 
n9493     .n9494                             10.000 
n9496     .n9493                             10.000 
n46       .n151                                 18.000      18.000 
n151      .n114                                15.697      15.697 
n151      .n140                                  2.303       2.303 
nFm0013MUN.nTowardAQTP       6.100       6.100 
nFmAQTP   .nToward9013IRR       5.447       5.447 
 
b) pBandT_FlowFmNodeMNenteringNodeMTN  (mn,mtn,) 
Flow from node mn reaching node mtn 
                                                           1               2 
n4        .n9000                                                 10.000 
n60       .n9000                               20.000      30.000 
n80       .n9000                               10.000 
n9000     .n9004                             30.000      40.000 
n9001     .n165                               30.000      30.000 
n9001     .n9002                                             10.000 
n9002     .n9003                                              10.000 
n9004     .n9001                             30.000      40.000 
n9491     .n9492                                               10.000 
n9492     .n9495                                               10.000 
n9493     .n9494                             10.000 
n9496     .n9493                             10.000 
n46       .n151                                 18.000      18.000 
n151      .n114                                15.697      15.697 
n151      .n140                                  2.303       2.303 
nFm0013MUN.nTowardAQTP       6.100       6.100 
nFmAQTP   .nToward9013IRR       5.360       5.360 
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Figure 6.11 HJ61H BandT TF Total flow entering TF nodes  
 
 
 
pBandT_qTotEnterNode  (mtn,ijp) 
Total flow entering node from all segments, SCs, DCs, WWTPs 
                                         1               2 
n4                                                     10.000 
n60                                  20.000      30.000 
n80                                  10.000 
n165                                30.000      30.000 
n9000                              30.000      40.000 
n9001                              30.000      40.000 
n9002                                               10.000 
n9003                                               10.000 
n9004                              30.000      40.000 
n9491                                               10.000 
n9492                                               10.000 
n9493                               10.000                    
n9494                               10.000 
n9495                                                10.000 
n9496                               10.000 
n46                                   18.000      18.000 
n151                                  18.000      18.000 
n114                                  15.697      15.697 
n140                                   2.303       2.303 
nTowardAQTP                  6.100       6.100 
nToward9013IRR              5.360       5.360 
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Figure 6.12  HJ61H BandT Flow losses 
 
 
 
 
a) pBandTLossBuResTyToNode  (BU,ResTy,mtn,) 
Loss from BU-Resty sources to TFin 
AQ               1              2 
AD.n46       2.000       2.000 
 
b) pBandTLossFromLine  (mn,mtn,) 
loss between two TF system nodes 
                                                        1              2 
nFmAQTP.nToward9013IRR       0.087       0.087 
 
c) pBandTLossNodeToUser  (mtn,jnum,) 
loss from TFout to DC  
                                                       1              2 
nToward9013IRR.d9013IRR       0.858       0.858  
 
d) pBandTLossBUResTyToUser  (BU,ResTy,jnum,) 
LD conveyance losses to DC 
                                                1           2 
D0013MUN.AQGR_LD                   0.200 
D0013TOU.AQGR_LD       0.088 
d9013IRR.AQGR_LD         0.112 
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Figure 7.1  BAT IRR optimization for HJ61H solve summary extracts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        S O L V E      S U M M A R Y 
     MODEL   BATIRR                  OBJECTIVE  z7 
     TYPE    LP                                DIRECTION  MINIMIZE 
     SOLVER  COINCBC               FROM LINE  3108 
**** SOLVER STATUS     1 NORMAL COMPLETION          
**** MODEL STATUS      1 OPTIMAL                    
**** OBJECTIVE VALUE              90.995 
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Figure 7.2 HJ61H BAT unsatisfied demand (compare w fig 6.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a1) pBAT_TotalUnsatDemand =      145.395                     [same as BandT] 
BAT total unsat demand (only true DCs..no TP DCs)                                      
 
a2)  pBAT_TotalMUNUnsatDemand =       20.000          [BandT = 80.000] 
a3)  pBAT_TotalINDUnsatDemand =         20.000          [BandT = 35.394] 
a4)  pBAT_TotalTOUUnsatDemand =       14.400                  [BandT = 10] 
a5)  pBAT_TotalIRRUnsatDemand =         90.995                   [BandT =20] 
 
b) pFinalAllocationUnsatDemandPerPeriod  (ijp) 
DC unsat. demand per period after all BAT allocation optimizations 
1 77.697,    2 67.697                                                            [same as BandT] 
 
c) pFinalAllocationUnsatDemandPerBUPeriod (BU,ijp)   [same as BandT] 
 
d) pFinalAllocationUnsatDemand  (jnum,ijp)   [very different than BandT] 
DC unsat. demands after all BAT allocation optimization 
                            1              2 
d0572IND      10.000      10.000 
d0572TOU     10.000 
d0086IRR      10.000      10.000 
d0099IRR      10.000      10.000 
d0140IRR      10.000      10.000 
d0197IRR      10.000      10.000 
D0013TOU      2.200        2.200  
d9013IRR        5.497        5.497 
d0197MUN   10.000      10.000 
 
e) pBATUnsatDemWW  (jnum,ijp)  )                                [same as BandT] 
BAT unsatisfied demand for raw wastewater (WW) 
                              1              2 
d9AQTPWW       3.900       3.900 
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Figure 7.3 HJ61H BAT water demand (upper bounds on provided water)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) pBandTdemandPerPeriod                                                              [same as BandT] 
Total demand per period (not including wastewater, WW) 
1 280.000,    2 280.000 
 
b) pBandTdemandPerBUPeriod   
BandT Total Demand per BU per period (not including WW)        [same as BandT] 
                 1               2 
AJ         40.000      40.000 
AQ       40.000      40.000 
BA        40.000      40.000 
IR       160.000     160.000 
 
c) pBandTwaterReceiptUB  (partial list)                                        [same as BandT] 
BandTupper bound (demand) of water for DC use (not including WW for 
Treatment Plants) 
                             1               2 
d0007MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0085MUN      10.000      10.000 
... 
D0013MUN     10.000      10.000 
D0013TOU      10.000      10.000 
D9013IRR      10.000      10.000 
D0406IND      10.000      10.000 
... 
d0197MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0572MUN      10.000      10.000 
 
d) pBandTwaterWWreceiptUB                                                         [same as BandT] 
BandTupper bound (demand) of WW water for DC use 
                               1               2 
dA9QTPWW      10.000      10.000 
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Figure 7.4   HJ61H BAT version of fig 6.4 water delivered for use 
 
 
 
 
a) pBATwaterReceivedPerPeriod  (ijp)                                                [same as BandT] 
1 202.303,    2 212.303 
 
b) pBATwaterReceivedPerBUPeriod  (BU,)                                        [same as BandT] 
BAT delivery per BU-period, not including WW reaching WWTP DC 
 
c) pBATwaterReceivedByDC_notWW  (jnum,)                [very different than BandT] 
BAT non-WW received by DC, including TW 
                             1               2 
d0007MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0085MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0086MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0099MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0140MUN      10.000      10.000 
d9217MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0446IND        10.000      10.000 
d0552IND        10.000      10.000 
d9697IND        10.000      10.000 
d0007TOU       10.000      10.000 
d0140TOU       10.000      10.000 
d9217TOU       10.000      10.000 
d0572TOU                        10.000 
d0007IRR        10.000      10.000 
D0013MUN    10.000      10.000 
D0013TOU       7.800       7.800 
D9013IRR        4.503         4.503 
D0406IND      10.000      10.000 
d9604MUN     10.000      10.000 
d9605MUN     10.000      10.000 
d9606MUN     10.000      10.000 
d0572MUN     10.000      10.000 
 
d) pBAT_WWreceivedByDC  (jnum,)                                                 [same as BandT] 
BAT WW received by DC(treatment plant) for BAT) 
                               1             2 
D9AQTPWW       6.100      6.100 
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Figure 7.5 HJ61H BAT  Supply (BU and ResTy) water resources available, unassigned, 
and assigned 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) ResTyUp                                                                                        [same as BandT] 
Upper Bounds on Resource Type (ResTy) use per BU-period  
 
b) pBAT_BUresTyUnassigned  (BU,ResTy,)                          [different than BandT] 
BAT of TotalResTyUnassigned 
                       1              2 
AM.GR       10.00       10.00 
MF.GR        10.00       10.00 
MN.GR       10.00 
 
c) pBAT_BUresTyAssigned  (BU,ResTy,)                 [slightly different than BandT] 
BAT of TotalResTyAssigned 
                       1           2 
AJ.BF          10.00       10.00 
AJ.GR         30.00       30.00 
AQ.AD       20.00       20.00 
AQ.GR       10.00       10.00 
AQ.TW        5.45        5.45 
BA.AD       10.00       10.00 
BA.GR       20.00       20.00 
IR.AD         20.00       20.00 
IR.GR         40.00       40.00 
MA.BF       10.00       10.00 
MA.GR      10.00       10.00 
MN.AD      20.00       20.00 
MN.GR                      10.00 
 
d) pBAT_TWassigned  (BU,ResTy,)                                                [same as BandT] 
                     1              2 
AQ.TW       5.447       5.447 
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Figure 7.6 HJ61H BAT BU ResTy assignment to conveyance method 
 
 
pBAT_BUResTyConveyanceAssignments  (BU,ResTy,ConveyName,) 
BAT Flow assigned to LD or TF per ResTy in each BU        [different than BandT] 
                                                                                            
AJ 
                  1               2 
BF.ld      10.000      10.000 
GR.ld      30.000      30.000 
 
AQ 
                  1               2 
AD.tr      20.000      20.000 
GR.ld      10.000      10.000 
TW.tr       5.447       5.447 
 
BA 
                   1               2 
AD.ld      10.000      10.000 
GR.ld      20.000      20.000 
 
IR 
                   1               2 
AD.ld      20.000      20.000 
GR.ld      10.000      10.000 
GR.tr       30.000      30.000 
 
MA 
                  1              2 
BF.tr      10.000      10.000 
GR.tr      10.000      10.000 
 
MN 
                  1              2 
AD.tr      20.000      20.000 
GR.tr                       10.000 
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Figure 7.7  HJ61H BAT Supply (SC) upper bounds, takings and assignments 
For c) only s9101gr is different than BandT 
 
 
a) pWaterFromSC_UB  (inum,ijp)                                                    [same as BandT] 
 
b) pBATtotalTakenFromSC  (inum,ijp)                                   [different than BandT] 
BAT Total flow from SC 
                         1              2 
sCD0046      10.000      10.000 
sK3006                         10.000 
sNG001       20.000      20.000 
s9002gr      10.000      10.000 
sNG002      20.000      20.000 
s9602          30.000      30.000 
s9101gr      10.000      10.000 
s9102gr      30.000      30.000 
s9104gr      20.000      20.000 
s9105bf      10.000      10.000 
s9106ad      20.000      20.000 
s9107ad      10.000      10.000 
s9108gr      10.000      10.000 
 
c) pBAT_SCtotalQtowardLD  (inum,ijp)                                 [different than BandT] 
BAT total flow from an SC toward LD system 
                      1               2 
s9101gr      10.000      10.000 
s9102gr      30.000      30.000 
s9104gr      20.000      20.000 
s9105bf      10.000      10.000 
s9106ad      20.000      20.000 
s9107ad      10.000      10.000 
s9108gr      10.000      10.000 
 
d) pBAT_SCtotalQtoTF  (inum,ijp) )                                       [different than BandT] 
BAT total flow from an SC toward all TFins 
                        1               2 
sCD0046      10.000      10.000 
sK3006                          10.000 
sNG001       20.000       20.000 
s9002gr        10.000      10.000 
sNG002       20.000      20.000 
s9602          30.000       30.000 
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Figure 7.8 HJ61H BAT Total LD flow toward and reaching DCs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) pBATResTyLDflowTowardDC  (BU,ResTy,jnum,)           [different than BandT] 
BAT LD flow toward DC  
AJ                                1               2 
BF.d0007IRR          10.000      10.000 
GR.d0007MUN      10.000      10.000 
GR.d9697IND        10.000      10.000 
GR.d0007TOU       10.000      10.000 
 
AQ                             1               2 
GR.D0013MUN    10.000      10.000 
 
BA                             1               2 
AD.d9217MUN    10.000      10.000 
GR.d0446IND      10.000      10.000 
GR.d9217TOU     10.000      10.000 
 
IR                             1               2 
AD.d0086MUN                     10.000 
AD.d0099MUN   10.000       10.000 
AD.d0140MUN   10.000 
GR.d0572MUN   10.000       10.000 
 
b) pBATqLDtotalReachingDC  (jnum,ijp)                               [different than BandT] 
BAT total LD flow reaching a DC 
                                1               2 
d0007MUN         10.000      10.000 
d0086MUN                          10.000 
d0099MUN        10.000      10.000 
d0140MUN        10.000 
d9217MUN        10.000      10.000 
d0446IND          10.000      10.000 
d9697IND          10.000      10.000 
d0007TOU         10.000      10.000 
d9217TOU         10.000      10.000 
d0007IRR          10.000      10.000 
D0013MUN         9.800       9.800 
d0572MUN        10.000      10.000 
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Figure 7.9 HJ61H BAT TF flow leaving SCs and reaching DCs  
 
a) pBAT_SCflowTowardMTN  (mtn,inum,)                   [different than BandT] 
BAT flow from an SC toward each TFin 
                                 1               2 
n60  .sK3006                         10.000 
n60  .sNG001       20.000      20.000 
n80  .sCD0046     10.000      10.000 
n9496.s9002gr     10.000      10.000 
n46  .sNG002       20.000      20.000 
n9602.s9602         30.000      30.000 
 
b) pBAT_qTFTotalreachDC  (jnum,)                            [different than BandT] 
BAT total flow from TFouts reaching a DC, including Treatment Plant 
                            1               2 
d0085MUN      10.000      10.000 
d0086MUN      10.000 
d0140MUN                       10.000 
d0552IND        10.000      10.000 
d0140TOU       10.000      10.000 
d0572TOU                        10.000 
D0013MUN       0.200       0.200 
D0013TOU        7.800       7.800 
d9013IRR          4.503       4.503 
D0406IND       10.000      10.000 
d9604MUN     10.000      10.000 
d9605MUN     10.000      10.000 
d9606MUN     10.000      10.000 
d9AQTPWW     6.100       6.100 
 
c) pBAT_qTFnodeReachingDC  (mtn,jnum,)              [different than BandT] 
BAT flow from one TFout reaching one DC 
                                                          1               2 
n165         .d0086MUN                 10.000 
n165         .d0140MUN                                  10.000 
n165         .d0552IND                   10.000      10.000 
n165         .d0140TOU                  10.000      10.000 
n9003       .d0572TOU                                   10.000 
n9494       .d0085MUN                 10.000      10.000 
n114          .D0013MUN                 0.200       0.200 
n114          .D0013TOU                  7.800       7.800 
n140          .D0406IND                 10.000      10.000 
n9604         .d9604MUN              10.000      10.000 
n9605         .d9605MUN              10.000      10.000 
n9606         .d9606MUN              10.000      10.000 
nTowardAQTP   .d9AQTPWW    6.100       6.100 
nToward9013IRR.d9013IRR        4.503       4.503 
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Figure 7.10 HJ61H BAT TF internodal flows  
 
a) pBAT_q  (mn,mtn,)                                                              [different than BandT] 
BAT flow leaving TF node mn flowing toward node mtn 
                                                         1                2 
n60         .n9000                            20.000      30.000 
n80         .n9000                             10.000      10.000 
n9000     .n9004                             30.000      40.000 
n9001     .n165                               30.000      30.000 
n9001     .n9002                                               10.000 
n9002     .n9003                                               10.000 
n9004     .n9001                              30.000      40.000 
n9493     .n9494                              10.000      10.000 
n9496     .n9493                              10.000      10.000 
n46       .n151                                  18.000      18.000 
n151      .n114                                   8.000       8.000 
n151      .n140                                 10.000      10.000 
n9602     .n9603                               30.000      30.000 
n9603     .n9604                               10.000      10.000 
n9603     .n9605                               10.000      10.000 
n9603     .n9606                               10.000      10.000 
nFm0013MUN.nTowardAQTP        6.100       6.100 
nFmAQTP   .nToward9013IRR        5.447       5.447 
 
b) pBAT_FlowFmNodeMNenteringNodeMTN  (mn,mtn,)[different than BandT] 
BAT flow from node mn reaching node mtn 
                                                     1               2 
n60       .n9000                          20.000      30.000 
n80       .n9000                          10.000      10.000 
n9000     .n9004                         30.000      40.000 
n9001     .n165                           30.000      30.000 
n9001     .n9002                                          10.000 
n9002     .n9003                                          10.000 
n9004     .n9001                          30.000      40.000 
n9493     .n9494                          10.000      10.000 
n9496     .n9493                          10.000      10.000 
n46       .n151                              18.000      18.000 
n151      .n114                               8.000       8.000 
n151      .n140                             10.000      10.000 
n9602     .n9603                          30.000      30.000 
n9603     .n9604                          10.000      10.000 
n9603     .n9605                          10.000      10.000 
n9603     .n9606                          10.000      10.000 
nFm0013MUN.nTowardAQTP    6.100       6.100 
nFmAQTP   .nToward9013IRR   5.360       5.360 
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Figure 7.11 HJ61H BAT TF Total flow entering TF nodes  
 
 
 
pBAT_qTotEnterNode  (mtn,) 
BAT total flow entering node from all segments and SCs 
                                  1               2 
n60                         20.000      30.000 
n80                         10.000      10.000 
n165                       30.000      30.000 
n9000                     30.000 
n9001                     30.000      40.000 
n9002                                      10.000 
n9003                                      10.000 
n9004                     30.000      40.000 
n9493                     10.000      10.000 
n9494                     10.000      10.000 
n9496                     10.000      10.000 
n46                         18.000      18.000 
n151                       18.000      18.000 
n114                         8.000       8.000 
n140                       10.000      10.000 
n9602                     30.000      30.000 
n9603                     30.000      30.000 
n9604                     10.000      10.000 
n9605                     10.000      10.000 
n9606                     10.000      10.000 
nTowardAQTP        6.100       6.100 
nToward9013IRR    5.360       5.360 
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Figure 7.12  HJ61H BAT Flow losses  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) pBandTLossBuResTyToNode  (BU,ResTy,mtn,)                            [same as BandT] 
Loss from BU-Resty sources to TFin 
AQ               1              2 
AD.n46       2.000       2.000 
 
b) pBandTLossFromLine  (mn,mtn,)                                                   [same as BandT] 
loss between two TF system nodes 
                                                        1              2 
nFmAQTP.nToward9013IRR       0.087       0.087 
 
c) pBATLossNodeToUser  (mtn,jnum,)                                               [same as BandT] 
loss from TFout to  DC 
                                                        1              2 
nToward9013IRR.d9013IRR        0.858       0.858 
 
d) pBATLossBUResTyToUser  (BU,ResTy,jnum,)                    [different than BandT] 
LD losses to DC 
AQ                             1              2 
GR.D0013MUN       0.200       0.200 
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Glossary for Optimization Model (OM) Use 
(Does not include many terms defined in NWMP) 
 
Allocated water. As a result of BAT optimization, the water that reaches a DC. BAT 
prioritizes water delivery based upon user input, and helps satisfy Jordanian national 
policy. Depending on water regulations or institutional arrangements, allocated water 
might also be defined as the water that is sent toward a DC from the outflow from a 
particular Conveyance System. Which definition is used depends upon whether losses 
between outflow and DC are considered part of the allocation amount. 
 
Allocation. The act of specifying how much water is sent to or reaches a DC. In OM 
BAT optimization, allocation results from minimizing unsatisfied demand of users 
having highest priority first, followed by minimization of unsatisfied demand of lower 
priority users, in priority order. Allocation includes specification of TR water via each 
TFout, and ResTys providing water via LD. BandT optimization does not include 
prioritization, and is equivalent to allocation without prioritization. 
 
Alphanumeric.  A character that is either a number or a letter. 
 
Assigned water. Water of a particular Resource Type that is assigned to be conveyed by a 
particular conveyance system (LD or TF). Water must be assigned in order to reach a 
Demand Center and to be used. 
 
Assignment. The act of specifying how much water from each Source Group or Source 
Center will go to Local Distribution (LD) systems, and how much will go to Transfer 
(TF) system TFins. OM optimizes assignment. 
 
Balancing Unit (BU). A geospatial area used to quantify and summarize water supply, 
need, assignment to conveyance system, transfer, delivery and unsatisfied need. Some 
related water flows or volumes are also summarized by BU.  The most commonly used 
set of BUs are governorates. 
 
BandT module or sub-module. Part of OM that computes optimal Balancing and Transfer 
water management strategies. This module augments abilities of NWMP water balancing 
and water transfer processes. 
 
Base Demand Group (BaseDG). A group consisting of all Demand Centers within a 
particular Balancing Unit. A DC belongs to only one Base Demand Group.  
 
Base Source Group (SG). A group of Source Centers permitted to provide water for 
assignment to a particular ResTyCon. An example Base Source Group consists of all SCs 
within a BU that can provide GR water to LD. An SC must belong to at least one SG, and 
can belong to multiple SGs (see NWMP table T_DC_S). 
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BAT module or sub-module. Part of OM that computes optimal Balancing, Allocation, 
and Transfer water management strategies. This module augments abilities of NWMP 
water balancing, allocation, and transfer processes.  
 
Bound. An optimization problem includes lower bounds (LO) and upper bounds (UP) on 
decision and state variables, and on functions of those. For example the LOwer bound on 
flow in a TF segment is normally set to zero (TF segment flows are non-negative in OM), 
to allow OM to decide whether or not to send flow thru the TF segment. The UPper 
bound on flow in a TF segment is usually the assumed acceptable segment flow capacity.  
OM will compute an optimal segment flow value that does not lie outside the LO and UP 
bounds.  
 
Candidate flow. A flow variable, the value of which will be optimized by OM. Both 
BandT and BAT modules will compute optimal flow rates that lie within the LO and UP 
bounds of the candidate flows. A zero LO bound will allow an optimal value of 0 to be 
computed.   
 
Conveyance method (ConveyName). Means by which water is moved from one location 
to another. These are by Local Distribution (LD) system and by TransFer (TF) system. 
 
Demand. Terms used in different ways. Sometimes it is actual water use (past, present or 
future). Sometimes it is how much water is requested by users. Demand might be much 
larger than actual need for water, if the water is not used very effectively.  
  
Demand Center (DC). The ‘lowest’ level of water use to which the water delivered is a 
variable optimized by OM. In OM, a DC combines in one name, a current NWMP 
demand center name plus its demand type (D_type). For example, the industrial use of 
current settlement 406 is referred to as DC d0406IND in OM. In OM, DC names consist 
of: a leading ‘d’; 4 or more alphanumerics (settlement, Industry ID); 3 alphas--D_type. 
 
Demand Group (DG). A group consisting of all Demand Centers within a particular 
Balancing Unit. 
 
Demand Sub-Group (DsG). A group of DCs that can access a particular ResTyCon water. 
 
Decision Maker (DM).  A water manager or person that makes water management 
decisions. 
 
Decision Variable. See Variable. 
 
Demand Type (D_Type). Recognized types of water users: municipal (MUN), industrial 
(IND), touristic (TOU), and irrigation (IRR). 
 
Flow. The movement of water in OM is almost always non-negative. The only possible 
exception is if the user inputs coefficients to cause a TF segment to gain flow due to 
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seepage inflow (rather than the normal situation of losing flow). Thus nominally 
horizontal flow in a TF segment is either zero, or a positive value.   
 
GAMS (Generalized Algebraic Modeling System). A high level computer programming 
language. 
 
GAMSIDE. Interface for preparing, compiling, and running computer programs written 
in the GAMS language. 
 
GAMSIDE command line. Space to the right of the red arrow where one can enter restart 
and other commands. The provided OM file uses ‘r=c:\om\t\om’ to run the compiled 
version of OM. 
 
Governorate. A geospatial discretization for Jordanian water management. Jordan 
governorates are abbreviated as in the NWMP.  
 
Include files A file read by a GAMS model via the ‘$include’ command.  
 
Index Pair. A coupled set of two indices. Frequently these identify elements at the ends of 
a flow path. An Index Pair ns(mtn,mn) indicates that a flow path exists from node mtn to 
node mn. An Index Pair NodeSource(mtn,inum) indicates a flow path from Source Center 
inum to TFin node mtn. Other Index Pairs indicate that a relationship exists. For example,  
Set BUResTy (BU,ResTy) has Index Pairs for each Resource Type that each Balancing 
Unit has.  
 
Infrastructure. Physical facilities allowing or limiting water flow.   
 
Limit. An OM user inputs lower and upper limits for variables, based upon infrastructural 
or managerial reasons. OM compares the limits input for both reasons, and selects the 
most restrictive to be LO and UP bounds imposed during optimization. 
 
Linear Optimization Problem. A mathematical optimization problem in which the 
objective function and all constraint equations are linear.Linear Programming (LP). 
Process of solving a linear optimization problem. 
 
Local Distribution (LD) system. Somewhat amorphous water conveyance system that can 
only move water within originating balancing unit (BU). Water goes from Source Center 
to Source Group to Demand Center. 
 
Lower Bound (LB or LO). See Bound. 
 
Management. Control of water flow. Management-based reasons express legal, 
institutional, or other non-infrastructurally based reasons.  
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National Water Master Plan (NWMP) model. Computer model and data base that 
supports development of the NWMP of the Government of Jordan. The NWMP is 
intended to be used by the NWMP Directorate.  
 
Need. A DCs need for water in a particular optimization problem. A Demand Center’s 
water need can be used as the upper bound (UB) on how much water OM will allow to be 
delivered to the DC. Need is sometimes considered different than ‘demand’. Demand 
often is based upon historic use, and might be much greater than physical water need, if 
the water is not used efficiently. 
 
Node. An end of a TF  segment. In NWMP all TF nodes are found in a current T_Points 
file. OM requires that more nodes be added to represent additional TF flows. 
 
NodeCap(mtn,ijperiod). The upper bound on how much total water is allowed to enter a 
Transfer System node from all inputs during a time step. This is normally considered to 
be a physically or infrastructurally-based bound. It is specified in file  
INC_SegmentNodeCap*.gms. Using NodeCap can help prevent water unnecessary flow 
through TF system loops.   
 
NWMP DC (or old DC). The old DC is indexed jdnum in OM. New OM DCs are 
indexed jnum. One or more jnums are coupled with each jdnum.  
 
Objective Function (OF). In OM, one OF is the total for all time periods, of the sum of all 
unsatisfied water demands at all Jordanian water demand centers. During optimization, 
OM calculates a set of flow values that causes the smallest possible total value of the OF 
(i.e. the least unsatisfied total demand possible).  
 
Objective Function Value (OFV). The value of the objective function, usually considered 
at optimality. 
 
Objective Function Variable. Currently, OM variables within the OF are unsatisfied 
water need at Demand Centers. 
 
Old DC. See NWMP DC. 
 
Optimization Model or Optimization Module (OM) . Mathematical programming 
optimization model that can compute optimal flow management strategies for some 
functions of the existing National Water Master Plan (NWMP) model. The OM has two 
sub-modules: (a) BandT, that optimizes Balancing and Transfer functions; and (b) BAT, 
that optimizes, Balancing, Allocation, and Transfer functions. OM has also sometimes 
been called SOBAT (Simulation-Optimization model for Balancing, Allocation, and 
Transfer). 
 
Optimization Problem (OP). A mathematical optimization problem consisting of decision 
and state variables, variable bounds, constraint equations incorporating some variables, 
and an objective function. 
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Planning horizon. The total time or time period for which optimization is performed. The 
planning horizon duration is the sum of the duration of all time steps.   
 
Resource Type (ResTy).Water types that are available for conveyance system assignment 
within a BU. Defined in the NWMP, these are: renewable groundwater (GR), base flow 
(BF), reservoir sustained yield (RS), additional resources (AD), and treated wastewater 
(TW). To achieve sustainability goals, the OM user must input an upper limit on the total 
water taken from each ResTy within each BU. Treated wastewater is not a true Base 
Resource like the other four ResTys. Treated wastewater results from treatment of 
wastewater that a demand center has produced from a ResTy. 
 
Resource Type-Convey (ResTyCon).  A combination of ResTy and the conveyance 
system it is assigned to. Within a BU, the number of ResTyCons to which water can be 
assigned, equals the product of the number of ResTys times the number of Conveyance 
methods. Within each BU, OM will ensure that the sum of a ResTy’s water assigned to 
LD and TF does not exceed the upper limit input for that ResTy.   
 
Set. In GAMS models, mathematical sets function like indices. Each such index 
represents one element of a set. The user defines the elements of most OM sets. For 
example, in set inum the user must enter one element per Source Center (SC). Set jnum 
contains one element per Demand Center (DC).  Sets used in OM are defined in file 
INC_Sets*.gms.  
 
Solver. An algorithm that solves the optimization problem posed by a GAMS model. 
GAMS has many possible solvers. A GAMS default solver, COINCBC has been 
adequate to solve the linear optimization problem posed by OM.   
 
Source Center (SC). The ‘lowest’ level of water source from which the water taken is a 
variable optimized by OM. An SC might be a cluster of wells providing water via one 
pipe to the national Transfer (TF) system.  A different SC might be a single large well 
supplying a Local Distribution (LD) system. An SC name consist of: ‘s’; at least 5 
alphanumerics (no fewer than NWMP Source_ID). 
 
Source Sub-group (SsG). The group of Source Centers permitted to provide water to a 
Transfer System inflow node (TFin). 
State Variable. See Variable. 
 
TFin node. End TF node that can accept inflow. 
 
TFout node. End TF node that can release water. 
 
Time step, time period, time index. In OM, the mathematical index of an era of time 
during which water management is steady. OM computes a management strategy that can 
have different flow rates during each time step. The user specifies the number of time 
steps of the optimization via Set ijperiod (Ijperiod is also known as ijp).  Time steps of 1 
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and 2 can represent years 1 and 2, respectively, or decades 1 and 2, or even two five-year 
periods. Time steps of 2000 and 2100 can represent two hundred-year periods.  
 
Transfer (TF) system. Clearly defined set of conveyance system nodes and segments that 
can convey water within an originating Balancing Unit (BU), and to other BUs.  In OM, 
TF has internal nodes and end nodes. End nodes are either TFin or TFout nodes. A 
segment has one node at each end. A segment can represent a pipe, canal, river, or wadi. 
In NWMP, the TF system is defined using files T_points and T_lines.  NWMP also uses 
pseudo TF segments to convey wastewater. OM justifies and will use a more 
comprehensive TF system than currently found in NWMP. OM TF system will include 
pseudo TF segments and all precisely defined flow paths that are not part of LD system.  
 
TR water (or TF water). Water that is conveyed via TF system. 
 
Treated wastewater (TW). Water released from a TP treatment plant. 
 
Treatment plant (TP). A facility that converts wastewater (WW) into treated wastewater 
(TW). A TP is a special type of Demand Center that receives water, consumes a specified 
portion, and releases the rest.  
 
Unassigned water. Water that is not assigned to either LD or TF conveyance system. This 
water cannot be used because it has no way of reaching a demand center. 
Unit of flow.  The measure of water flow or water volume must be consistent within all 
OM input. To also be consistent with NWMP, it is practical to use million cubic meters 
(MCM) as the unit of flow. This is inherently assumed to represent MCM/annum.  
 
Unsatisfied demand (UD). The difference between the upper bound on water delivery, 
and how much is delivered.  
 
Upper Bound (UP or UB). See Bound. 
 
Variable.  A term whose value is optimized by OM. OM variables include all TF and LD 
flows, flows from ResTys and SCs, flows to DCs, group and subgroup flows, and 
unsatisfied demands. Decision variables are usually considered to be flows directly 
controllable by management. State variables are usually flows or terms that cannot be 
directly managed, yet describe the state of the physical system. OM computes all flow 
values, whether they are directly controllable by management or not. Depending on the 
situation, TF segment flows might be either decision or state variables. Flow taken from 
an SC or delivered to a DC is usually a decision variable. Unsatisfied demand is probably 
a state variable. 
 
Variable bound. See Bound. 
 
Wastewater (WW). Water released from special Demand Centers that can receive useable 
water, and produce wastewater. WW must be treated before it can be used. 
Water Demand. See Demand. 
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Water Need. See Need. 
 
Weight. A coefficient that can be used in an objective function. The OM BandT objective 
function (OF) is the sum of the products of Demand Center unsatisfied demands times 
respective linear coefficients. Each such coefficient can be termed a ‘weight’. An OF that 
has weights of different values is often termed a weighted OF. An un-weighted OF has no 
coefficients. If an OF has coefficients, but all coefficients equal 1.0, the OF is equivalent 
to an un-weighted OF.  
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Supplementary Figures:  
Visualization of HJ61H Candidate Flow Directions  
(not including details of flow losses) 
 
Note: Below figures are prepared and provided via cooperating USAID Grant. 
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